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INTRODUCTION
Since the first uses of electrical power in the last centuries, electricity has motivated sci-
entists and inventors to design motorised devices for industry, agriculture, and also for
transport. In spite of the rapid development of coal-fueled steam engines in the mid-19th
century, the first vehicles powered with electricity were locomotives developed by the
UK railway industry [2]. After the first urban tramway networks were created in Europe
in the 1880’s, a great number of railway devices as well as other public transportation ve-
hicles - except for airplanes - are nowadays electric, such as trains, tramways and trolleys
all over the world. As well, the automotive industry shows a growing interest for hybrid
and 100%-electrical motorisations, as an alternative to conventional engines in response
to oncoming price increases and shortages of fossil energies.
While the field of combustion engines benefits from a long-standing experience, design-
ing an automotive electrical powertrain yet faces new challenges, for optimising simul-
taneously the effectiveness and the emission of noise. Achieving both of these goals re-
quires a good knowledge of an electrical powertrain’s mechanical behaviour. Therefore,
modelling such a structure with accuracy is a key to reliable simulations in terms of struc-
tural dynamics, for which current computer performances offer a great potential through
the use of the so-called finite-element theory.
In spite of the ever-increasing efficiency of computing tools in terms of both hardware
and software, developing electric machines still requires long and costly stages based
on experimental analyses on prototypes. The design uncertainties inherent to the me-
chanical behaviours of the so-called active parts – namely the magnetic core and and the
windings – imply updating the simulation models with experimental data in order to
improve the representativeness of the measurements. Consequently, the design stages of
the entire manufacturing process could benefit from more effective prediction capabili-
ties, for minimising the dependency to experimental data and thus the costs related to
the prototypes and the duration of the overall development.
Combining their expertise in structural dynamics and acoustics, the company Vibratec
and the institute Femto-ST Applied Mechanics Department have been involved in com-
mon R&D projects for more than five years, including simulations on electric machines.
For answering the above-mentioned needs in both industrial and academic domains, this
Ph.D. “CIFRE” programme (“Convention industrielle de formation par la recherche”, i.e. in-
dustrial convention of research-oriented training) has been funded and hosted by Vi-
bratec and supervised by the Femto-ST Institute, and specifically oriented towards con-
crete applications in projects involving structural dynamics on electric machines. The
main objective this work has aimed at reaching is to improve the current modelling tech-
niques about electric motor stators.
The present manuscript has been divided into five chapters, each corresponding to spe-
cific contributions or applications. Chapters 1 and 2 introduce the necessary theoretical
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notions for the applications, as well as the state-of-the-art knowledge about the simu-
lation and the prediction of the dynamic behaviour of an electric machine stator. Also,
applied simulations including sensitivity analyses of material properties and modelling
guidelines for piece connections are presented.
Chapter 3 details the developments of practical approaches for efficient finite-element
simulations on laminated core structures, as well as applications on experimentally-
validated modal bases of electric machine stators.
Chapter 4 deals with an experimental campaign and modelling analyses focused on the
associations of windings and resins in stators.
Finally, Chapter 5 (removed from the document for confidentiality reasons) investigates
modelling aspects related to the resin itself and its viscoelastic phenomena in electric
motors. A comprehensive methodology of resin property optimisation is detailed for
minimising the noise radiated by a switched-reluctance motor. Also, the impacts of ec-
centricities are investigated as part of combined electromagnetic-structural finite-element
simulations.
As complements for these five parts, the appendix chapters A and B gather additional
data, illustrations and the nomenclature of the common abbreviations and symbols.
1
GENERAL NOTIONS
First of all, it seems important to identify and to understand the natures of the challenges
existing while attempting to model an electric machine. A comprehensive description
of every aspect of each type of existing electric machines or of their functioning would
be beyond the frame of this chapter, as well as a comprehensive description of every
electromagnetic phenomenon engendered during its operation. Instead, this chapter will
provide a general introduction to electric machines and corresponding electromagnetic
notions in the two first sections. Then, the necessary theoretical background playing a
part in the mechanical tools and the studies presented in this work will be described.
Several specific domains are used and combined for applying the concepts of this thesis.
For enabling the readers who might not be familiar will all of them to apply every method
developed or transcribed in this work, Sections 1.3 through 1.5 will introduce notions
with all necessary details.
1.1/ ARCHITECTURE OF AN ELECTRIC MACHINE
An electric motor converts electric power into mechanical power (motion), at the opposite
of a generator. The different parts composing a motor are exposed in Figure 1.1; the rotor
spins with the shaft while the stator is fixed. The thin air volume between the rotor and
the stator is called the air gap. Although the emphasis is made on the motor itself, it can
be noted that the assembly of an electric motor, an electronic conversion device and a
mechanical gearbox composes an electrical powertrain.
As a general rule, two major classes of electric machines are distinguished according
to the type of electric signal powering them: DC for direct current or AC for alternat-
ing current. The principles of the most common types of electric motors are presented
briefly throughout the following paragraphs (based on the data presented in [158]), while
a larger emphasis on the electromagnetic phenomena is made in Section 1.2.
DC MOTOR
In DC machines, permanent magnets (or electromagnets) are disposed as pairs on the
stator (+ and -) and produce a permanent magnetic flux. The rotor windings are fed
with DC currents and therefore produce a 2-pole magnetic flux too. In order to align the
two flux distributions (attraction between opposite poles and repulsion between identical
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stator
air gaprotor
windings
shaft
frame
end shields
Figure 1.1 – Cutaway of an electric motor [153]
ones), forces and thus torque are applied to the rotor. As the rotor spins, new windings are
fed with currents, therefore enabling a smooth and continuous rotation. An illustration of
a DC motor is given in Figure 1.6, where the poles are distinguished by different colours.
Although they offer a high energy output and are able to operate in an important speed
range, DC machines are expensive to produce and to maintain, and are seldom used for
building automobile powertrains.
AC MOTOR: SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE
One of the visible differences between DC and AC architectures lies in the stator archi-
tecture. Instead of permanent magnets, windings are disposed in the stator of an AC
machine, and are fed by three-phase alternating currents. A simple illustration could
be a set of three pairs of poles (C1+; C1−), (C2+; C2−) and (C3+; C3−) diametrically op-
posed and equitably placed around the stator. The poles C1+, C2+ and C3+ are fed with
the respective currents p1, p2 and p3, while their opposite poles C1−, C2− and C3− are
fed with opposite currents -p1, -p2 and -p3, so that the currents in two successive poles
are shifted by a phase ±2pi/3. The detail of the currents is shown in Figure 1.2, where an
instant TA is marked with a dashed grey line.
As a result of this setting, while the magnitude of the magnetic field created by
pole pair (respectively ‖~HC1‖, ‖~HC2‖ or ‖~HC3‖) varies sinusoidally, the resulting field
~Htot = ~HC1 + ~HC2 + ~HC3 applied to the rotor is of constant magnitude and rotates around
the axis (thick black arrow in Figure 1.3).
Then, placing permanent magnets on the rotor creates a magnetic flux. As the stator
flux rotates, torque is generated at the rotor in order to keep the two flux distributions
aligned. The rotor then spins at the same speed as the stator field’s, hence the name
“synchronous”. It can be noted that permanent magnets can be equivalently replaced
by electromagnets in all kinds of motors. Synchronous machines present several assets
including the easiness to pilot and to manufacture. However, they might stall if the load
is too important at the rotor, or generate detrimental torque pulsations.
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Figure 1.2 – Three-phase alternating currents
Figure 1.3 – Rotating field generation
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AC MOTOR: INDUCTION MACHINE
Induction machines are driven by the same stator field as AC synchronous ones. The dif-
ference is made on the rotor, which is built from a simple homogeneous metal structure,
usually referred to as a “squirrel cage” (see Figure 1.4).
longitudinal
bars
short-circuit
rings
Figure 1.4 – Squirrel cage [158]
Powering the stator creates a rotating magnetic flux; as the rotor is initially immobile
and generates no flux, a relative speed difference appears between the stator and the
rotor flux distributions. This relative speed difference induces an electromotive force in
the bars – corresponding to an electric tension –, and then to induced currents which
circulate through the entire squirrel cage with the aid of the short-circuit rings. Similarly
to DC machines, the currents create a magnetic flux in the rotor, and therefore a torque
so that the rotor flux distribution aligns itself to the stator’s. Finally, as a relative speed
difference between the flux distributions is necessary to induce currents in the squirrel
cage, the rotor does not spins at the same speed as the stator rotating field; this explains
the use of the alternate name “asynchronous” for induction machines.
SPECIAL CASE: SWITCHED-RELUCTANCE MACHINE
The last device presented here is the so-called switched-reluctance machine, often abbre-
viated to SRM. Unlike standard AC machines, the rotor of a SRM is made of a single
piece of ferromagnetic metal, without either windings or magnets. The stator coils are
powered sequentially so that the magnetic flux circulating from the stator to the rotor
creates torque while aligning the rotor teeth with the stator poles. On the illustration
shown in Figure 1.5, the pair (4+;4-) is powered directly after (1+;1-): by minimising the
distance in the air, the circulation of the flux (green line) creates torque, until the next pair
of coils is powered instead and the rotor is spun anew.
This type of electric machine is interesting as its rotor is cheap and easy to manufacture,
and has been often used for various analyses in the literature. However, due to sequen-
tiality of the stator excitations, its functioning is likely to lead to high magnitudes of
torque pulsations and important acoustic levels.
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Figure 1.5 – Switched Reluctance Machine [158]
ILLUSTRATIONS OF DC, SYNCHRONOUS AND INDUCTION MA-
CHINES
Figure 1.6 gathers illustrations of DC, synchronous and induction machines. The DC-case
rotor commutations are shown with colour changes and sparks in Figure 1.6(a). The rotat-
ing magnetic field is represented in the stator for both of the AC motors 1.6(b) and 1.6(c).
In the induction machine, it can be observed (with the slots) that the rotor spins at a lower
speed than the induced rotor flux, which is aligned with the stator’s.
1.2/ GENERATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC EXCITATIONS
The basic introduction made in the previous section may have to be completed in order to
represent with more details the generation of dynamic excitations. The part of the motor
this entire thesis is focused on is the stator; this section will therefore put the spotlight on
the electromagnetic phenomena occurring at the interface of the stator and the air gap.
The type of machine chosen for this section is AC, the stators of which are composed of
windings.
1.2.1/ MAGNETIC TORQUE
One of the main mechanical parameters that could be thought of when dealing with elec-
trical motors is the torque, which could be also seen as a “useful” excitation. Its gener-
ation is sequenced into several steps from the original current input into the windings,
including magnetomotive force, permeance and flux density at the air gap. These points
are detailed in the following paragraphs.
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(a) DC machine (b) Synchronous machine (c) Induction machine
Figure 1.6 – Illustrations of DC, synchronous and induction machines [158]
MAGNETOMOTIVE FORCE
A coil made of nws turns i and fed with a current Iws generates a magnetomotive force f mm
such that:
f mm = nws · Iws . (1.1)
As it can be read in Figure 1.2, the currents of poles {C1+; C1−}, {C2+; C2−} and
{C3+; C3−} are respectively {−√3/2;+√3/2}, {0; 0} and {+√3/2;−√3/2} at the instant
TA. An illustration of the spatial distribution of magnetomotive forces MMF about the
stator is given in Figure 1.7. Positive values of MMF orientate the force vectors from pole
+ to −, at the opposite of negative values.
PERMEANCE
At the opposite of the reluctance R, the permeance Λ = 1/R is the capacity to admit the
magnetic flux through the air gap, and varies in function of the relative positions of stator
and rotor teeth. At a given time t and stator angle αs, the permeance per unit surface can
be expressed as:
λa (t, αs) =
µair
ga (t, αs)
, (1.2)
where µair is the magnetic permeability of air (often considered equal to void’s perme-
ability µ0 = 4pi · 10−7 N ·A−2 or H ·m−1) and ga (t, αs) the air gap’s representative width
(see Figure 1.8). A more comprehensive description of the magnetic permeance is made
by [32].
FLUX DENSITY
The air-gap magnetic induction Ba (t, αs) corresponds to a density of magnetic flux per
unit surface (and is therefore called “flux density”), and is computed from the sum of the
i. nws may be represented by a function of time and space
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Figure 1.7 – Spatial distribution of magnetomotive force
stator
rotor
a a+dra+ds a+ds+dr
a: minimum air gap width
ds: depth of a stator tooth
dr: depth of a rotor tooth
Figure 1.8 – Air gap’s representative width ga in function of stator and rotor teeth’s rela-
tive positions [30]
above-defined magnetomotive forces in the stator and the rotor, respectively f mms (t, αs)
and f mmr (t, αs) [101]:
Ba (t, αs) = λa (t, αs) · [ f mmr (t, αs) + f mms (t, αs)] . (1.3)
In a more general form, this expression becomes:
Ba (t, αs) =
µair
ga (t, αs)
·
[
Zr
∑
vr=1
I{vr}r (t) · N{vr}r (t, αs) +
Cs
∑
vs=1
I{vr}s (t) · N{vr}s (αs)
]
, (1.4)
where r and s are the respective indices of terms referring to the rotor and the stator,
Zr the number of rotor teeth, Cs the number of stator phases, I{v} the current in the v-
th coil and N{v} the corresponding winding function. The flux density is then directly
related to the magnetic field magnitude H, by specific functions ii for each material. In
free space though (conditions approximated in the air gap), the relation can be linearly
approximated to [25]:
B = µ0 · H . (1.5)
TORQUE
Eventually, the torque applied to the rotor in the general case of an electric motor is de-
fined by elementary contributions δT :
ii. generally non-linear, exhibiting a saturation behaviour above a certain value of H
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δT = δφs · δφr · sin (ϕrs) , (1.6)
where ϕrs is the gap angle between the stator’s and the rotor’s pole axes, and
δφs = Bs · δAs and δφs = Br · δAr the flux circulations through elementary areas δAs
and δAr, respectively. A schematic representation of flux distributions is given in Fig-
ure 1.9. Integrating the torque elementary contributions over the rotor teeth’s external
surfaces yields the global torque produced by the motor.
ϕ
rs
stator flux
rotor flux
Figure 1.9 – Flux distributions
1.2.2/ SOURCES OF NOISE AND VIBRATION
The sources of vibration and noise of an electric motor are acknowledged to belong to
three distinctive types [30, 90, 93, 148]:
• aerodynamic;
• mechanical;
• electromagnetic.
In a general rule, noise of aerodynamic origin is created by turbulence from the air in
the motor’s cooling system, and occur mostly at high speed, while mechanical sources of
noise and vibration are considered negligible for electric motors in good working order.
As for electromagnetic effects, they are dependent from several parameters simultane-
ously, such as the topologies of the poles and of the motor itself [135], and are considered
as the most important sources of noise and vibrations at low frequencies (up to 10 kHz)
[156]. This is why understanding these phenomena is of particular importance in the
study of electric machine acoustics, and why the two other types will not be consid-
ered in this work. Amongst this, two effects are often referred to in the literature as the
main sources of noise for electric machines: magnetostriction (the deformation of fer-
romagnetic materials due to magnetic fields) and Maxwell stresses (effects occurring at
magnetic interfaces), which are detailed in Section 2.2.
A geometric comparison of magnetomotive forces and Maxwell pressure distributions
has been made in [123] for a given time, and is shown in Figure 1.10. The contributions
of each of the rotor’s and the stator’s three poles can be clearly seen with the shapes of
the magnetomotive forces, as well as the stator teeths’ locations and their influence on
permeance.
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stator mmf
rotor mmf
permeance
Maxwell pressure
Figure 1.10 – Representation of magnetomotive forces and Maxwell pressure at a given
time [123]
Although the techniques of efficient power supply currently existing enable a thorough
control of the dynamic excitations generated by the input signal, this aspect has a non-
negligible impact in the process of noise generation. Several works examine the influence
of power supply on the creation of electromagnetic forces, such as the thorough descrip-
tion made in [102], presenting the so-called pulse-width modulation (PWM) in detail. As
for noise generation, controlling the acoustics of electric machines stands itself for a great
stake in the industry. This observation is specially important for electrically-powered
transportation devices such as trains and electric cars [141], for which the acoustic im-
pacts are crucial for sales and commercial development. In the reaction sequence illus-
trated in Figure 1.11, the influence of every stage on noise generation is critical.
The comprehension and the control of every electromagnetic cause of noise in an electric
machine has been discussed for several decades in the literature. Although there exist
several scenarios in disagreement about whether magnetostriction has a negligible influ-
ence in the noise generation process of electric motors, it has been widely acknowledged
(e.g. in [50], [64], [140] and [141]) that Maxwell dynamic forces represent the main cause
of vibration and noise for rotating electric machines, whereas magnetostriction is dom-
inating in the cases of electric transformers and inductors. The present work supports
this affirmation: only Maxwell pressure will be considered as dynamic excitations in the
computation of responses in the next chapters.
1.2.3/ CREATION OF NOISE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC ORIGIN
The analysis and the control of noise in electric machine has recently been a topic of great
interest for academic research as well as in the industry. In the case of an electric motor,
the process of noise creation mainly consists in the creation of electromagnetic excitations
and the mechanical response of the structure in terms of vibrations and noise emissions.
Simulating this process is commonly inspired of the interactions between electromagnetic
and mechanical phenomena in weak coupling (see Chapter 2), and can be divided into
several steps, logically sorted as following:
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1. power supply data are applied to the electromagnetic model;
2. magnetic excitations (in principle Maxwell pressure distributions) are computed
from the entire electromagnetic model and projected onto the mechanical model;
3. the response of the structure is computed with the mechanical model;
4. an acoustic model enables simulating the noise generated by the structure.
This modelling process is illustrated in Figure 1.11.
electromagnetic
model
mechanical
model
acoustic
model
power
supply
electromagnetic
excitations
structural
response
noise
generation
Figure 1.11 – Modelling the generation of noise in an electric machine [123, 139]
A convenient way to describe this process is to associate each model with a “transfer
function”. Thus, the overall transfer function and therefore the ability to simulate noise
generation from power supply data is dependent from all the models: controlling the
desired output requires understanding every step of the sequence. In other words, the
models have all to be accurate for performing reliable noise and vibration simulations.
Eventually, the main objective of this thesis is focused on the structural aspects related to
electric machines, namely on simulations of vibratory behaviours.
1.3/ NOTIONS OF STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
An important part of this work is dedicated to finite-element models. Therefore, an intro-
duction to some theoretical notions applied to finite-element analyses is given in this sec-
tion. As explained in the beginning of the chapter, the concepts presented in the remain-
ing sections are voluntarily completed with all necessary details to enable non-specialists
to apply the methods developed in the next chapters.
1.3.1/ LINEAR ELASTICITY
Some concepts about linear elasticity are introduced in this paragraph, based on the
works [109] and [21]. First of all, linear elasticity refers to the fact that considered mate-
rials always behave in their elastic domain, resulting in so-called “small displacements”.
This assumption is valid for the entire section. Given a point M (of normal vector~n) on a
deformable body subjected to static loading, the resulting forces at M can be expressed by
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a vector~t. After the deformation, point M becomes M′ from a displacement (u1, u2, u3),
with a new normal vector~n′ (see Figure 1.12). The default coordinate system used in this
section is (1, 2, 3) and is defined by the unit vectors~e1,~e2 and~e3.
loading
M
×
~n
~t
displacement
(u1, u2, u3)
M ′
× ~n′
Figure 1.12 – Static displacement of point M
1.3.1.1/ ELASTICITY MATRIX
In the initial state, the loads generate a stress field of tensor [σ] (see Figure 1.13), which
can be expressed at point M on a unit volume (cube) by the relation:

t1
t2
t3
 =
σ11 σ12 σ13σ21 σ22 σ23
σ31 σ32 σ33

n1
n2
n3
 . (1.7)
The deformed state is expressed from the displacements ui by a tensor [ε] such that
[ε] =
ε11 ε12 ε13ε21 ε22 ε23
ε31 ε32 ε33
 , (1.8)
whose coefficients ε ij are defined by
ε ij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂uj
+
∂uj
∂ui
)
(1.9)
with the assumption of small displacements. In Equations (1.7) and (1.8), green terms
(i = j) express tension-compression and red terms (i , j) shear. Also, linear elasticity
implies symmetries in tensors [σ] and [ε], so that σij = σji and ε ij = ε ji.
Another common way to express the stress and deformation fields is to use vectors {σ}
and {ε} so that iii
iii. It can be noted that the order of the terms in these vectors is not universal, and might differ from one
convention to the other.
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Figure 1.13 – Stress field at point M
{σ} =

σ11
σ22
σ33
τ23
τ31
τ12

and
{ε} =

ε11
ε22
ε33
γ23
γ31
γ12

,
where τij = σij and γij = 2 · ε ij. By the means of a fourth-order tensor [C], Hooke’s law
links vector {σ} to {ε} by the general relation

σ11
σ22
σ33
σ23
σ13
σ12

=

C1111 C1122 C1133 C1123 C1113 C1112
C2211 C2222 C2233 C2223 C2213 C2212
C3311 C3322 C3333 C3323 C3313 C3312
C2311 C2322 C2333 C2323 C2313 C2312
C1311 C1322 C1333 C1323 C1313 C1312
C1211 C1222 C1233 C1223 C1213 C1212


ε11
ε22
ε33
2 · ε23
2 · ε13
2 · ε12

, (1.10)
where matrix [C], also called elasticity matrix, can be reduced in linear elasticity to the
form:
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[C] =

C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16
C22 C23 C24 C25 C26
C33 C34 C35 C36
C44 C45 C46
sym. C55 C56
C66

. (1.11)
In its reverse form, Equation (1.10) defines the compliance matrix [S] = [C]−1, such that:

ε11
ε22
ε33
2 · ε23
2 · ε13
2 · ε12

=

S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16
S22 S23 S24 S25 S26
S33 S34 S35 S36
S44 S45 S46
sym. S55 S56
S66


σ11
σ22
σ33
σ23
σ13
σ12

. (1.12)
1.3.1.2/ CHANGES OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS
Hooke’s law (1.10) and the associated equations are expressed in the coordinate system
– or basis – (1, 2, 3) defined in the beginning of the section. Rewriting this system in
another coordinate system involves changing the basis of [C]. The new elasticity matrix
[C′] is then computed with
[
C′
]
= [Td (θd)] [C] [Td (θd)]ᵀ , (1.13)
where the transfer matrix [Td (θd)] expresses a rotation of angle θd about axis d. It may
be observed that applying successive rotations around different axes is not equivalent
if the sequence is changed iv. Depending on the direction considered, matrices [T1 (θ1)],
[T2 (θ2)] and [T3 (θ3)] are detailed as following:
[T1 (θ1)] =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 cos2(θ1) sin2(θ1) 2 cos(θ1) sin(θ1) 0 0
0 sin2(θ1) cos2(θ1) −2 cos(θ1) sin(θ1) 0 0
0 − cos(θ1) sin(θ1) cos(θ1) sin(θ1) cos2(θ1)−sin2(θ1) 0 0
0 0 0 0 cos(θ1) − sin(θ1)
0 0 0 0 sin(θ1) cos(θ1)
 , (1.14a)
[T2 (θ2)] =

cos2(θ2) 0 sin2(θ2) 0 −2 cos(θ2) sin(θ2) 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
sin2(θ2) 0 cos2(θ2) 0 2 cos(θ2) sin(θ2) 0
0 0 0 cos(θ2) 0 sin(θ2)
cos(θ2) sin(θ2) 0 − cos(θ2) sin(θ2) 0 cos2(θ2)−sin2(θ2) 0
0 0 0 − sin(θ2) 0 cos(θ2)
 (1.14b)
iv. i.e. rotating around axis 1 and then around 2 is not equivalent to rotating around axis 2 and then
around 1.
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and
[T3 (θ3)] =

cos2(θ3) sin2(θ3) 0 0 0 2 cos(θ3) sin(θ3)
sin2(θ3) cos2(θ3) 0 0 0 −2 cos(θ3) sin(θ3)
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 cos(θ3) − sin(θ3) 0
0 0 0 sin(θ3) cos(θ3) 0
− cos(θ3) sin(θ3) cos(θ3) sin(θ3) 0 0 0 cos2(θ3)−sin2(θ3)
 . (1.14c)
1.3.1.3/ MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Defining elasticity matrices and densities for the materials of a given structure are nec-
essary and sufficient prerequisites for many types of finite-element simulations. In its
most general form (1.11), matrix [C] defines an anisotropic or triclinic material with its 21
independent coefficients. Considering possible symmetries that the material properties
may express reduces the complexity of matrix [C] and leads to specific material denomi-
nations.
A material whose properties are symmetric with respect to a plane is called monoclinic. If
this plane is for instance (1,2), the elasticity matrix can be reduced to the form:
[Cmono] =

C11 C12 C13 0 0 C16
C22 C23 0 0 C26
C33 0 0 C36
C44 C45 0
sym. C55 0
C66
 , (1.15)
defined by 13 independent coefficients. If the properties have an additional symmetry
plane which is perpendicular to the first v, the material is called orthotropic. In this case,
the elasticity matrix can be reduced to the form:
[
Cortho
]
=

C11 C12 C13 0 0 0
C22 C23 0 0 0
C33 0 0 0
C44 0 0
sym. C55 0
C66
 , (1.16)
defined by 9 independent coefficients. Unlike triclinic and monoclinic properties, or-
thotropic materials can be defined by 9 explicit engineering constants Ei, Gij and νij (re-
spectively Young’s, shear moduli and Poisson’s ratios) from the compliance matrix, such
as:
v. which is equivalent to 3 symmetry planes perpendicular to each other
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[
Sortho
]
=
[
Cortho
]−1
=

1
E1
−ν12
E1
−ν13
E1
0 0 0
−ν21
E2
1
E2
−ν23
E2
0 0 0
−ν31
E3
−ν32
E3
1
E3
0 0 0
0 0 0 1G23 0 0
0 0 0 0 1G13 0
0 0 0 0 0 1G12

. (1.17)
The symmetry of the matrix then leads to the reciprocity relation:
νij = νji · EiEj . (1.18)
Orthotropic material properties can be simplified if they have a revolution symmetry
around an axis. In this case, the properties are equivalent in any plane perpendicular
to this axis, and the material is called transversely isotropic. If for instance the axis of
revolution is 3, the elasticity matrix takes the form:
[
Ciso-transv
]
=

C11 C12 C13 0 0 0
C11 C13 0 0 0
C33 0 0 0
C44 0 0
sym. C44 0
C66
 (1.19)
where
C66 =
C11 − C12
2
.
In other terms, the following relation is verified:
[
Ciso-transv
]
= [T3 (θ3)]
[
Ciso-transv
]
[T3 (θ3)]ᵀ , (1.20)
and shows the insensitivity of
[
Ciso-transv
]
for any rotation about direction 3. Therefore,
the only 5 independent engineering constants that describe the material are E1 = E2,
E3, G23 = G13, ν13 = ν23 and ν12. The isotropy in plane (1,2) induced by the revolution
symmetry therefore leads to:
G12 =
E1
2 · (1+ ν12) .
Eventually, if the properties are independent from any changes of axes or coordinate
systems and therefore have no specific directions, the material is called isotropic. In this
case, the elasticity matrix can be expressed with Lamé’s coefficients λ and µ, and takes
the form:
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[
Ciso
]
=

λ+ 2µ λ λ 0 0 0
λ+ 2µ λ 0 0 0
λ+ 2µ 0 0 0
µ 0 0
sym. µ 0
µ
 . (1.21)
To put things in a nutshell, Table 1.1 summarises the simplifications of material properties
between each types, and where the symbol “⊥” means “orthogonal”.
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isotropic + 1 rev. axis + 1 rev. axis constants
isotropic iso
all directions 2 engineering
identical constants
Table 1.1 – Summary of material simplifications
1.3.1.4/ STIFFNESS AND MASS MATRICES
For representing a given structure, a finite-element model is based on stiffness and mass
matrices for the description of mechanical properties in a mathematical system. Estab-
lished from the discretisation of strain energy formulations in the system, the stiffness
matrix [Ke] of each element is defined by the expression
[Ke] =
˚
Ωe
[Be]ᵀ [C] [Be]dΩ , (1.22)
where Ωe is the volume of the element, dΩ an infinitesimal volume such that
dΩ = dxdydz, [C] the elasticity matrix of the element’s material, and [Be] a deforma-
tion interpolation matrix. As for mass properties, the element’s mass matrix is derived
from the system’s kinetic energy. The complete definitions of stiffness and mass matri-
ces goes beyond the frame of this study. Still, further details which are necessary for the
elaboration of some methods described in the next chapters are given in Appendix A.1.
1.3.2/ EQUATIONS OF VIBRATION AND MODAL DECOMPOSITION
This paragraph elaborates on the here-above presented general notions and introduces
some equations of structural dynamics, based on [15] and [113].
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1.3.2.1/ FREE VIBRATIONS OF A CONSERVATIVE SYSTEM
In the case of a conservative or non-dissipative system (and therefore neglecting damping
effects) and with no external loads, the dynamic behaviour of a structure composed of N
degrees of freedom is described by the system [15]:
[M] {q¨ (t)}+ [K] {q (t)} = {0N,1} , (1.23)
where [M] and [K] are the structure’s mass and stiffness matrices (respectively positive-
definite and positive semi-definite), and where the displacements q (t) are expressed with
respect to the time t, so that:
q¨ (t) =
dq˙
dt
(t) =
d2q
dt2
(t) . (1.24)
Looking for a solution of the form {q (t)} = {φ} exp (s · t) with {φ} , {0N,1} leads to the
expression:
(
[K] + s2 [M]) {φ} = {0N,1} . (1.25)
Then, resolving Equation (1.25) yields N non-trivial, distinct solutions j (all real) with
sj = iωj: (
[K]−ω2j [M]
)
{φ}j = {0N,1} , (1.26)
from which the j-th eigenvalue ω2j is related to the so-called natural frequency f j with
f j =
ωj
2 · pi . (1.27)
Resolving the singular system (1.26) for a given eigenvalue ω2j defines a mode shape (also
called deformed shape) {φ}j with an arbitrary proportional factor. A solution for choos-
ing convenient proportional factors is to normalise each mode shape. This normalisation
can be made to maximum unity, or with respect to the mass or stiffness matrix. This
respectively corresponds to:
max {φ}j = 1 , (1.28a)
{φ}ᵀi [M] {φ}j = δij (1.28b)
and
{φ}ᵀi [K] {φ}j = δij , (1.28c)
where the Kronecker symbol δij equals 1 if i = j and 0 if i , j. Therefore, each mode shape
{φm}j normalised with respect to its modal mass is computed with
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{φm}j =
{φ}j√
{φ}ᵀj [M] {φ}j
. (1.29)
Associated the j-th mode shape to the corresponding natural frequency f j constitutes
the structure’s j-th normal vibration mode. Eventually, the set of all modes corresponds
to the system’s modal base, and the modal matrix [φ] is built by concatenating the N × 1
vectors {φ}j. Such modes describe the structure’s particular abilities to be deformed:
applying excitations in a way that tend to deform it in a similar way as a mode shape and
near the corresponding natural frequency would create a resonance phenomenon, called
“modal coincidence” (or “appropriation”). This would result in an amplification of the
deformation magnitudes, and thus to possible noise, damage or undesired vibrations.
Being able to predict the modal behaviour of any given structure is therefore a key issue in
structural dynamics simulations. It can be noted as well that the modes of a conservative
system have real values only, and are often called normal modes.
1.3.2.2/ VIBRATIONS OF A DAMPED SYSTEM: HYSTERETIC DAMPING
There exist several natures of damping in finite-element analyses. The two forms that
are detailed in this paragraph are hysteretic and viscous damping. Considering a system
in established harmonic state, the hysteretic form of damping (also referred to as “struc-
tural”) is modelled with imaginary stiffness values in [K∗] = [K+ iKh], such as in the
following free-vibration equation [62]:
[M] {q¨ (t)}+ [K∗] {q (t)} = {0N,1} , (1.30)
where matrix
[Kh] represents the out-of-phase stiffness components as described in Sec-
tion 1.5. The corresponding eigenvalue problem has then j distinct solutions
(
[K∗] + S∗j [M]
)
{φ∗}j = {0N,1} , (1.31)
such that
{φ∗}j = {φR}j + i {φI}j , (1.32)
and where the eigenvalues S∗j =
(
s∗j
)2
are expressed as functions of undamped circular
frequencies ωj and so-called modal loss factors ηj:
S∗j = −ω2j ·
(
1+ iηj
)
. (1.33)
Premultiplying Equation (1.31) by the transposed conjugate {φ∗}ᵀj of {φ∗}j leads to the
system:
S∗j = −
{φ∗}ᵀj [K∗] {φ∗}j
{φ∗}ᵀj [M] {φ∗}j
, (1.34)
which is decomposed into a real (<) and an imaginary (=) parts:
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<
(
S∗j
)
= −ω2j and =
(
S∗j
)
= −ω2j · ηj .
Finally, the damped natural frequencies f˘ j and the modal loss factors can be expressed
with the expressions [143, 62]:
f˘ j =
∣∣∣∣ 12pi · = (s∗j )
∣∣∣∣ (1.35a)
and
ηj =
=
(
S∗j
)
<
(
S∗j
) = {φR}ᵀj [Kh] {φR}j − {φI}ᵀj [Kh] {φI}j{φR}ᵀj [K] {φR}j − {φI}ᵀj [K] {φI}j , (1.35b)
where the sign of s∗j is chosen arbitrarily from
s∗j = ±
√
S∗j .
If the structure’s hysteretic damping coefficients are considered low (i.e. lower than 20%
according to [62] and [138]), the mode shapes {φ∗}j can be approximated with their real
parts {φR}j. This can be computed from a normal-mode solution in a quicker way than
for the complex system. In this case, Equation (1.34) can be re-written as:
ω2j ·
(
1+ iηj
)
=
{φR}ᵀj [K] {φR}j
{φR}ᵀj [M] {φR}j
+ i
{φR}ᵀj
[Kh] {φR}j
{φR}ᵀj [M] {φR}j
, (1.36)
from which the natural frequencies f˘ j are reduced to their real form f j = ωj/2pi with
ω2j =
{φR}ᵀj [K] {φR}j
{φR}ᵀj [M] {φR}j
. (1.37)
Also, the expression of the modal loss factor is simplified to
ηj =
{φR}ᵀj
[Kh] {φR}j
{φR}ᵀj [K] {φR}j
, (1.38)
where {φR}ᵀj [K] {φR}j represents the structure’s total strain energy for the mode j.
1.3.2.3/ VIBRATIONS OF A DAMPED SYSTEM: VISCOUS DAMPING
The second form of damping is of viscous nature. Considering viscous damping in a
matrix [D] and taking into account dynamic forces applied to the structure transforms
Equation (1.23) into [113]:
[M] {q¨ (t)}+ [D] {q˙ (t)}+ [K] {q (t)} = {F (t)} , (1.39)
where matrix [K] has only real values (no hysteretic damping).
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With the aid of the previously-defined modal matrix [φ] (possibly truncated to the h first
modes such that h ≤ N), generalised modal coordinates u can be computed at a given
time t with:
{q} = [φ] {u} . (1.40)
Then, by pre-multiplying Equation (1.39) by [φ]ᵀ leads to:
[φ]ᵀ [M] [φ] {u¨}+ [φ]ᵀ [D] [φ] {u˙}+ [φ]ᵀ [K] [φ] {u} = [φ]ᵀ {F} , (1.41)
where matrices
[φ]ᵀ [M] [φ] =

m1 0
m2
. . .
0 mh
 (1.42a)
and
[φ]ᵀ [K] [φ] =

k1 0
k2
. . .
0 kh
 (1.42b)
are diagonal. It can be noted that normalising the mode shapes with respect to the modal
mass (see Equation (1.29)) in the first place leads to
mj = 1 j ∈ J1, hK ,
and thus to
[φ]ᵀ [M] [φ] = Ih,h =

1 0
1
. . .
0 1
 .
For the matrix
[φ]ᵀ [D] [φ] =

d1 0
d2
. . .
0 dh

to be diagonal as well, the so-called Basile’s condition needs to be satisfied [113]. This re-
quirement is fulfilled if either [D] can be written under the form of a proportional damp-
ing (sufficient condition), i.e. if real factors α and β can be found such that:
[D] = α [K] + β [M] , (1.43)
or if Caughey’s condition is verified (necessary and sufficient), as
[D] [M]−1 [K] = [K] [M]−1 [D] . (1.44)
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In this case, the system (1.41) can be decoupled into h equations
u¨j + 2ζ jωju˙j +ω2j uj = Γj j ∈ J1, hK , (1.45)
where for each row j,
ωj =
√
kj
mj
= 2 · pi · f j (1.46a)
is the natural circular frequency and
ζ j =
dj
2 · √mjkj = ηj2 (1.46b)
the modal damping ratio. Also, the modal participation factor Γj relative to the mode
shape {φ}j is defined by
Γj =
{φ}ᵀj {F}
{φ}ᵀj [M] {φ}j
=
Fj
mj
, (1.46c)
where Fj and mj are the j-th mode’s generalised force and modal mass, respectively.
1.3.2.4/ ENFORCED VIBRATIONS
Determining a system’s enforced response corresponds to exhibiting a particular solution
in Equation (1.39), for which the excitations are considered harmonic:
{F} = {F˜} · exp (iωt) . (1.47)
In this case, the particular solution is written
{q} = {q˜} · exp (iωt) , (1.48)
such that the so-called direct response is computed with
{q˜ (ω)} = (−ω2 [M] + iω [D] + [K])−1 {F˜} . (1.49)
In spite of the ability to compute responses with any damping matrices, Equation (1.49)
requires important computation resources if the studied system has numerous degrees
of freedom. Should Basile’s condition be satisfied and Equation (1.39) decoupled in the
form (1.41), then the solution {q˜ (ω)} could be written with the expression of modal su-
perposition response:
{q˜ (ω)} =
h
∑
j=1
{φ}ᵀj
{F˜} {φ}j
−ω2mj + iωdj + kj , (1.50)
which is equivalent to
{q˜ (ω)} =
h
∑
j=1
{φ}ᵀj
{F˜} {φ}j
mj ·
(
−ω2 + 2iζ jωωj +ω2j
) . (1.51)
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These formulations are much quicker to compute than the matrix inversion in Equa-
tion (1.49), but are based on a truncated basis (of the h first modes) and require Basile’s
condition to be verified. Eventually, the effect of modal truncature can be mitigated by
adding a static correction factor to Equation (1.51), also called static residual vectors. In its
completed form, the expression becomes [134]:
{q˜ (ω)} =
h
∑
j=1
{φ}ᵀj
{F˜} {φ}j
mj ·
(
−ω2 + 2iζ jωωj +ω2j
) −( h∑
j=1
{φ}ᵀj {φ}j
mj ·ω2j
− [K]−1
){F˜} . (1.52)
1.3.3/ COMPONENT MODE SYNTHESIS
1.3.3.1/ STATIC CONDENSATION
Several mathematical methods have been developed in order to reduce the number of
DOFs in a finite-element model. One of the most common for static reduction is the
so-called Guyan method, initially developed in [4] and re-used in [71]. The idea is to
condensate the entire system into a limited number of DOFs where the reduced stiffness,
mass, damping and force values recreate the global dynamic state. The system defined
by Equation (1.39) is first treated as a static problem
[K] {q} = {F} . (1.53)
A set of master-DOFs M is defined where the reduced system’s properties are to be ex-
pressed. The set of slave-DOFs S is the complementary set ofM in the global system and
gathers the DOFs that will not be visible any longer in the matrices after condensation.
The rows and columns are permuted in Equation (1.53) such that:
[Kmm Kms
Ksm Kss
]{
qm
qs
}
=
{Fm
Fs
}
, (1.54)
where indices m and s refer to setsM and S, respectively. This sub-structured system can
be decomposed into
[Kmm] {qm}+ [Kms] {qs} = {Fm} (1.55a)
and
[Ksm] {qm}+ [Kss] {qs} = {Fs} . (1.55b)
Assuming the non-singularity of [Kss], the slave DOF displacements can be isolated in
Sub-system (1.55b)
{qs} = [Kss]−1 {Fs} − [Kss]−1 [Ksm] {qm} (1.56)
and substituted into Sub-system (1.55a) so that
[Kr] {qm} = {Fr} , (1.57)
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where the reduced stiffness matrix [Kr] and the reduced force vector {Fr} respectively
stand for
[Kr] = [Kmm]− [Kms] [Kss]−1 [Ksm] (1.58a)
and
{Fr} = {Fm} − [Kms] [Kss]−1 {Fs} . (1.58b)
In terms of computation costs, this reduction is performed rather quickly by current com-
mon finite-element solvers, as the only costly operation is the inversion of matrix [Kss].
Finally, the reduction of the global System (1.39) is performed by a projection with a static
transformation matrix
[Ws] =
[
Im,m
−K−1ss Ksm
]
, (1.59)
where [Im,m] is the m×m identity matrix. The projection is written as
[Ws]ᵀ [M] [Ws] {q¨m}+ [Ws]ᵀ [C] [Ws] {q˙m}+ [Ws]ᵀ [K] [Ws] {qm} = [Ws]ᵀ {F} , (1.60)
is equivalent to the reduced system
[Mr] {q¨m}+ [Cr] {q˙m}+ [Kr] {qm} = {Fr} (1.61)
and defines a so-called “super-element”, standing for the entire initial structure but de-
fined by reduced matrices.
1.3.3.2/ DYNAMIC CONDENSATION
Similarly to the Guyan condensation method, one of the most common approaches for
dynamic sub-structuring is the so-called “Craig-Bampton” method [6]. In this case, the
global system is projected into a basis of normal modes computed after clamping the
chosen master- (or interface-) DOFs. The dynamic transformation matrix [Wd] is defined
as an enrichment of [Ws]:
[Wd] =
[
Im,m 0m,s
−K−1ss Ksm φss
]
, (1.62)
where [0m,s] is the m× s null matrix and [φss] the modal basis at slave- (or internal-) DOFs
defined by
(
[Kss]−ω2ss,j [Mss]
)
{φss}j = {0s,1} (1.63)
for each eigenvalue j. Eventually, norming the modal basis with unitary modal mass (see
Equation (1.29)) and condensing matrices [K] and [M] with [Wd] leads to
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[Wd]ᵀ [K] [Wd] =
[ Kr 0m,s
0s,m Λss
]
(1.64a)
and
[Wd]ᵀ [M] [Wd] =
[Mr MᵀCB
MCB Is,s
]
, (1.64b)
where [Kr] and [Mr] are the statically-reduced (i.e. Guyan) matrices computed with
Equation (1.61), [Λss] the spectral matrix corresponding to the modal basis and [MCB]
the matrix defined by
[MCB] =
[
φᵀss
(
Msm −MssK−1ss Ksm
)]
. (1.65)
1.4/ NOTIONS OF DETERMINISTIC MODEL UPDATING
Performing mechanical simulations does not always exactly correspond to the real be-
haviour of the structure. This is why updating processes are applied, in order to optimise
the simulation model and improve its representativeness by minimising the discrepan-
cies with the reference behaviour. Deterministic updating processes involve only discrete
optimisation parameters (such as elastic constants), whereas stochastic processes manage
probability densities instead. This section will detail some aspects of the deterministic
model updating basic theory.
1.4.1/ PRINCIPLE
A common criterion used to update finite-element models is to compare two modal bases.
Then, an iterative algorithm aims at adapting the parameters in order to decrease the cri-
terion value until reaching a convergence threshold. The optimisation sequence is illus-
trated in Figure 1.14 and described as following:
1. computation of the initial FE model’s modal basis
2. selection of updating parameters
3. measurement/computation of the reference modal basis
4. selection of updating responses
• model updating iterations:
4.1. computation of the correlation estimators
4.2. comparison with the convergence threshold
• if reached: end of the updating process
• if not reached: update FE model with stages 4.2.1. through 4.2.4.
4.2.1. computation of sensitivity values
4.2.2. application of changes to the FE parameters
4.2.3. computation of the new FE modal basis
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Figure 1.14 – Flowchart of a model updating process [140]
4.2.4. loop to stages 4.1. and 4.2.
The choice of the optimisation parameters and responses needs to be done prior to the up-
dating iterations. The parameters are the properties of the FE model that will be updated
(typically 2D-element thicknesses, elastic properties, mass densities, ...) whereas the re-
sponses are the objectives that the process will attempt to recreate with the FE modal ba-
sis (typically natural frequencies or frequency response functions). The stages 4.1., 4.2.1.
and 4.2.2. (respectively the computation of correlation estimators, the sensitivity analysis
and the adaptation of the FE model) stand for the core of the presented model updating
algorithm and are therefore detailed throughout the following paragraphs.
1.4.2/ MODAL CORRELATION
The comparison of two modal bases can be made according to several criteria [26] and is
part of model updating processes. One convenient way to estimate such modal correla-
tion is to compare each vibration mode of the first model to each of the second. Therefore,
two matrices are computed: [∆ f ] and [MAC], of size M1 × M2, and where M1 and M2
respectively stand for the numbers of modes considered for the first and the second struc-
tures. Each component ∆ f
(
me,i, ma,j
)
of the matrix [∆ f ] expresses the relative difference
between the frequency of the first structure’s i-th vibration mode m1,i and the second
structure’s j-th mode m2,j, and is defined by the relation:
∆ f
(
m1,i, m2,j
)
=
f1,i − f2,j
f1,i
, (1.66)
where f1,i et f2,j are the natural frequencies corresponding to the modes m1,i and m2,j,
respectively. In addition to this, the similarities between the shapes of the modes m1,i
and m2,j (respectively called {φ1,i} and
{
φ2,j
}
) are determined according to the so-called
MAC (Modal Assurance Criterion), by the expression [69]:
MAC
(
m1,i, m2,j
)
=
∣∣{φ1,i}ᵀ {φ2,j}∣∣2
{φ1,i}ᵀ {φ1,i}
{
φ2,j
}ᵀ {
φ2,j
} . (1.67)
Therefore, two mode shapes are characterised by a MAC value of 0% if they are orthog-
onal or of 100% if identical. A perfectly updated model leads to a [MAC] matrix of di-
agonal values at 100% and others at 0%. In practice, geometrically-coincident nodes are
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associated to ensure that {φ1,i} and
{
φ2,j
}
have the same sizes. In the remaining para-
graphs of this section, the indices “1” and “2” will refer to the reference and the updated
structures, respectively.
Once the matrices [∆ f ] and [MAC] are computed, each mode m1,i is paired to the mode
m2,j with highest MAC value. The pairs are taken into account in the correlation if their
respective MAC value is above a fixed threshold, called tMAC. All the other mode pairs
are discarded from the correlation process. For Nmp mode pairs in a given correlation, the
entities |∆ f | and MAC are defined by the expressions:
|∆ f | = 1
Nmp
·
Nmp
∑
q=1
∣∣∆ f (m1,q, m2,q)∣∣ (1.68)
and
MAC =
1
Nmp
·
Nmp
∑
q=1
MAC
(
m1,q, m2,q
)
, (1.69)
where m1,q and m2,q are the modes composing the q-th pair.
1.4.3/ SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND MODEL UPDATING
The sensitivity analysis aims at identifying the parameters of the FE model which have
the highest influence on the selected responses. Although there exist other definitions
(see e.g. [149, 150]), the Nr × Np differential sensitivity matrix [S ] (also referred to as the
“gradient”) is composed of coefficients Sab computed from the slopes of responses ra with
respect to changes in parameter pb:
Sab = δraδpb . (1.70)
Selecting natural frequencies and MAC values as optimisation responses leads to non-
linear relations between ra and pb. One of the existing practical solutions for circum-
venting this complexity relies on linearisation approaches, as described in [149] or in the
works of [122], in order to minimise the objective function in an iterative way.
Then, the vector {∆r} = {r1} − {r2} is built from the selected responses. For instance,
choosing (e.g. lowest) A natural frequencies and (e.g. highest) B MAC values leads to
[149]
{r1} =

f1,1
f1,2
...
f1,A
MAC (m1,1, m1,1) = 100%
MAC (m1,2, m1,2) = 100%
...
MAC (m1,B, m1,B) = 100%

, {r2} =

f2,1
f2,2
...
f2,A
MAC (m1,1, m2,1)
MAC (m1,2, m2,2)
...
MAC (m2,B, m2,B)

and
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{∆r} =

f1,1 − f2,1
f1,2 − f2,2
...
f1,A − f2,A
1−MAC (m2,1, m2,1)
1−MAC (m2,2, m2,2)
...
1−MAC (m2,B, m2,B)

.
The general relation
{∆r}i = [S ]i {∆p}i (1.71)
is established for the i-th iteration with {∆p}i = {p}i − {p}i−1, where {p}i is the param-
eter vector to be computed at the end of the iteration (i.e. after updating) and {p}i−1 the
parameter vector computed in the previous iteration. Thus, pseudo-inverting [S ]i leads
to the relative parameter changes {∆p}i with the expression
[S ]#i {∆r}i = {∆p}i , (1.72)
where the pseudo-inverse [S ]#i of [S ]i is defined by
[S ]#i =
(
[S ]ᵀi [S ]i
)−1
[S ]ᵀi (1.73a)
if Nr < Np, or
[S ]#i = [S ]ᵀi
(
[S ]ᵀi [S ]i
)−1 (1.73b)
if Nr > Np. In practice, other pseudo-inversion methods can be thought of (see e.g. [149,
150]) but will not be detailed here. Eventually, iterating these operations as described in
Figure 1.14 completes the model updating procedure.
It can be noted that in some cases, the process fails to terminate according to the specified
convergence threshold. This is why in practice, the optimisation is interrupted if either
the number of iterations reaches a specified limit or if the parameter changes (values of
{∆p}i) fall below a given variation threshold.
1.5/ NOTIONS OF VISCOELASTICITY
Polymers such as the resins used in electric machines are usually described by viscoelas-
tic properties [100]. A viscoelastic material is characterised by several specificities in its
stress-strain behaviour, as detailed in the works of Kaliappan [100]:
• hysteresis (i.e. delay in response to enforced stresses or strains);
• creep ability (i.e. increasing strain for constant enforced stress);
• stress relaxation ability (i.e. decreasing stress for a constant enforced strain).
This section briefly introduces some knowledge about the theory of viscoelasticity.
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1.5.1/ DYNAMIC-MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
The above-mentioned hysteretic specificity corresponds to an out-of-phase dynamic re-
sponse of the material subjected to periodic perturbations [13, 100, 133]. For example,
enforcing sinusoidal stress to a one-dimensional sample of viscoelastic material results in
strain with a phase lag δ in steady state, as illustrated in Figure 1.15.
m
ag
ni
tu
de
time
σ0
ε0
δ
stress σ(t) (enforced)
strain ε(t)
Figure 1.15 – Evolutions of stress and strain through time for a viscoelastic material [100,
152]
Therefore, the dynamic stress σ (t) and strain ε (t) can be described with the following
expressions:
σ (t) = σ0 · sin (ω · t + δ) (1.74)
and
ε (t) = ε0 · sin (ω · t) , (1.75)
where t is the time and ω the circular frequency. Expanding Equation (1.74) in
σ (t) = σ0 · cos (δ) · sin (ω · t) + σ0 · sin (δ) · cos (ω · t) (1.76)
enables separating the stress’s in-phase and out-of-phase terms. Then, dividing Equa-
tion (1.76) by Equation (1.75) enables introducing the moduli E′ and E′′ for representing
the respective in-phase and out-of-phase parts as
E′ =
σ0
ε0
· cos (δ) (1.77)
and
E′′ =
σ0
ε0
· sin (δ) (1.78)
so that
σ (t) = ε0 · E′ · sin (ω · t) + ε0 · E′′ · cos (ω · t) . (1.79)
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Then, assimilating the in-phase part as real and the out-of-phase part as imaginary leads
to a complex expression of a Young’s modulus:
E∗ =
σ
ε
=
σ0
ε0
· (cos (δ) + i · sin (δ)) , (1.80)
or in other terms
E∗ = E′ + i · E′′ . (1.81)
Expression (1.81) can be seen as the association of a storage modulus E′ (describing the
material’s ability to store and release potential energy when subjected to deformation)
and a loss modulus E′′ (associated with the dissipation of deformation energy in heat).
Finally, the ratio of E′′ over E′ can be seen as
E′′
E′
= tan (δ) (1.82)
and corresponds to a mechanical damping ratio, also called loss factor.
1.5.2/ TEMPERATURE AND FREQUENCY
The dynamic behaviour of viscoelastic materials has been introduced as a temporal de-
pendency in Equations (1.74) and (1.75). For the rest of this thesis, this variability will
be rather seen as a dependency to the frequency f , so that f = ω/(2·pi). In addition, the
dependency of viscoelastic properties to the temperature T will be also accounted for
[154].
Every viscoelastic material used in this study is considered homogeneous and isotropic,
and thus defined by a Young’s modulus, a shear modulus and a Poisson’s ratio. In this
whole work, Poisson’s effects are assumed independent from temperature and frequency.
This assumption seems reasonable as suggested in [53], [76], [120] and [128] and judging
from the small discrepancies observed in the experimental identification presented in
[155]. Therefore, the complex expressions of a Young’s modulus E∗ (T, f ) is related to a
complex shear modulus G∗ (T, f ) by the linear function inspired from isotropic elasticity
[18]:
G∗ (T, f ) =
E∗ (T, f )
2 · (1+ ν) , (1.83)
where ν is the material’s Poisson’s ratio. Therefore, Equation (1.81) can be re-written in
terms of shear moduli:
G∗ (T, f ) = G′ (T, f ) + i · G′′ (T, f ) , (1.84)
or in its equivalent form
G∗ (T, f ) = G′ (T, f ) · (1+ i · η (T, f )) , (1.85)
where
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η = tan (δ) . (1.86)
INTERMEDIATE CONCLUSION
This chapter has described some notions concerning electric machines, materials science
and structural dynamics. The next chapter will elaborate on these bases, and detail the
state-of-the-art knowledge in understanding and modelling the dynamic behaviour of
electric motor stators. In addition to this, simulation analyses will be presented as pre-
requisite results for the following chapters.
2
CONCERNING ELECTRIC MACHINE
STATORS
In spite of the reliable experience existing for combustion engines, modelling electric mo-
tors requires understanding and predicting the influence of very specific phenomena, as
explained in the previous chapter. Several research works have been published during
the last two decades about the simulation of electric machines’ vibratory behaviours and
the design of low-noise electric motors, also referred to as “vibro-acoustically efficient”.
This chapter aims at exposing what the state-of-the-art is in the comprehension of the
phenomena involved in the mechanical behaviour of an entire electric machine, putting
an emphasis on the stator. This will be detailed throughout Sections 2.1 and 2.2, dealing
with each of these aspects separately: the overall structure and the geometry of an electric
machine as well as dynamic excitations. In addition to these literature reviews, other no-
tions standing for prerequisite knowledge for the next chapters will be introduced with
simulation analyses in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively focusing on material property
sensitivities and modelling guidelines for piece connections.
2.1/ GEOMETRY-BASED PHENOMENA
The geometries, dimensions and assemblies of the components of a stator have a great
influence on its overall mechanical behaviour. Although this chapter does not focus on
design guidelines for electric machines, it seems interesting to understand the technolog-
ical choices that have been motivated by the research of optimum efficiency. An overview
of the main usual pieces composing an electric motor has been given in Figure 1.1.
MANUFACTURING PROCESS OF AN ELECTRIC MACHINE
The way the pieces composing an electric machine are manufactured and assembled may
have an important influence on its overall mechanical behaviour. Although it could not
be seen as exhaustive, Van der Giet and Hameyer [107] have presented a manufacture
sequence for electric machine stators:
1. the steel sheets are stacked and held under pressure;
2. the stack contour is cut by means of wire-electro discharge machining;
3. the copper windings are placed into the stator slots;
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4. the stack with the windings are impregnated with insulating resin;
5. the magnetic core is pressed into a frame;
6. the housing, end-shields and rotor are assembled with the stator.
The homogeneous pieces such as frame, gearbox pinions and end-shields are generally
produced by casting and machining, which will not be presented here. As their materials
are usually standard metals and alloys of known properties, modelling these pieces sep-
arately is not as complex as entire structures; the assembly conditions are likely to have a
strong influence on the overall dynamic behaviour.
STATOR GEOMETRY
Several studies aimed at showing the influence of a switched-reluctance machine’s stator
geometry on its vibratory behaviour. Pillay and Cai [44, 55] have compared four finite-
element models, illustrated in Figure 2.1:
1. laminated magnetic core
2. laminated magnetic core fixed in a frame on the whole lateral surface
3. laminated magnetic core fixed in a frame with 4 keys (nodes merged)
4. stator with a ribbed frame and a terminal box
   
Model 4 Model 3 
 
Model 2 Model 1 
Figure 2.1 – Models of a switched-reluctance machine’s stator (side views of mode
shapes [55])
Some of the results of this comparison were the following:
• the yoke’s and frame’s thicknesses have a significant effect on the overall stator’s
natural frequencies;
• the frame ribs’ effects can be seen as additional mass for low-frequency modes and
additional stiffness for high-frequency modes.
Similarly, Cai et al. [57] have analysed the behaviours of a series of laminated stacks
according to their side shapes, whereas Hong et al. [66] have looked for optimum designs
of yokes and teeth in order to reduce the overall vibration magnitudes. Illustrations of
these comparisons are shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, respectively.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
Figure 2.2 – Laminated stack shapes [57]
    
S1 S2 S3 S4 
 
     
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 
Figure 2.3 – Yoke and teeth shapes [66]
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Figure 2.4 – Evolution of radiated noise with respect to Zr and for Zs = 36 [112]
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In the first case, models 4 and 5 (in Figure 2.2) are considered more interesting by the
authors from a vibratory point of view. Judging from their increased stiffness compared
to the other models, their natural frequencies are higher (this therefore reduces the prob-
ability of coincidence between stator modes and electromagnetic excitations) and the re-
sponse magnitudes are lower. In the second case (Figure 2.3), Hong et al. [66] propose the
“optimum” combination S2-D3, without presenting the consequences of other choices.
It seems necessary to note that such results might be difficult to apply in an industrial
strategy, because of other technological constraints such as powertrain volume and mass
limitations.
NUMBER OF TEETH
In addition to their geometries, choosing appropriate numbers of stator and rotor teeth is
a key issue for the design and the dimensioning of energy-efficient and low-noise electric
motors. Garvey et al. [33] explain that stator teeth undergo both radial and tangential
electromagnetic excitations. As a general rule for induction (i.e. asynchronous) machines,
Le Besnerais et al. [102] indicate that the number of rotor teeth Zr has an influence on
both tooth harmonics and harmonic orders, whereas the number of stator teeth Zs only
on harmonic orders. Arkkio [31] advises not to design a rotor with an odd value for
Zr, as it would create a magnetic imbalance. Le Besnerais et al. [112] have looked for
optimum Zr − Zs combinations in order to reduce electromagnetic noise, based on the
analytical design rules proposed in the Ph.D. thesis of Le Besnerais [101]. The evolution
of the overall noise radiated by a machine with with Zs = 36 is plotted with respect to Zr
in Figure 2.4.
As a conclusion, multiples of 4 for both Zr and Zs are suggested for reducing the noise
radiated by the entire machine. It can be seen in Figure 2.4 that for Zs = 36, multiples of
4 for Zr generate indeed lower noise than for other values. It can be noted that this study
is limited to 4-pole machines and does not account for either saturation effects or tooth-
dependent structural parameters such as winding stiffness. Finally, the fact the results
are bound to a specific case study implies that they are dependent from the machine’s
speed range and natural frequencies. They should be therefore used carefully.
NUMBER OF POLE PAIRS
Assuming that high-pole-number electric machines have an important potential of noise
generation, Cassoret et al. [129] have analysed the influence of the number of poles on
the emission of electromagnetic noise. Their results show that for modes of spatial orders
greater than 2 (see Appendix B.4), the magnitudes of stator vibrations for a given input
power are proportional to p3.588 (where p is the number of pole pairs), and that the stator’s
natural frequencies are proportional to 1/p vi. In the case of an electric machine fed by a
variable-frequency converter, the authors recommend a low value of p and a low input
frequency in order to reduce the emitted acoustic level. Analytic formulations enabled to
compute acoustic power values with respect to a series of pole pair numbers for a given
Maxwell pressure of magnitude 2, 000 N ·m−1 and frequency 1,000 Hz. The values are
vi. There exist other dependencies for describing the evolution of natural frequencies. Other analytical
expressions for the computation of stator vibrations are presented in Section 3.1.
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gathered in Table 2.1, to which the analytical expressions presented in Section 3.1 can be
associated.
p S R L D2L Y0 Y2 σ Se LW0 LW2
[−] [V ·A] [cm] [V ·A] [cm3] [nm] [nm] [−] [cm2] [dB] [dB]
1 20,000 7.03 22.1 43.69 2.3 38 0.79 156 37.4 61.7
2 10,000 8.62 13.5 40.27 5.7 375 0.82 110 43.9 80.2
4 5,000 10.57 8.3 37.12 14.3 3,682 0.87 80 50.5 98.9
p: number of pole pairs Yi: magnitude of i-th order mode shape
S: motor’s apparent power σ: acoustic radiation factor
R: stator teeth’s inner radius Se: external vibrating area
L: machine length LWi: acoustic power of i-th order mode
D: machine diameter
Table 2.1 – Radiated acoustic power with respect to p [129]
SKEWED TEETH AND SLOTS
So-called tooth harmonics are due to magnetomotive force’s trapezoid-shape as well as
local variation of air gap permeance while the rotor is spinning (see Figure 1.7 and Fig-
ure 1.8). An existing method for controlling such harmonics in an electric machine’s
generated noise spectrum is to skew the slots of the stator or the rotor, as illustrated in
Figure 2.5.
Apart from its magnitude-attenuation property, skewing the rotor or the stator has a
strong influence on the overall electric machine’s mechanical behaviour [61, 96]. Firstly,
rotor and stator teeth get into conjunction in a more localised and progressive way if ei-
ther the stator or the rotor is skewed. This would tend to smooth the air-gap-width vari-
ations in the expression of flux density (1.4) (and therefore decrease the magnitudes of
high-frequency terms in the excitation spectrum), but would make possible for the elec-
tromagnetic excitations to coincide with torsion modes. Secondly, the reluctant torque
(and thus the corresponding additional excitation harmonics) can be reduced by skewing
the structure, as it has been shown in the works of De Gersem et al. [70]. More impor-
tantly, skewed windings create axial excitations of possibly high magnitudes (especially
in transient states), that non-skewed structures would not.
END-SHIELDS
It has been asserted by Fiedler [93] that for a same overall volume, small-diameter and
long-length motors tend to be more silent than large-diameter and short-length ones (de-
scribed by the author as “sausage” and “pan-cake”-like geometries). This has been cor-
roborated by Garvey et al. [77], stating also that the total length is limited by the rotor’s
stability. Also, the works of Cai et al. [63] have shown that including windings and end-
shields (also called “end-bells” or “end-plates”) in the finite-element model of an assem-
bled switched-reluctance motor was essential for the simulation of a modal basis. Their
statement that the mass the windings bring to the motor tends to offset the additional
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skewed stator skewed rotor
Figure 2.5 – Skewed stator and rotor [161, 36]
stiffness from the end-shields in the computation of natural frequencies seems however
invalid in the general case, and could not be backed up by their experimental analyses.
Concerning more specifically the influence of end-shields on a stator’s dynamic be-
haviour, Anwar et al. [54] have drawn several interesting conclusions:
• Adding end-shields to a stator globally increases its natural frequencies and modi-
fies the mode shapes.
• Although no information is given about any direction for considering it, this stiff-
ening effect is observed to be non-uniform along the stator length. An illustration
of the so-called effective stiffness is given in Figure 2.6.
• The additional stiffness depends from the ratio of stator length over external diam-
eter, the materials and the type of connection between the pieces.
Cai et al. [63] have observed a similar stiffening effect, although their works had not
exhibited any variations along the stator length.
2.2/ DYNAMIC EXCITATIONS
Simulating and controlling the electromagnetic excitations (whose origins have been in-
troduced in Section 1.2) that electric machine stators are subjected to are vast research
topics. Modelling electromagnetic phenomena has been rather well adapted to the in-
dustry, as there exist nowadays several commercial software programmes able to perform
accurate simulations on relatively large structures.
As it has been outlined in Section 2.1, the electromagnetic excitations are applied to the
stator at the air gap and do not have any axial component unless the stator or the rotor is
skewed. Considering non-skewed machines therefore simplifies the excitations to radial
and tangential parts only, and enables performing two-dimensional simulations in order
to represent the entire structure. Amongst others, the works of Brudny [32], Pillay and
Cai [44], Cai et al. [57] and Rainer et al. [126] tend to corroborate the facts that tangential
efforts primarily take part in the creation of torque on the rotor, whereas radial efforts ap-
plied to the stator are the main cause of noise and vibration in an electric machine. On the
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Figure 2.6 – Variation of stiffness along the stator length [54]
contrary, Humbert et al. [141] suggest not to neglect tangential efforts in noise and vibra-
tion simulations on electric machines, especially when dealing with entire powertrains.
The reason for this is the fact that both components of the excitations have a similar de-
gree of influence on the overall acoustic emission; while the impact of radial efforts is
direct, the vibrations induced by tangential efforts are transmitted to the neighbouring
parts of the powertrains (e.g. the gearbox) that in turn, generate noise.
Although the main objective of this document is about mechanical modelling and not
electromagnetic simulations, understanding the nature of the excitations the mechanical
structures are subjected to is a key stage in the computation of vibration and noise of elec-
tromagnetic origin (presented in Subsection 1.2.3). This section will present a literature
review of magneto-mechanical coupling theories including magnetostrictive forces, the
influence of excitation harmonics and eccentricities and existing methods of excitation
processing. Also, the formulations of electromagnetic excitations used in finite-element
simulations will be detailed.
2.2.1/ MAGNETO-MECHANICAL COUPLINGS
When dealing with an electric machine stator, the interface between the electromagnetic
and the mechanical-structural domains is the air gap, which is therefore where the cou-
plings have to be analysed. A relatively large number of studies have been focused
on representing magneto-mechanical couplings. Amongst other existing theories, the
strongly-coupled two-dimensional local approach developed by Delaere et al. [42] is
based on energy minimisation in a finite-element system and aims at determining reluc-
tance forces (i.e. related to Maxwell pressure) applied to a given structure. These forces
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are intended to be applied as inputs in a mechanical harmonic solution. The main ex-
pressions are summarised as following, and further details about magneto-mechanical
coupling theories can be found in [28].
The elastic energy U and magnetic energy W are defined with
U =
1
2
{q}ᵀ [K] {q} (2.1a)
and
W =
1
2
{A}ᵀ [G] {A} , (2.1b)
where {q} and {A} are the displacements and the magnetic vector potentials, and [K]
and [G] the structure’s elastic and magnetic stiffness matrices, respectively. The global
static equation system is then constituted with the coupling matrices [C] and [D] such as
[G D
C K
]{
A
q
}
=
{
T
R
}
, (2.2)
where vectors {T} and {R} respectively represent the forces of magnetic and mechanical
origins. Differentiating the total energy U +W with respect to {A} and {q} then leads to
the expressions of the coupling matrices:
[D] =
1
2
{q}ᵀ ∂ [K (A)]
∂ {A} (2.3a)
and
[C] =
1
2
{A}ᵀ ∂ [G (q)]
∂ {q} , (2.3b)
from what [D] is recognised as the dependency of mechanical parameters towards the
magnetic field (such as magnetostrictive effects, as described in Subsection 2.2.2) and [C]
the dependency of magnetic parameters towards the displacements.
As the authors of [42] explain that resolving the entire system (2.2) requires important
computer resources, they suggest to neglect the magnetostrictive effects in the first place.
This means that none of the elastic properties of the structure depend on the vector po-
tential, and therefore [D] = [0]. In this case, resolving the first subsystem of Equation (2.2)
yields
{A} = [G]−1 {T} , (2.4)
from what reluctant forces Frel are computed:
{Frel} = − [C] {A} = −12 {A}
ᵀ ∂ [G (q)]
∂ {q} {A} . (2.5)
In this case, Equation (2.2) can be decoupled in
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[G 0
0 K
]{
A
q
}
=
{
T
R + Frel
}
. (2.6)
In comparison to this, Lee et al. [67] and Schlensok et al. [97] recommend to consider
the magneto-mechanical coupling as weak, due to the fact that dynamic response simu-
lations on electrical powertrains generate displacement values smaller or equal to a few
micrometres at the air gap. With this assumption, matrix [G] is considered insensible
to variations of {q}, therefore leading to [C] = [0]. For the applications presented in this
thesis which involve electromagnetic and structural simulations performed with separate
tools, both coupling assumptions are discarded: magnetostriction is considered negligi-
ble in electric motors (i.e. [D] = [0], see the discussion in Subsection 2.2.2) and matrix [G]
insensible to variations of {q} (i.e. [C] = [0]). Instead, Maxwell pressure values are com-
puted on the electromagnetic model only, whereas the structural response is determined
from the projected excitation spectra.
2.2.2/ MAGNETOSTRICTIVE EFFECTS
By the principle of magnetostriction, the dimensions of ferromagnetic materials subjected
to a magnetic field are altered. As it can be seen in Figure 2.7, the material tends to be
expanded in the directions which are parallel to the flux lines, and contracted perpen-
dicularly. In terms of static stress-strain equilibrium, magnetostrictive effects represent
additional strains {εm} in the general Hooke’s law introduced in Equation (1.10). The
modified expression becomes [75, 163]:
{σ} = [C] ({ε} − {εm}) , (2.7)
where {σ} is the stress tensor, [C] the material’s representative elasticity matrix and {ε}
the elastic strain tensor. Magnetostriction strains are generally about some micrometres
per metre.
σ
σ
Ferromagnetic material 
without magnetic field
Ferromagnetic material 
with magnetic field
σ
σ
H
Figure 2.7 – Magnetostrictive effects
The types of devices subjected to magnetostrictive effects have been introduced in Sub-
section 1.2.2. Concerning electrical motors though, it has been outlined that several ar-
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guments disagree on the actual responsibility of magnetostriction in the noise generation
process. Whereas some (amongst others, Delaere et al. [50], Dupont et al. [140] and Hum-
bert et al. [141]) claim that magnetostriction has negligible effects in electric machines
as Maxwell pressure is the main excitation, others suggest taking the dynamic forces of
magnetostrictive origin into account in any simulations. Fonteyn et al. [121] assert that
magnetostrictive forces, although hard to measure in real devices, have a great respon-
sibility in the generation of noise in asynchronous electric machines. This statement is
supported by the results shown by Låftman [37] and Vijayraghavan and Krishnan [40],
but is contradicted by Le Besnerais et al. [123]. As for Delaere et al. [64], their analysis of
the respective effects of these phenomena in the case of an induction machine have led to
the observation that magnetostriction has a negligible influence on vibration generation
in comparison to Maxwell pressure.
In terms of magneto-mechanical coupling, accounting for magnetostrictive effects in
Equation (2.2) is equivalent to considering [D] , [0]. Then, with the help of Equa-
tion (2.3a), Delaere et al. [42] define the vector of magnetostrictive effects {Jm} by
{Jm} = − [D] {q} = −12 {q}
ᵀ ∂ [K (A)]
∂ {A} {q} , (2.8)
where the previously-computed displacements {q} are considered constant.
2.2.3/ MAXWELL STRESSES
Another electromagnetic effect considered here takes place at the interface of two media
(1 and 2) having different magnetic permeabilities. According to the laws of transition
[25] expressed at the air gap (interface air/steel, with respective permeabilities µ0 and
µsteel), the induction vector’s normal coordinate (equivalent to radial) as well as the mag-
netic field’s tangential coordinate are both conserved (see Figure 2.8). Thus, we have:
Br1 = B
r
2 (2.9a)
and
Ht1 = H
t
2 , (2.9b)
leading to the expression of the force density per unit area at the interface, the so-called
Maxwell stress or pressure [25]:
~P =
1
µ0
((
~n · ~B2
)
· ~B2 − 12
∥∥∥~B2∥∥∥2 ·~n) , (2.10)
that can be expressed with radial and tangential coordinates (Pr and Pt respectively), so
that:
Pr =
(Br2)
2 − (Bt2)2
2 · µ0 (2.11a)
and
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Pt =
Br2 · Bt2
µ0
. (2.11b)
stator (µsteel) air gap (µ0)
medium 1 medium 2
~B1
~B2
~Bt1
~Br1
~Br2
~Bt2
Figure 2.8 – Magnetic induction at the interface air/steel
Combining Equations (1.5) and (2.9b) and taking into account the fact that µsteel  µ0 [3]
then leads to:
Bt1  Bt2 . (2.12)
The magnitude of the air gap’s Maxwell pressure is therefore often assimilated to its
radial coordinate, and:
Pr ≈ (B
r
2)
2
2 · µ0 . (2.13)
2.2.4/ LORENTZ FORCE
Apart from magnetostriction and Maxwell pressure, another effect can be presented
while discussing the roles of electromagnetic forces in electric machine stators. If a cur-
rent I travels through a conductor wire of infinitesimal length dl (oriented with the vector−→
dl ) in an external magnetic field of induction vector
−→
B , Lorentz forces
−→
dF are created on
the wire so that:
−→
dF = I · −→dl ×−→B . (2.14)
In the general case of an electric machine however, magnetic induction is only observed
in ferromagnetic materials whereas electric currents are only present in the wires. As-
suming no flux leakage in the structure therefore implies that
−→
B =
−→
0 in the wires and
I = 0 in the wires. Concretely, Lorentz forces are generally neglected in the analyses:
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dynamic Maxwell pressures are considered instead, and the overall torque is computed
by integrating tangential Maxwell pressure contributions (2.11b) over the rotor’s lateral
face.
2.2.5/ EXCITATION HARMONICS AND ECCENTRICITIES
Despite the fact the usual representation of the association rotor + stator is perfectly con-
centric, eccentricities will appear in practice when a rotor is mounted in a rotating ma-
chine [44, 97]. Other reported causes of eccentricities are variabilities in windings com-
positions [141] and magnetic anisotropy in the ferromagnetic materials composing an
electric machine [99], but this topic will not be discussed here. Different types of eccen-
tricities and the resulting motion of the rotor are illustrated in Figures 2.9 and 2.10.
In addition to the mechanical imbalance due to the rotor’s centrifugal force in the mo-
tor, an eccentricity leads to an uneven spatial distribution of the air gap. As it has been
explained in Section 1.2, air gap permeance and thus magnetic induction and Maxwell
pressure are directly related to the air gap width. Therefore, there is a priori a strong
influence of the eccentricity on the electromagnetic dynamic excitation spectra.
This aspect has been addressed in [102], where harmonic changes in the permeance and
induction spectra (see Equations (1.2) and (1.4)) are presented. Similarly, Dupont and
Lanfranchi [156] have modelled eccentricities as motor defects and analysed their influ-
ence on the noise radiated by a synchronous machine. In comparison to the excitation
spectra generated by a perfect synchronous motor, it has been shown that a static eccen-
tricity causes a modulation of±1 in terms of spatial order, whereas a dynamic eccentricity
causes a modulation of ±1 in terms of both engine and spatial orders.
The case of eccentric switched-reluctance machines has been analysed by various authors
in the literature: the works [84], [91], [88], [114], [127], [92] and [89] all agree on the fact
that static and/or dynamic eccentricities increase the magnitudes of torque harmonics.
However, the influence of eccentricities on radial excitations and on Maxwell stresses’
spatial orders is not frequently addressed. A complete electromagnetic/structural appli-
cation on a switched-reluctance machine’s finite-element model is detailed in Chapter 5.
In terms of acoustics, Schlensok et al. [97] explain that static eccentricities cause greater
noise emissions than dynamic eccentricities, and should therefore be taken care of in pri-
ority. Also, the works of Tabatabaei et al. [85] have shown a direct relation between
dynamic eccentricity radius and the magnitudes of excitation harmonics, and the neces-
sity of modelling both mechanical and electromagnetic imbalances (of engine order 1) in
every simulation has been outlined in [59].
2.2.6/ EXCITATION PROCESSING
To elaborate on the theory introduced in Paragraph 2.2.1, the electromagnetic excitations
are in practice projected onto the finite-element structure and thus “transcribed” into ad-
equate inputs for structural simulations. For industrial applications, several commercial
finite-element solvers exist for electromagnetic (e.g. Flux™ or FEmag™) and mechanical
simulations (e.g. NASTRAN™ or ANSYS™), which are able to process relatively large
models in terms of DOFs.
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Figure 2.9 – Different types of eccentricities [97]
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Figure 2.10 – Rotor rigid motions for dynamic eccentricity, of whirling radius δ [74]
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Figure 2.11 – Projection of electromagnetic excitations
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As described in [144] and [157], the idea is to compute flux densities and to export
Maxwell pressures (2.11a) and (2.11b) at the machine’s air gap for discrete angles on the
stator’s inner surface (related to space) and on the rotor’s outer surface (related to time by
the rotation speed). Then, excitation spectra are computed and projected onto the struc-
tural mesh according to the considered engine speed or harmonic order. An illustration
of projected excitations is given in Figure 2.11.
Several methods have been developed in the literature for performing these projections.
An analytic analysis of magnetic excitation spectra has been made in [116], based on the
previous work [108], deemed accurate by the authors. These expressions can also be
associated to the analytic frequency relations developed in Section 3.1 for relatively fast
vibration response computations in an entire stator.
A numerical approach has been proposed in [118], consisting in superposing the individ-
ual responses of the given structures to generic excitations after scaling them with appro-
priate electromagnetic-based factors. In a more industrial frame, automatised projection
tools exist (e.g. in Vibratec) for linking electromagnetic simulation results to vibration
and acoustic response computations on large finite-element models of electric motors.
In addition to this, some guidelines have been suggested in [97] for preparing electro-
magnetic finite-element simulations and representing the resulting forces, notably insist-
ing on the necessity to model unskewed motors in two dimensions for cost-effectiveness
sakes. Other examples of complete applications of vibratory/acoustic responses from
electromagnetic excitations have been detailed in [136] and in [148].
2.3/ SENSITIVITIES OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES
As it has been seen so far, creating a representative finite-element model of an electric
motor stator requires understanding a great deal of internal phenomena, interactions
and dependencies. In addition to this, each single modelling parameter such as mate-
rial properties and meshing options has an influence on the global structure’s dynamic
behaviour to model. Therefore, understanding these sensitivities is a key point for ac-
curate modelling. This section, based on simulations rather than literature review, will
investigate the sensitivities of a given stator’s FE model with respect to material proper-
ties, and stands for prerequisite knowledge for the next chapters.
When dealing with modal simulations and finite-element model updating procedures,
an important point to understand is the sensitivities of the parameters with respect to the
so-called responses of the system, i.e. the reference values that the updated model should
recreate. In other terms, for a given parameter p and a given response r, the sensitivity
can be viewed as the rate of change of r with respect to the rate of change of p (see Sub-
section 1.4.3). Comparing experimental and simulated modal bases therefore suggests
to evaluate the sensitivities of the finite-element model’s elastic properties (parameters)
with respect to the measured natural frequencies and mode shapes (responses).
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2.3.1/ PARAMETERS
The stator of a switched-reluctance machine is taken as example for this section. Apart
from the fact that the rotor has no windings (which makes it both robust and cheap to
manufacture), this machine has the particularity of having fewer teeth at the stator and
the rotor than AC electric motors. The teeth and the slots have thus a relatively large
angular span: none of the windings fixed on stator teeth are in contact with their neigh-
bours. Therefore, in order to insulate it both electrically and thermally, resin is poured
over the stator. Specific for this type of electric machine architecture, this process is called
“encapsulating” or “potting” [168] (more details will be given in Chapters 4 and 5).
An illustration of the magnetic core’s FE model (37,688 nodes and 21,377 elements) is
shown in Figure 2.12, while the model of the entire stator (115,988 nodes and 77,287 ele-
ments) is shown in Figure 2.13. The structure has been divided into several zones, each
represented by a specific orthotropic material, except for the frame and the weld beads,
represented by isotropic materials. The material properties are expressed in a the cylin-
drical coordinate system {r, θ, z}, where z is the laminated core’s stacking direction, and
reference values are given in Table 2.2. The identification of representative values for
these elastic properties will be presented in the next chapters. Also, the connection be-
tween the frame and the magnetic core is assumed to be perfect: the two corresponding
meshes have common interface nodes in order to represent a complete cohesion over the
entire contact surface.
weld 
beads
teeth
“prox”
yoke
 θ 
 r  z 
Figure 2.12 – FE model of the magnetic core
The computation of the sensitivities is assumed to be independent from the parameters’
initial values. Each parameter corresponds to a distinct elastic property, whose zone is
described by an index detailed in Table 2.3.
2.3.2/ SENSITIVITY COMPUTATION
There exist several ways to evaluate the sensitivity of parameters with respect to re-
sponses. Although the existing computation methods may be chosen or adapted accord-
ing to specific types of finite-element models or optimisation procedures, this paragraph
uses the so-called “local differential sensitivity analysis”, implemented in the commer-
cial model-updating software FEMtools™ and detailed in [149]. More details about lo-
cal/global sensitivities can be found in [83].
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Figure 2.13 – FE model of the entire stator (cutaway)
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Er [GPa] 205 205 205 57.7 44.9 6.05 4.62
Eθ [GPa] 73.0 205 205 205 207 16.3 17.4 1.92 1.68
Ez [GPa] 157 157 157 47.6 89.9 4.81 9.43
Gzθ [GPa] 51.2 38.4 25.6 6.06 20.7 0.83 1.79
Gzr [GPa] - 51.2 38.4 25.6 - 13.4 3.34 1.26 0.51
Grθ [GPa] 82.1 61.6 41.1 20.4 13.2 2.17 1.09
νθz [−] 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.06 0.07 0.14 0.21
νrz [−] 0.33 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.29 0.28 0.27 0.18 0.26
νrθ [−] 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.30 0.33 0.24 0.31
ρ
[
kg ·m−3] 2,700 7,750 7,750 7,750 7,800 7,900 7,900 2,320 2,320
Table 2.2 – Reference values of the elastic properties
Parameter index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Zone prox yoke teeth
winding winding inner outer
edges heads resin resin
Table 2.3 – Parameter indices
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Differential sensitivity coefficients are computed for given values of the parameters pj,
and are defined as slopes of the responses ri with respect to pj. Accounting for N re-
sponses and M parameters, the N ×M sensitivity matrix [S] is composed of coefficients
Sij defined by
Sij =
δri
δpj
. (2.15)
Considering a modal basis composed of H modes, the equalities
{φ}ᵀa [K]
δ {φ}b
δpj
=
δ {φ}ᵀa
δpj
[K] {φ}b (2.16a)
and
{φ}ᵀa [M]
δ {φ}b
δpj
=
δ {φ}ᵀa
δpj
[M] {φ}b (2.16b)
with a, b ≤ H respectively describe the influence of stiffness and mass changes and enable
expressing the differential sensitivity for a given natural frequency fi with respect to a
parameter pj [149]:
δ fi
δpj
=
{φ}ᵀi
(
δ [K]
δpj
− 4 · pi2 · f 2i ·
δ [M]
δpj
)
{φ}i
8 · pi2 · fi ·
({φ}ᵀi [M] {φ}i) . (2.17)
For the structures introduced in Subsection 2.3.1, the simulated modal bases are truncated
to the 16 first modes for the magnetic core and the 9 first modes for the entire stator. Sensi-
tivities of mode shapes are not considered, although each mode is labelled in accordance
to its deformed shape:
• shapes of type (a, b) correspond to “ovalisation” modes, where a stands for the
spatial order (i.e. number of lobes along the circular section) and b the number of
nodal circles along the length (i.e. circles of nodes having null displacement);
• label “OL,2” expresses a coupled longitudinal - (2,0) ovalisation mode;
• the other labels describe the mode shapes in full words.
More details about such mode shapes are given in Appendix B.4. The sensitivities pre-
sented in this section are computed with Equation (2.17), and therefore express the extent
to which variations of the parameters induce variations of natural frequencies for the
selected modes. The values are plotted in Figures 2.14 and 2.15, where the parameter
indices are described in Table 2.3. In Figure 2.15, E f and ν f refer to E and ν of zone frame,
respectively.
Several observations can be outlined from these diagrams, where references to modes or
mode shapes are assimilated to the corresponding natural frequencies:
• for the magnetic core (see Figure 2.14)
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Figure 2.14 – Sensitivities of the magnetic core’s elastic parameters
– Modulus Eθ of zone yoke shows the greatest sensitivity and therefore influence
on purely radial shapes, such as (∼,0) ovalisation modes, as well as (0,1) and
(0,0) “breathing” modes. This is consistent with the fact such modes mostly
involve tension-compression deformations in direction θ in this zone.
– To a lesser extent though still significantly, (∼,1) “crossed-ovalisation” modes
are sensitive to variations of the moduli Eθ and Gθz of zone yoke. This can
be supported by the fact such modes involve tension-compression deforma-
tions in direction θ as well as θ− z shear strains through the structure’s length.
Higher values of indicator a (number of lobes along the circular section) im-
ply lower sensitivities of modulus Gθz of zone yoke in comparison to modulus
Eθ , as shear deformations become less significant than for lower values of a in
crossed-ovalisation modes.
– Parallelogram, “OL,2” and torsion modes are highly sensitive to Gθz of zone
yoke, as such modes mostly involve θ− z shear deformations through the struc-
ture’s length.
– For (∼,2) modes, the moduli Ez of zones teeth and yoke show the largest, al-
though relatively low sensitivities. This is explained by the fact theses modes
tend to bend the teeth in their lengths (i.e. around direction θ); zones teeth and
yoke therefore undergo tension and compression in direction z. This point is
corroborated by the results in [55].
– In average, the parameters to which the considered modes are most sensitive
are moduli Eθ and Gθz of the zone yoke. This point adds some details to the ear-
lier observation in [72], where the authors noticed a significant dependency of
the natural frequencies of a homogeneous isotropic SRM towards the Young’s
modulus.
• for the entire stator (see Figure 2.15)
– All the considered modes show a significant sensitivity with respect to Param-
eter E f (E of zone frame). This illustrates the stiffening effect the frame has over
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Figure 2.15 – Sensitivities of the entire stator’s elastic parameters
the entire structure, but contradicts the observations in [24] for encased stacks.
As an example, an increase of 50% manually applied to Parameter E f led to
increases from 6.51% to 10.41% for all of the natural frequencies considered in
the correlation.
– All the modes show negligible sensitivities with respect to the windings’ elas-
tic properties. This can be explained by two facts. Firstly, the windings un-
dergo small strains in (∼,0) ovalisation modes. And secondly, the stiffening
effect of the windings on the remaining modes is negligible as their Young’s
and shear moduli are significantly lower than the teeth’s.
– In comparison to the magnetic core without resin and windings, (2,0), (3,0) and
(2,1) modes have a lower sensitivity with respect to modulus Eθ of zone yoke.
Instead, they are more sensitive to variations of moduli Eθ and νrθ of zone inner
resin. This can be explained by the fact these modes induce greater strains in
the resin between the teeth, as teeth and winding edges are much stiffer than
the resin.
– Concerning the remaining modes, similar observations as for the magnetic
core can be made: parallelogram and torsion modes are mostly sensitive to
modulus Gθz of zone yoke, whereas (0,1) and (0,0) “breathing” modes show
greatest sensitivities towards modulus Eθ of zone yoke. This is in accordance
with the conclusions in [55] and the laminated stack shapes presented in Fig-
ure 2.2.
– Apart from the frame, the parameters to which the considered modes are most
sensitive in average are Eθ of zones yoke and inner resin, and νrθ of zone inner
resin to a lesser extent.
It can be concluded that natural frequencies of ovalisation modes are governed by tan-
gential elastic properties of the zones that undergo greatest deformations. This raises the
opportunity of tuning these natural frequencies in complete “potted” stators by adapting
the resin properties, as will be detailed in Chapter 5.
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2.4/ CONNECTION <MAGNETIC CORE - FRAME>
When performing finite-element simulations, modelling the existing boundary condi-
tions or internal connections is generally necessary to recreate real settings, as they af-
fect the values of the representative stiffness matrix directly. In the case of electric motor
stators, some uncertainties exist for modelling the connection between the magnetic core
and the frame with finite elements. The most obvious modelling guideline would be to
associate both meshes by common interface nodes, representing a perfect cohesion be-
tween the two pieces. This modelling method will be referred to as “shrunk” case in
the entire section. However, some manufacturing processes (e.g. heat shrinkage) do not
guarantee an homogeneous cohesion over the entire contact surface. Therefore, some is-
sues need to be addressed in order to estimate the necessity and the improvements of
such details in the stator’s FE model:
1. How to model this interface in order to account for possible inhomogeneous cohe-
sion?
2. To what extent is the stator’s dynamic behaviour sensitive to such changes in the
FE model?
3. In other terms, is refining the FE model with an improved <magnetic core - frame>
interface cost-effective?
The first subsection is a literature review of some existing notions for modelling the
<magnetic core - frame> interface. At the opposite, the next two subsections will present
sensitivity analyses of modelling parameters; they are based on simulations rather than
literature review and stand for prerequisite knowledge for the next chapters. Finally,
the last subsection will outline answering points to the above-mentioned questions and
conclude on a preferred modelling guideline.
2.4.1/ CURRENT KNOWLEDGE
The necessity and the possible methods to model the <magnetic core - frame> interface in
the FE model of an electric motor stator are not frequently investigated in the literature.
Tang et al. [73] have confirmed the necessity of taking the existing mounting connections
into account in the finite-element model of a switched-reluctance motor. In the case of
an induction machine, Schlensok et al. [105] have analysed numerically the acoustic in-
fluence of a number of localised springs as a connection between the stator frame and
the magnetic core (similar study in [106]). An illustration of this interface is presented in
Figure 2.16.
The authors have outlined that the “shrunk” case generated the lowest noise radiation.
They also introduced an optimisation procedure for the number of spring elements at the
interface, while decoupling the frame’s (or housing’s) behaviour from the core’s, there-
fore imposing a sufficiently low value to the springs’ stiffnesses. No results about this
optimisation have been presented in either [105] or [106].
Concerning the “shrunk” case, Cai and Pillay [55] have shown that the frequencies of the
ovalisation modes rise monotonically with respect to the frame thickness, but are low-
ered if the length difference between the frame and the core is increased. On the contrary,
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Figure 2.16 – Interface between magnetic core and frame with localised springs [105]
the same study also shows that inserting longitudinal keys between the magnetic core
and the frame decouples the low-order ovalisation modes, therefore decreasing their fre-
quencies in comparison to the “shrunk” case.
But independently from all simulation aspects, experimental analyses must justify the
need to account for possible losses of contact or changes in cohesion properties at the
interface in the FE model. Also, understanding where and why such changes occur could
prove to be helpful (not to say necessary) in orienting the adaptation of the FE model. So
far no such data have been found in the literature. In spite of the interesting notions
introduced in this subsection, the questions outlined in the beginning of the section have
not yet been fully answered. The next two subsections will propose simulation analyses
in order to understand them better.
2.4.2/ SENSITIVITY COMPUTATION FOR LOW-ORDER OVALISATION MODES
To answer the question 1. mentioned in the beginning of the section, the proposed im-
provement to the FE model consists in an additional connection mesh made of 3-D stiff-
ness elements, replacing the initial merged nodes at the interface. The geometry of the
entire stator presented in Figure 2.13 is reused in this section, where the elements related
to resin and windings have been deleted and the remaining pieces remeshed with cuboid
elements for convenience. A reference modal basis is computed from this initial assembly
(before separating the pieces and inserting connection elements), with the first 40 modes
above 1 Hz. An illustration of the finite-element model with the connection elements is
given in Figure 2.17.
The interface between the frame and the magnetic core has been divided into 8 identical
parts (see Figure 2.18), so that each of them is associated to a specific set of stiffness values
{Kr, Kθ , Kz} which can be modified independently. The nodal coordinates as well as the
material and stiffness properties are all expressed in the cylindrical coordinate system
{r, θ, z}, where z is the laminated core’s stacking direction. The idea is to analyse the
impacts of local and global variations at the interface.
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Figure 2.17 – FE model of the assembly <magnetic core + frame + connecting elements>
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Figure 2.18 – Connecting stiffness elements
# Parameter Zone # Parameter Zone # Parameter Zone
1 Kr A 9 Kθ A 17 Kz A
2 Kr B 10 Kθ B 18 Kz B
3 Kr C 11 Kθ C 19 Kz C
4 Kr D 12 Kθ D 20 Kz D
5 Kr E 13 Kθ E 21 Kz E
6 Kr F 14 Kθ F 22 Kz F
7 Kr G 15 Kθ G 23 Kz G
8 Kr H 16 Kθ H 24 Kz H
Table 2.4 – Parameters for the connecting stiffness elements
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A sensitivity analysis has been performed in order to assess the influence of connection
stiffness variations on the natural frequencies of the assembly <magnetic core + frame>.
As in Section 2.3, the finite-element programme FEMtools™ has been used for computing
sensitivity values (see Equation (2.17)). The parameters are numbered from 1 to 24, as de-
scribed in Table 2.4, and the sensitivity values for the natural frequencies of modes (2,0),
(3,0), (4,0) and (0,0) are plotted in Figure 2.19. The reference values for all the parameters
are K = 109 N ·m−1.
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Figure 2.19 – Sensitivities of the connecting stiffness elements
Several observations can be outlined from Figure 2.19, where references to modes or
mode shapes are assimilated to the corresponding natural frequencies:
• The modes (logically) have the same sensitivities towards the stiffness values of all
the zones.
• The overall sensitivity values are significantly lower than those of the elastic pa-
rameters, as shown in Figures 2.14 and 2.15.
• In Figure 2.19, Kθ values have the greatest influence on the ovalisation modes,
whereas sensitivities towards Kr are lower.
• Kz values have a negligible influence on the presented modes. This is consistent
with the purely radial deformed shapes.
• For the given reference values, the “breathing” mode (0,0) shows negligible sensi-
tivities towards all the parameters.
In addition to the ovalisation modes, the sensitivities of the structure’s first 40 natural
frequencies will be investigated in the following subsection.
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2.4.3/ DESIGNS OF EXPERIMENTS ON THE FIRST 40 MODES
In addition to the above-presented analysis on ovalisation modes, designs of experiments
(DOEs) based on random variations have been performed, in order to estimate the sen-
sitivity of the 40 lowest-frequency modes of the structure. The initial value for all the
stiffness elements is 109 N ·m−1 in every direction.
2.4.3.1/ DOE SCENARIOS
Four DOE scenarios are distinguished:
8 zones Random values are chosen independently in each of the 8 zones (see Fig-
ure 2.18(a))
4 zones Random values are chosen independently in 4 zones ({A+B}, {C+D}, {E+F},
{G+H})
2 zones Random values are chosen independently in 2 zones ({A+B+C+D}, {E+F+G+H})
1 zone In each direction, the same values are used for all the connecting elements (all
directions remain independent)
The stiffness values of all the connecting elements in a given zone are identical. Each
stage is divided into the following sub-scenarios:
R: Only Kr values are modified TR: Kr and Kθ values are modified
T: Only Kθ values are modified ZT: Kθ and Kz values are modified
Z: Only Kz values are modified RZ: Kr and Kz values are modified
Thus, the total number of varying parameters Nvk depends on the considered scenario
and sub-scenario. Details are given in Table 2.5.
R T Z TR ZT RZ
8 zones 8 8 8 16 16 16
4 zones 4 4 4 8 8 8
2 zones 2 2 2 4 4 4
1 zone 1 1 1 2 2 2
Table 2.5 – Total number of varying parameters (Nvk) for each scenario
Finally, each sub-scenario is divided into 63 independent experiments, referring to indices
i. In each of them and according to the restrictions of the considered sub-scenario, the
value 10uij N ·m−1 is affected to the parameter Kij, where uij is a random value between
0 and 12, determined with a uniform probability density function. The other parameters
keep their initial value of 109 N ·m−1. A relative parameter variation indicator for the
entire sub-scenario is computed with the relation:
|∆K|sb =
1
63 · Nvk ·
63
∑
i=1
Nvk
∑
j=1
∣∣∣∣log( Kij109
)∣∣∣∣ , (2.18)
where Nvk is the total number of varying parameters described in Table 2.5, and account-
ing for the modified parameters only. Then, the basis of the first 40 modes above 1 Hz is
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computed for each experiment i, and compared to the reference modal basis introduced
at the beginning of the section.
2.4.3.2/ DOE RESULTS
With the aid of the correlation criteria defined in Subsection 1.4.2, the modal basis com-
puted for each sub-scenario is compared to the reference modal basis with a MAC-
threshold tMAC = 0% (so that all the modes are taken into account). For each sub-
scenario, the global estimator |∆ f |sb is computed in order to estimate the absolute fre-
quency discrepancy, averaged for all the corresponding 63 experiments. This estimator is
computed with the following relation:
|∆ f |sb =
1
63
·
63
∑
i=1
|∆ f |i , (2.19)
where |∆ f |i is the frequency discrepancy of the experiment i, as defined in Equa-
tion (1.68). In order to compare the results in every sub-scenario, the relative estimators
vrelsb are computed with
vrelsb =
|∆ f |sb
|∆K|sb
(2.20)
and plotted in Figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.20 – Comparison of the DOE relative estimators vrelsb
Several observations can be made in the light of the results in Figure 2.20:
• Whereas the sensitivities towards Kz values are very small, results for sub-scenarios
R and T are increasingly greater. This shows that in this mode set, shapes showing
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axial, radial and tangential deformations (and thus sensitivities) represent increas-
ing proportions, respectively.
• Results of sub-scenarios TR, ZT and RZ are - as expected - the sums of the corre-
sponding respective sub-scenarios R , T and Z.
• The multiplicity of independent zones tends to reduce the overall sensitivities. This
seems consistent with the fact that the stator’s overall dynamic behaviour is less
sensitive to localised than to global contact changes at the interface.
2.4.4/ MODELLING GUIDELINES
In the light of the results presented in the three last subsections, answers to the questions
raised in the beginning of the section can be proposed:
1. An additional FE mesh made of 3-D stiffness elements has been proposed for mod-
elling the interface between the stator’s frame and magnetic core, substituting the
merged nodes of the “shrunk” case. Zoning the interface enabled modelling possi-
ble cohesion variations as changes in contact stiffness values. In addition to being
relatively light in terms of additional elements and modelling costs, this method
also kept the geometrical coincidence between the interface nodes.
2. It has been shown that the ovalisation modes were significantly less sensitive to
changes in connecting stiffness values than in elastic parameters. In a general rule,
changes of stiffness values in axial, radial and tangential directions have an increas-
ing impact on the stator’s low-frequency modal behaviour, respectively. Also, this
impact is lessened if the concerned area at the interface is reduced.
3. Finally, in spite of the relatively light changes in the FE model that modelling this
interface requires, the values to affect to each of the zones’ stiffness elements re-
main uncertain in the general case and without experimental data. Therefore, it is
suggested to consider the “shrunk” case (interface nodes merged and no stiffness
elements) as a default model unless experimental data require more details.
INTERMEDIATE CONCLUSION
These first two chapters have introduced some general notions about electric machines
and structural dynamics, as well as state-of-the-art knowledge presented in the last two
decades’ literature articles. In particular, Chapter 2 has been focused on showing the
influence and how to model various phenomena and parameters on the stator’s dynamic
behaviour.
After geometric parameters such as teeth, pole pairs, skewing and end-shields, the em-
phasis has been made on electromagnetic excitations, amongst which Maxwell stresses
are projected onto the structural mesh in order to simulate mechanical responses. Then,
two sections detailed simulation analyses about the sensitivities of the stator’s modes
with respect to material properties and the connection between the magnetic core and
the frame. Gathering both literature reviews and newly-made simulation studies, these
four sections aimed at exposing prerequisite knowledge for the next chapters. Eventually,
at the opposite of this one, the following chapters will be focused on modelling specific
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parts of the stator, sometimes referred to as “active parts”: the magnetic core, the wind-
ings and the resin.

3
LAMINATED STRUCTURES: FOCUS ON
THE MAGNETIC CORE
As it has been introduced in Chapter 2 and illustrated in Figure 2.13, the stator of
a switched-reluctance motor is composed, as a general rule, of a cylindrical frame, a
laminated-steel magnetic core and fixed on it, resin-potted windings. Except for DC ma-
chines whose stators are usually not winded, the stators of synchronous and induction
motors (presented in Section 1.1) are built on similar architectures. Currently, the lack
of accurate or easily-implemented methods tends to rely on costly and time-consuming
model-updating procedures for modelling electric machine stators. Thus, the need of
developing effective modelling techniques for predicting such structures’ dynamic be-
haviours is great [140].
As it has been outlined in the previous chapters, predicting the mechanical behaviour of
entire stators requires being able to model each of the components accurately. In addi-
tion to this, the analysis detailed in Section 2.3 has shown that the stator’s low-frequency
modes were in average particularly sensitive to one of the magnetic core’s elastic parame-
ters. This means that the core’s geometry and material properties have a strong influence
on the entire stator’s natural frequencies, and that understanding the behaviour of the
magnetic core is essential for predicting that of an entire electric machine.
This chapter will first focus on existing analytical methods for predicting the mechanical
behaviour of a laminated core. The next sections will detail the developments of practical
approaches for efficient finite-element simulations of various heterogeneous structures
as well as applications on experimentally-validated modal bases of electric machine sta-
tors. In addition to this, practical guidelines will be proposed for creating homogeneous
models of the multi-layered magnetic core structures.
3.1/ ANALYTICAL APPROACHES
While functioning, the stator and the rotor of an electric machine undergo strong vari-
ations of magnetic field. As a result of these variations, electric “eddy” currents are in-
duced in the ferromagnetic materials and dissipate energy by Joule effect. Despite im-
portant additional costs due to this phenomenon [79], the ferromagnetic materials are
stratified and the layers are electrically insulated from each other in order to prevent en-
ergy losses and possible damage due to heat dissipation in the motor, hence the name
of “laminated steel” for referring to stator and rotor core structures. Due to the fact that
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the steel sheets are individually coated and stacked during the stator’s or the rotor’s
manufacturing process (see Section 2.1), magnetic cores are also referred to as “stacks”.
Examples of stacks are illustrated in Figure 3.1.
(a) Individual steel sheets [167] (b) Side view of a laminated rotor [164]
Figure 3.1 – Examples of laminated structures
Relatively numerous studies have aimed at predicting the vibratory behaviour of lami-
nated steel structures. In addition to the observations detailed in Section 2.1, early appli-
cations to finite elements such as the series of works [20, 19, 23, 24, 22] investigated sim-
ulation approaches for modelling magnetic cores. Their observation that the frequencies
of purely radial modes are independent from the stator’s length has been corroborated
in [55] but contradicted in [56]. In practice, current computational resources enable to
observe that the stator’s length has indeed negligible influence on radial modes’ frequen-
cies, using finely-meshed finite-element models. This is in agreement with the statement
of [35], explaining that the vibratory behaviour of a laminated thick cylinder is dominated
by that of an individual lamination. As for the assumption of orthotropic or transversely
isotropic behaviour for representing overall laminated structures, it has been widely ac-
knowledged in the literature. These points will be addressed in detail in Sections 3.2
and 3.3.
3.1.1/ ANALYTICAL COMPUTATION OF DYNAMIC RESPONSES
Based on the beam theory, analytical formulations have been proposed in the works [105],
[123] and [129] for computing the dynamic responses of both induction and switched-
reluctance machines. The parameters used in these expressions are the sheets’ Young’s
modulus Es and density ρs, the stator’s inner radius Ri, mean yoke radius Rc, tooth length
et, yoke width ec and the frame’s thickness e f , as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Also, the core’s
stacking factor sf is defined with the assumption of a homogeneous cross-section, with
the expression:
sf =
ns · ls
Lstack
, (3.1)
where ns is the number of steel sheets, ls the thickness of one sheet and Lstack the total
length of the stack.
The eigenfrequencies fm of the purely radial modes are determined according to the spa-
tial order m with the relations [123, 48]:
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Figure 3.2 – Stator’s dimensions [129, 123]
f0 =
1
2 · pi · a ·
√
Es
sf · ∆m · ρs (3.2a)
for the breathing mode m = 0 and
fm = f0 · α ·m ·
(
m2 − 1)√
(m2 + 1) + α2 · (m2 − 1) ·
(
4 ·m2 + m2 · dr
dm
+ 3
) (3.2b)
for orders m > 1. a, α, dm and dr are the respective corrected radius factors and additional
mass factors defined with
a =
2 · Ri + e f − ec
2
,
α =
ec + e f
2
√
3 · a ,
dm = 1+
Wt +Ww
W f +Wy
and
dr = 1+
91 · nt · At · e3p · (Wt +Ww)
a · Lstack · e3c ·Wt
·
(
1
3
+
ec
2 · et +
(
ec
2 · et
)2)
,
where Wt, Ww, W f and Wy are the total masses of teeth, windings, frame and yoke, re-
spectively, and where nt is the total number of teeth and At the total area of the teeth.
Different expressions have been given by [56] or [137], but will not be detailed here.
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Then, the response is computed by decomposing in Fourier series the radial harmonic ex-
citation in sinusoidal contributions of complex magnitudes Pm, f , according to the spatial
order m and the frequency f . The static displacements Ysm, f associated to the individual
contributions are defined by the relations [123]
Ys0, f = P0, f ·
Ri · Rc
Es · ec (3.3a)
for m = 0 and
Ysm, f = Pm, f ·
12 · Ri · R3c
Es · e3c · (m2 − 1)2
(3.3b)
for m > 1. Finally, dynamic displacements Ydm, f are computed with
Ydm, f = Y
s
m, f ·
((
1− f
2
f 2m
)2
+ 4 · ζ2m ·
f 2
f 2m
)−1/2
, (3.4)
where ζm is the damping ratio of the m-th-order mode, and where f is the excitation
frequency. Determining the excitation spectra with the previously-introduced analyti-
cal expressions (1.4) and (2.11a) is thus a quick way to estimate the motor’s response to
electromagnetic excitations.
3.2/ MODELLING TECHNIQUES FOR LAMINATED STATOR CORES:
ORTHOTROPIC HOMOGENISATION APPROACH
In spite of the benefits they represent in terms of computation costs, the above-presented
analytical tools may not be reliable for complicated geometries or multi-bodied assem-
blies. In the case of electric motor stators, performing nowadays mechanical simulations
in an industrial frame most likely requires using finite-element solvers. However, the
magnetic core of a typical automotive or railway traction electric motor is composed
of several hundreds of steel sheets; meshing each of the individual layers would thus
lead to significantly large models and cost-prohibitive simulations, even though current
computational resources enable managing increasingly bigger solutions. Therefore, an
efficient way to model heterogeneous structures with reasonable numbers of DOFs is to
“homogenise” the properties in the initial structure.
This section details the development of a finite-element-oriented homogenisation method
and its application to a model of electric motor stator. Apart from slight changes and new
material added in the following subsections, this work has been published as a full-length
article in the Journal of Sound and Vibration and referenced as [166]. The bulk of the ini-
tial work has been kept identical. Also, the contents of the article have been reshaped into
a conference paper, presented at the International Conference on Computational Struc-
tures Technology (“CST2014”, Naples, Italy) and referenced as [160].
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3.2.1/ INTRODUCTION TO 3D-HOMOGENISATION
In order to analyse a complex structure’s dynamic behaviour, modelling its components
may become difficult if they are numerous, small, or if some of the assembly properties
are not known. This is one of the reasons why so-called “homogenisation” methods have
been developed. They aim at recreating a given heterogeneous structure’s behaviour
by reducing the multiplicity of its components’ properties, and also enable to mesh the
structure independently from the sizes of the heterogeneities, that could have imposed
numerous degrees of freedom in the models. Such methods are much desired for mod-
elling composite materials, and especially for laminated structures. Kalamkarov et al.
[110] have thoroughly listed and compared over 200 studies about homogenisation and
have assessed the pros and cons of various analytical methods and specific applications.
For industrial projects in structural dynamics as well as academic research involving
finite-element simulations on heterogeneous structures, the need of efficient techniques
able to model homogeneous equivalent structures both accurately and cost-effectively is
great [141]. Therefore, there is a significant interest for simple tools yielding results di-
rectly usable for common finite-element software. Motivated by the current coming-up of
hybrid or 100%-electric vehicles, the development of silent devices (as well as other noise,
vibration and harshness (NVH) specifications) in the automotive industry involves finite-
element modelling of heterogeneous structures such as electric motor stators [140]. In this
perspective, the main objective of this work is to establish a method to determine repre-
sentative equivalent material properties (elasticity matrices) for laminated structures, es-
pecially for the applicability to any kind of finite-element simulation (including dynamic
responses, model updating, etc.) without being limited to specific cases.
Concerning stratified materials, many applications are made under the assumption of
plane stresses and strains (for instance with laminated beams or shells), for which the-
ory predicts static and dynamic behaviours with good accuracy (e.g. [41]). In addition,
there also exist exact theories and solutions describing the vibration of stratified beams
and plates, such as the works [87] and [81], as well as ready-to-use 2D laminated finite
elements present in several software programmes (see e.g. [65]). A finite-element-based
homogenisation technique taking into account viscoelastic properties in 2D-laminates has
been proposed by Koishi et al. [34]. However, some other analyses can not be simplified
by such assumptions – take the case of no dimension being negligible in the model – and
have to be meshed in 3D.
A short review of some existing “3D-homogenisation” methods is made in para-
graphs 3.2.1.1 to 3.2.1.3, whereas a novel numerical method is detailed in para-
graph 3.2.1.4. Such techniques are particularly relevant when e.g. parts of 3D finite-
element models are multi-layered and need to be homogenised.
3.2.1.1/ RULE OF MIXTURES
First of all, the relations that may be the simplest for determining a homogeneous material
equivalent to a heterogeneous structure, and that are used in many studies (including
reference works in the field of composite materials, such as [41] and [81]), are weighted
averages of the different components’ elastic constants, sometimes referred to as the “rule
of mixtures”. The abbreviation “WA” (for “weighted averages”) is used for referring to
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this method. As shown in [81], the expressions are built from the decompositions of the
structure’s global stresses and strains according to each of the components.
Let us consider a laminated structure composed of N isotropic layers, stacked along the
z-axis. For each layer n, the material’s corresponding density ρn, Young’s modulus En
and Poisson’s ratio νn are initially known, as well as its volume fraction:
χn =
Vn
Vstack
, (3.5)
where Vn and Vstack respectively stand for the layer’s and the entire structure’s volumes.
Then, equivalent density ρ˜, Young’s moduli E˜i, shear moduli G˜ij and Poisson’s ratios ν˜ij
may thus be computed with the following relations:
ρ˜ =
N
∑
n=1
ρnχn , (3.6)
E˜x = E˜y =
N
∑
n=1
Enχn , (3.7)
E˜z =
(
N
∑
n=1
χn
En
)−1
, (3.8)
ν˜xy =
N
∑
n=1
νnχn , (3.9)
ν˜xz = ν˜yz = ν˜xy
E˜z
E˜x
, (3.10)
G˜xy =
E˜x
2 · (1+ ν˜xy) (3.11)
and
G˜xz = G˜yz =
(
N
∑
n=1
2 · χn · (1+ νn)
En
)−1
. (3.12)
These expressions already give a good approximation of the structure’s global behaviour,
at the cost of relatively simple calculations to perform. However, they might not be
adapted to cases more complex than stacks of isotropic layers.
3.2.1.2/ INRIA
Begis et al. [14] have developed an analytical method (summed up and reapplied in
[16]) for the determination of any structure’s equivalent elasticity matrix
[
C˜
]
from its
components’ elasticity matrices, that may even describe a triclinic behaviour, the most
general material definition without any symmetries or simplifications.
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For a given point on a structure, the elasticity matrix [C] is defined by Hooke’s law
{σ} = [C] {ε}, where {σ} is the stress tensor and {ε} the strain tensor [119]. The en-
tire linear system has been introduced in Equation (1.11), and is recalled as following:

σ11
σ22
σ33
σ23
σ13
σ12

=

C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16
C22 C23 C24 C25 C26
C33 C34 C35 C36
C44 C45 C46
sym. C55 C56
C66


ε11
ε22
ε33
2 · ε23
2 · ε13
2 · ε12

,
in which the indices 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the respective directions x, y and z in a
rectangular coordinate system, or r, θ and z in a cylindrical coordinate system. In its most
general definition, matrix [C] is a fourth-order tensor [119], introduced in Equation (1.10)
and recalled as
[C] =

C1111 C1122 C1133 C1123 C1113 C1112
C2211 C2222 C2233 C2223 C2213 C2212
C3311 C3322 C3333 C3323 C3313 C3312
C2311 C2322 C2333 C2323 C2313 C2312
C1311 C1322 C1333 C1323 C1313 C1312
C1211 C1222 C1233 C1223 C1213 C1212

.
Begis et al. [16] proposed a general definition of a Y-periodic structure’s equivalent
elasticity matrix from an asymptotic homogenisation approach. Considering the unit
cell periodically repeated in the entire structure and represented in the set of directions
y = {y1, y2, y3}, Y-periodic vectors {Wpq (y)} need to be calculated, as solutions of
∂
∂yj
(
Cijkh (y) · εkh ({Wpq (y)})
)
=
−∂
∂yj
Cijpq (y) (3.13)
in Y. Then, the homogenised coefficients C˜ijkh are computed by:
C˜ijkh =
1
volY
ˆ
Y
[
Cijkh (y)− Cijpq (y) · εkh ({Wpq (y)})
]
dy , (3.14)
where volY is the actual volume of unit (base) cell. This approach was compared in [16]
to the works [5] and [7] which addressed the same issues, and has been declared more
accurate by the authors. Also, other studies were based on the same general expres-
sions (see Equation (3.13) and Equation (3.14)) and have proposed similar analytical ap-
proaches – amongst others, the articles of Lukkassen et al. [29], Kalamkarov et al. [111],
Hassan et al. [132] and Cheng et al. [147]. In spite of the appropriateness to describe
periodic structures with equivalent elasticity matrices in the general case, this method
may be complicated to apply due to the need of resolving condition (3.13) in the first
place. This difficulty is outlined in [58], where the resolution techniques of the general
expressions (3.13) and (3.14) are denoted to be “nebulous” by the authors.
However, this general homogenisation technique has been applied to laminated struc-
tures in [14], and led to “clear” expressions given for the same case as before: a structure
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of N isotropic layers stacked along the z-axis. The algorithm is referred to as “INRIA”
(“Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique”, i.e. french Institute for
Research in Computer Science and Automation) in the entire study, and is detailed as
following. Each layer’s elasticity matrix [C]n is defined with Lamé’s coefficients λn and
µn so that
[Cn] =

λn + 2µn λn λn 0 0 0
λn + 2µn λn 0 0 0
λn + 2µn 0 0 0
µn 0 0
sym. µn 0
µn
 . (3.15)
With the aid of the coefficients I0, I1, I2 and J0 such that
Ih =
N
∑
n=1
(λn)
h
λn + 2µn
· χn (3.16)
and
J0 =
N
∑
n=1
χn
µn
, (3.17)
the constants C˜11 are computed with the global relations [14]:
C˜11 =
I21 − I0 I2
I0
+
N
∑
n=1
(λn + 2µn) · χn , (3.18)
C˜22 = C˜11 , (3.19)
C˜12 =
I21 − I0 I2
I0
+
N
∑
n=1
λnχn , (3.20)
C˜13 = C˜23 =
I1
I0
, (3.21)
C˜33 =
1
I0
, (3.22)
C˜44 = C˜55 =
1
J0
(3.23)
and
C˜66 =
N
∑
n=1
µnχn . (3.24)
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The expressions, initially defined with an integration over the entire structure’s thick-
ness, have been here expressed under a discrete form. The laminated stack’s equivalent
elasticity matrix is therefore composed:
[
C˜
]
=

C˜11 C˜12 C˜13 0 0 0
C˜11 C˜13 0 0 0
C˜33 0 0 0
C˜44 0 0
sym. C˜44 0
C˜66
 , (3.25)
and by the way verifies the property of transverse isotropy
C˜11 = C˜12 + 2 · C˜66 . (3.26)
Identical expressions have been proposed in [68].
3.2.1.3/ PEMAT
An unreferenced homogenisation method is presented in the Ph.D. thesis of Chentouf
[130]. Although he did not apply it in his thesis, the author details an algorithm for
computing equivalent elastic properties for a laminated structure with N layers, using
as input data the individual layers’ elasticity matrices. The abbreviation “PEMAT” (for
“permuted matrices”) is used for referring to this method.
First of all, the initial elasticity matrix [Cn] of each individual layer n is re-arranged into
[Un] by permutation of two rows and columns in order to group the “planar” (superscript
P) and “anti-planar” (superscript A) terms of [Cn]. For instance, if the stacking direction
is 3, the rows and columns referring to indices “33” and “12” (i.e. in positions 3 and 6 in
Hooke’s System (1.11)) are swapped. In detail, [Un] is decomposed as
[Un] =
[
UPPn UPAn
UAPn UAAn
]
=

C11 C12 C16 C14 C15 C13
C22 C26 C24 C25 C23
C66 C64 C65 C63
C44 C45 C43
sym. C55 C53
C33

n
(3.27)
and verifies the initial (index i) permuted Hooke’s equation{
σPi
σAi
}
=
[
UPPn UPAn
UAPn UAAn
]{
εPi
εAi
}
. (3.28)
In the second step, Equation (3.28) is re-arranged into{
σPi
εAi
}
=
[
VPPn VPAn
VAPn VAAn
]{
εP
σA
}
, (3.29)
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where the sub-matrix
[
UAAn
]
is assumed to be non-singular, and where
VPPn = U
PP
n −UPAn
(
UAAn
)−1
UAPn ,
VPAn = U
PA
n
(
UAAn
)−1
,
VAPn = −
(
UAAn
)−1
UAPn
and
VAAn =
(
UAAn
)−1
.
Averaging matrices [Vn] in Equation (3.29) over the entire stack and weighting each layer
with the corresponding volume fraction χn yields
[
V˜
]
=
[
V˜PP V˜PA
V˜AP V˜AA
]
=
N
∑
n=1
χn
[
VPPn VPAn
VAPn VAAn
]
. (3.30)
Then, the global system
{
σPi
εAi
}
=
[
V˜PP V˜PA
V˜AP V˜AA
]{
εP
σA
}
(3.31)
is re-arranged into a new equation in the form of Hooke’s law:
{
σP
σA
}
=
[
Y˜PP Y˜PA
Y˜AP Y˜AA
]{
εP
εA
}
, (3.32)
where
Y˜PP = V˜PP − V˜PA
(
V˜AA
)−1
V˜AP ,
Y˜PA = V˜PA
(
V˜AA
)−1
,
Y˜AP = −
(
V˜AA
)−1
V˜AP
and
Y˜AA =
(
V˜AA
)−1
.
Finally, the global equivalent elasticity matrix
[
C˜
]
is found by permuting the same rows
and columns as before in
[
Y˜
]
, in order to re-order Equation (3.32) into the conventional
format of Hooke’s law (1.11). This method is therefore not limited to isotropic layers and
is able to manage triclinic materials’ elasticity matrices. In the case of a stack of isotropic
layers, it can be observed that the developed expressions of the equivalent coefficients C˜ij
are identical as for method “INRIA”.
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3.2.1.4/ KPC
A numerical property identification method has been developed in the frame of this Ph.D.
thesis prior to the study detailed in the next paragraphs of this section. This approach is
designed for finite-element structures, and the abbreviation “KPC” is used for referring
to it. The idea is first to extract the base cell from the initial heterogeneous structure, i.e.
the cell which is periodically duplicated throughout the global structure. The application
is made on a laminated stack whose base cell is composed of three layers, as illustrated in
Figure 3.3. The external nodes are numbered from 1 to 8, whereas the internal nodes (at
the boundaries of two elements) are numbered from 101 to 108. The global dimensions
about directions x, y and z are Lx, Ly and Lz, respectively.
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Figure 3.3 – Base cell - KPC
This base cell is condensed into a super-element whose master-DOFs are the translational
DOFs Tx, Ty and Tz at the external nodes 1 to 8 (in red in Figure 3.3, see Paragraph 1.3.3.1
for theoretical details). The geometry described by the super-element is therefore a single
8-node element, which is characterised by the reduced 24× 24 stiffness matrix [Kr].
The next step consists in building the stiffness matrix of a generic finite element of similar
nature. With the aid of a symbolic algebra solver (such as Maxima™) and as described in
Appendix A.1.1, the stiffness matrix [Ke] of the element is computed with Equation A.11:
[Ke] = det ([J]) ·
ˆ 1
−1
ˆ 1
−1
ˆ 1
−1
[Be]ᵀ [C] [Be]dξdηdζ .
For the case of a 8-node cuboid element, the interpolation function N¯i (ξ , η, ζ) associated
to each of the reference nodes i is described by the expression
N¯i (ξ, η, ζ) =
1
8
· (1+ xi · ξ) · (1+ yi · η) · (1+ zi · ζ) , (3.33)
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where xi, yi and zi are the coordinates of node i. The detail of the coordinates is given in
Table 3.1.
node i xi yi zi
1 -1 -1 -1
2 1 -1 -1
3 1 1 -1
4 -1 1 -1
5 -1 -1 1
6 1 -1 1
7 1 1 1
8 -1 1 1
Table 3.1 – Coordinates of the reference element’s nodes
The global dimensions Lx, Ly and Lz are used for computing
[Ke (Cij)], leading to a
24× 24 symmetric matrix whose 300 independent coefficients are linear combinations of
Cij. In its general form, the elasticity matrix [C] is composed of 21 coefficients Cij which
are expressed in a vectorial form {C}. Therefore, keeping the symbolic expressions of the
coefficients Cij enables expressing the stiffness matrix [Ke] under a 300× 1 vectorial form{Ke (Cij)} with the relation:
{Ke (Cij)} =

P


C11
C12
...
C66
 , (3.34)
where the transformation matrix [P] is only composed of real, numerical values.
Then, computing a pseudo-inverse
[
P#
]
of matrix [P] (e.g. with Moore-Penrose algo-
rithms as implemented into most common numeric solvers such as Scilab™) and pre-
multiplying the vectorial form of the previously-condensed stiffness matrix [Kr] yields{
C˜
}
=
[
P#
] {Kr} . (3.35)
Eventually,
{
C˜
}
is re-arranged into the 6× 6 equivalent elasticity matrix [C˜].
3.2.1.5/ DISCUSSION ON THE APPLICATIONS
The paragraphs 3.2.1.1 through 3.2.1.4 have introduced several approaches for identify-
ing equivalent elastic properties in heterogeneous structures. Still concerning 3D models,
Cecchi and Sab [98] have proposed a numerical homogenisation method for orthotropic
structures based on a Reissner-Mindlin model, and applied it to brick walls. Although
efficient, the algorithm nonetheless requires computing correction factors amidst the nu-
merous computation stages and therefore seems tricky to implement.
There exist other numerical models. The works of Watt et al. [10], Kamin´ski and Kleiber
[51], and Magalhães Dourado [80] have aimed at identifying composite structures’ elastic
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coefficients by the means of statistical methods, that seem complicated to use in simple,
deterministic studies. As for Araújo et al. [49], they have proposed a numerical model for
the identification of elastic properties of laminates, applied it to the dynamic behaviour
of a stratified plate and compared the results with experimental measurements. Yet, this
approach does not identify all 6 lines of Hooke’s law elasticity matrix, and is therefore
too restrictive to be applied to generic 3D structures.
Apart from homogenisation techniques, the recent development of several types of indus-
trial materials and devices has motivated research in the comprehension and prediction
of laminated structures’ dynamic behaviours. A type of device currently under the spot-
light is alternating electric machines, the stators of which are built from a multi-layered
laminated structure, called the magnetic core. Amongst the studies made in this field,
the works of Wang [35], Verma [20], Williams [24] or Le Besnerais [101] bring sensible
notions of stator and magnetic core dynamics to the table, yet without exhibiting elastic
properties or modelling techniques. As for modelling guidelines, the necessity of taking
other heterogeneities such as weld beads into account in a homogenisation process of the
magnetic core has, to the authors’ knowledge, not yet been addressed in the literature.
As for the use of composite materials in commercial software, the implementation of 3D
laminated structures is not documented or is restricted to specific non-linear or static
studies. Only few works tackling homogenisation issues show the comparison of their
results to those obtained with commercial software in such cases. Based on Barker’s re-
sults [9] – stating that 3D-homogenisation of composite structures necessarily induces
detrimental errors – Kuhlmann and Rolfes have developed their own 3D-laminated fi-
nite element [78], seemingly as accurate as MSC.MARC™’s. However, to the authors’
knowledge this finite element has not yet been implemented into any software packages
available on the market.
Finally, concerning experimental analyses, several approaches exist to measure the elastic
behaviour of a structure. Hearmon [1] and Hayes [8] have detailed a few ways to identify
a structure’s entire elasticity matrix from measurements. But as this method requires
several types of analysis and several types of samples, it seems very difficult to inspire an
analogous application to finite-element models. This same difficulty also compromises
the use of other methods, such as those developed in the articles of Pierron et al. [52] and
Rikards et al. [45, 60, 82].
In this section, several types of approaches have been discussed for the application to
laminated structures. Some of them are numerical or analytical/asymptotic homogenisa-
tion techniques, or deal with experimental applications, while others are based on finite-
element models. The novel method proposed in this study belongs to this last category:
it is based on finite elements. The emphasis is made on representative elasticity matrices,
which constitute stress-strain laws for the considered materials and determine stiffness
matrices for both static and dynamic analyses. The following subsections will detail its
applications to simulate the dynamic behaviours of multi-layered orthotropic laminates
as well as the magnetic core of an electric motor stator. The last subsection will also inves-
tigate efficient modelling techniques for FE models of electric motor stators and compare
the modal simulations to experimental data from an industrial structure.
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3.2.2/ DEVELOPMENT OF THE “ORTHOTROPIC” METHOD
In this subsection, a new approach aiming at determining the elastic properties of a het-
erogeneous structure is proposed. The equivalent material thus defined is assumed to be
orthotropic (as explained in Section 3.2.1) and is characterised by nine elastic coefficients:
Ex, Ey, Ez, Gzy, Gzx, Gxy, νyz, νxz and νxy. By the means of a limited number of static simu-
lations and by simple processing of the corresponding displacements in the structure, all
nine elastic coefficients can be computed. The definition of shear in the case of laminates
can be ambiguous due to the orientation of the structure, and is therefore addressed in
this work.
The study taken as an example in this section is a stack along the z-axis of three isotropic
thick layers, for which the theory predicts a global transversely isotropic behaviour [119].
The structure is a cuboid <1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8> composed of three 8-node solid elements,
as shown in Figure 3.4. The nodes 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107 and 108 represent the
respective interfaces with their two neighbouring elements. Also, the coordinate system
for the whole structure is global (i.e. rectangular unitary system) and its origin taken
as node 1. The cuboid’s dimensions are Lx, Ly and Lz and its faces’ respective areas Ax
(faces x = 0 and x = 1), Ay (faces y = 0 and y = 1) and Az (faces z = 0 and z = 1). The
descriptions of external faces is made with ’= 0’ or ’= 1’ notations (referring to the limits
of the structure’s volume), despite Lx, Ly and Lz.
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Figure 3.4 – Structure geometry
The first simulation is a pure tension along the x-axis shown in Figure 3.5: a static dis-
placement δx is enforced along −x to the nodes 1, 4, 5, 8, 101, 104, 105 and 108 (face
x = 0), while the same displacement δx is enforced along +x to the nodes 2, 3, 6, 7, 102,
103, 106 and 107 (face x = 1). In order to stabilise the system, plane contact constraints
are applied to the faces y = 0 and z = 0.
By computing the nodal displacements ∆lx,i, ∆ly,i and ∆lz,i as well as the reaction forces
Fx,i, Fy,i and Fz,i at every node i, the stress σxx can be found using the relation
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Figure 3.5 – Pure tension along x
σxx =
1
Ax
∑
i∈Ux1
Fx,i
2
, (3.36)
where Ux1 is the set of nodes located on face x = 1. Therefore, the Young’s modulus E˜x
in the x-direction may be found with [18]
E˜x = σxx · Lx
δx
, (3.37)
where the ratio Lx/δx is related to the normal strain εxx by
Lx
δx
=
1
εxx
. (3.38)
The Poisson’s ratios ν˜xy and ν˜xz can then be computed with the mean displacements
∆ly
(Uy1) and ∆lz
(Uz1), such as
∆ly
(Uy1) =
1
By1 ∑i∈Uy1
∆ly,i (3.39)
and
∆lz
(Uz1) =
1
Bz1 ∑i∈Uz1
∆lz,i , (3.40)
where By1 and Bz1 respectively refer to the numbers of nodes on the faces y = 1 and z = 1
(e.g. for a stack with three layers, Bx1 = By1 = 8 and Bz1 = 4). This finally yields:
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ν˜xy =
−∆ly(Uy1)
2 · δx ·
Lx
Ly
(3.41)
and
ν˜xz =
−∆lz(Uz1)
2 · δx ·
Lx
Lz
. (3.42)
Two similar simulations along y and z yield the global structure’s remaining Young’s
moduli and Poisson’s ratio:
E˜y =
Ly
Ay · δy ∑i∈Uy1
Fy,i
2
, (3.43)
E˜z =
Lz
Az · δz ∑i∈Uz1
Fz,i
2
(3.44)
and
ν˜yz =
−∆lz(Uz1)
2 · δy ·
Ly
Lz
. (3.45)
Finally, the reciprocal Poisson’s ratios ν˜yx, ν˜zx and ν˜zy must verify the symmetry of the
global elasticity matrix [119], such that
ν˜ij
E˜i
=
ν˜ji
E˜j
. (3.46)
The shear moduli G˜zy, G˜zx and G˜xy may be found with shear simulations. However, some
attention must be paid when defining shear in the case of non-isotropic materials and par-
ticularly for laminated composites. Although an orthotropic structure’s shear moduli are
often estimated without explicit consideration of either sliding or transverse shear con-
figurations ([16, 41, 119]), it may be observed in practice that the two behaviours are not
equivalent in general. This is why, in this document, the analysis separates sliding shear
(illustrated in Sub-figure 3.6(a)) from transverse shear (illustrated in Sub-figure 3.6(b)) in
the respective “Ortho1” and “Ortho2” scenarios. It may be noted that the identification
of Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratios remains identical in both scenarios.
The next paragraphs detail the determination of shear moduli by sliding shear schemes,
which therefore correspond to the “Ortho1” scenario (see Sub-figure 3.6(a)). The simu-
lation combines an enforced displacement δy applied along −y at nodes 1, 2, 3, 4 (face
z = 0), the same displacement δy along +y at nodes 5, 6, 7, 8 (face z = 1) and plane
contact constraints on the same faces z = 0 and z = 1 in order to generate pure shear. To
stabilise the system, the Tx degree of freedom at node 1 is fixed.
The stress σzy is defined by the relation
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(a) Pure sliding shear z− y (Ortho1)
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(b) Pure transverse shear y− z (Ortho2)
Figure 3.6 – Shear definitions
σzy =
1
Az
∑
i∈Uz1
Fy,i
2
, (3.47)
where Uz1 is the set of the nodes located on the face z = 1. Finally, this yields the shear
modulus G˜zy [18]:
G˜zy = σzy · Lz
δy
, (3.48)
where the ratio Lz/δy is related to the shear strain εzy by
Lz
δy
=
1
γzy
=
1
2 · εzy . (3.49)
The two other shear moduli are then computed in a similar way and are defined by the
following expressions:
G˜zx =
Lz
Az · δx ∑i∈Uz1
Fx,i
2
(3.50)
and
G˜xy =
Lx
Ax · δy ∑i∈Ux1
Fy,i
2
. (3.51)
3.2.3/ COMPARISON WITH OTHER EXISTING METHODS
The results of the “orthotropic” method presented in Section 3.2.2 have been compared to
those obtained from some other methods that could be applied to such structures: three
isotropic layers stacked along the z-axis, whose properties are gathered into Table 3.2.
The structure’s base cell is a 1-centimetre-long cube for which the layers are organised as
following (for increasing z): titanium (l1 = 0.4 cm), polypropylene (l2 = 0.2 cm) and steel
(l3 = 0.4 cm), where li represents the layer’s thickness.
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Steel Polypropylene Titanium
E [GPa] 207 2.0 121
ν [−] 0.25 0.40 0.34
ρ
[
kg ·m−3] 7875 1200 4430
l [cm] 0.40 0.20 0.34
Table 3.2 – Initial stack
The other methods being compared are the homogenisation algorithms detailed in
Paragraphs 3.2.1.1 through 3.2.1.4, respectively referred to as “WA”, “INRIA”, “PEMAT”
and “KPC”. A larger structure was built from this base cell, standing for a reference for
comparisons. The global structure is shaped as a cuboid, has 5,024 elements, 30,144 DOFs;
its dimensions along x, y and z are respectively 210 mm, 110 mm and 60 mm, so that the
unit cell is reproduced periodically in every direction.
Also, a node-to-ground 3-D stiffness element is linked to each of the global cuboid’s 8
outer nodes, with stiffness values of Kntg = 107 N ·m−1 on every direction (x, y and z).
The global laminated structure taken as a reference is illustrated in Figure 3.7.
node-to-ground
stiffness elements
Figure 3.7 – Global laminated reference structure
The homogeneous finite-element models based on each of the equivalent materials have
the same dimensions and the same total mass as the reference structure and are made of
1-centimetre-long cubic 8-node solid elements.
The elastic coefficients of the equivalent materials respectively computed with each of
the methods are compared in Table 3.3. “Ortho1” and “Ortho2” refer to the scenarios
developed in Section 3.2.2, and the other labels to their respective methods. As explained
in Paragraph 3.2.1.3, methods “INRIA” and “PEMAT” yield equivalent results when ap-
plied to a stack of isotropic layers. Therefore, the properties computed with method
“PEMAT” are discarded. Also, the elasticity matrix
[
C˜O1
]
equivalent to the material
computed with method “Ortho1” corresponds to:
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[
C˜O1
]
=

164 59.3 9.63 0 0 0
164 9.63 0 0 0
19.4 0 0 0
3.34 0 0
sym. 3.34 0
51.3
 · 10
9 . (3.52)
For each case, the mass matrix of the homogeneous equivalent structure is computed
from the relation (3.6) (weighted averages). Apart from the reference structure, every
mass matrix is therefore identical. Finally, the row “CC” compares the computation costs
(in seconds) for each of the methods used. The finite-element solver NASTRAN™ v. 2013
is used for scenarios “Ortho1” and “Ortho2” (with a dual-core 2.5 GHz processor and
16 GB of RAM), whereas results for “INRIA”, “WA” and “KPC” are computed with Scilab
v. 5.4.1.
Ortho1 Ortho2 INRIA WA KPC
E˜x [GPa] 132 132 137 132 89.0
E˜y [GPa] 132 132 137 132 89.0
E˜z [GPa] 18.7 18.7 19.0 9.50 17.6
G˜zy [GPa] 3.34 51.3 3.40 3.40 12.3
G˜zx [GPa] 3.34 51.3 3.40 3.40 12.3
G˜xy [GPa] 51.3 51.3 51.3 50.0 34.1
ν˜yz [−] 0.326 0.326 0.313 0.023 0.144
ν˜xz [−] 0.326 0.326 0.313 0.023 0.144
ν˜xy [−] 0.343 0.343 0.338 0.316 0.216
ρ˜
[
kg ·m−3] 5,160 5,160 5,160 5,160 5,160
CC [s] 8 8 <1 <1 <1
Table 3.3 – Comparison of elastic coefficients
It can be seen that for methods “Ortho1”, “Ortho2” and “INRIA”, Poisson’s ratios have
relatively similar values, whereas the differences are more important for methods “WA”
and “KPC”. This could be compared to the results of Chentouf [130], where it was sug-
gested to force Poisson’s ratio values to zero in all directions as a practical modelling
guideline. Judging from the apparent tightness existing in the laminated stack, such an
indication seems exagerated to represent the real couplings in the structure. As for the
computation costs, Table 3.3 shows that they are all below 10 seconds, although they
do not account for the time necessary to prepare the solutions. Independently from this
preparation time, the presented method can be automatised and be adapted to any types
of structures, at the cost of quick changes to perform (e.g. element thicknesses).
RESULTS
With the aid of the criteria introduced in Subsection 1.4.2, the correlation between each
of the three homogeneous structures (to which the materials computed by each method
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have been applied) and the reference model have been compared. To do this, the first
50 vibration modes have been computed for each case, amongst which the first 6 modes
(between 413 Hz and 853 Hz) describing the “suspension” related to the node-to-ground
elements have been discarded. For the reference structure, the 7th mode (and thus the first
to be correlated) is at 3,073 Hz, while amongst all homogeneous structures, the 7th mode
of lowest frequency is at 2,947 Hz. The paired modes for which MAC values were below
70% were discarded too. An example of paired deformed shapes between the reference
structure and the homogeneous model (computed with scenario “Ortho1”) is given in
Figure 3.8. Structure (a) shows the deformation of the individual layers while structure
(b) shows “flatter” boundaries due to bigger elements made of identical material proper-
ties. The two structures are paired in (c) even though the elements are of different sizes
and numbers in (a) and (b).
Then, the results of the correlation are plotted in Figure 3.9 and summed up in Table 3.4
for the first 44 modes of the reference structure. For Nmp mode pairs in a given correlation,
the expressions defining the entities |∆ f | and MAC are recalled from Equations (1.68)
and (1.69):
|∆ f | = 1
Nmp
·
Nmp
∑
q=1
∣∣∆ f (m1,q, m2,q)∣∣
and
MAC =
1
Nmp
·
Nmp
∑
q=1
MAC
(
m1,q, m2,q
)
,
where m1,q and m2,q are the modes composing the q-th pair.
Ortho1 Ortho2 INRIA WA KPC
Nb paired modes 39 20 37 30 26
|∆ f | [%] 9.29 58.6 9.86 15.3 26.7
MAC [%] 93.1 83.7 93.8 89.9 89.1
Table 3.4 – Correlation of the reference structure’s first 44 modes above 853 Hz
It can be clearly seen that the method “Ortho1” proposed in Section 3.2.2 is more accu-
rate than the weighted averages, and of equivalent quality to “INRIA” in such a setting,
whereas using “Ortho2” leads to more significant errors, especially for low-frequency
modes. The discrepancies of value ∆ f for the mode pairs 6 to 22 of the case “Ortho2” can
be explained by the fact the structure undergoes deformations that are related to “slid-
ing” shear rather than “transverse” shear. To corroborate this observation, the deformed
shapes of the first 9 paired modes are detailed in Figure 3.10. Although for this stacking
setting, the values of |∆ f | are all relatively high, still 39 modes of the 44 are identified by
the method “Ortho1”.
Finally, “Ortho1” presents a new opportunity, that none of the approaches analysed in
Section 3.2.1 did. Indeed, this type of static simulation is not restrained to applications
on finite-element models including distinctive elements and materials, but may also be
used with structures on which no information about constitutive materials is available.
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(a)   REFERENCE – Mode 3 (5,228 Hz) (b)   HOMOGENEOUS – Mode 3 (4,916 Hz)
(c)   MODE PAIR 3 – red dots: REFERENCE – blue solid: HOMOGENEOUS (“Ortho1”)
Figure 3.8 – Compared models’ deformed shapes
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Figure 3.9 – Comparison of frequency differences with reference model (MAC > 70%)
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mode pair 1 – 3,073 Hz mode pair 2 – 3,428 Hz mode pair 3 – 5,228 Hz
mode pair 4 – 5,374 Hz mode pair 5 – 6,809 Hz mode pair 6 – 7,160 Hz
mode pair 7 – 7,329 Hz mode pair 8 – 7,681 Hz mode pair 9 – 8,197 Hz
Figure 3.10 – First 9 paired modes (reference structure’s natural frequencies)
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Figure 3.11 – Configurations of laminated beams
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For example, a superelement whose master-nodes describe the geometry of a cuboid
could be analysed with the same method, leading to the construction of an equivalent
homogeneous material that would recreate the superelement’s stiffness behaviour.
3.2.4/ INFLUENCE OF STACKING SETTINGS IN A BEAM
This second application aims at analysing the influence of the number of layers in a can-
tilever beam. For this, four FE models of laminated cantilever beams are created from the
same base cell: three layers of isotropic materials, either stacked along the beam’s length
(models 1 and 2) or in a transverse direction (models 3 and 4). Beam 1 is composed of
more layers than beam 2, but of similar thicknesses: beam 2 is shorter. To the contrary, the
global dimensions of beams 3 and 4 are identical, while beam 4 is made of more layers:
each of them is therefore thinner. Finally, each beam is spanned along z, and its dimen-
sions along x and y are respectively 50 and 30 mm. The four configurations are shown in
Figure 3.11, and detailed in Table 3.5.
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1 4,776 2,970 28,656 z 1,200 198
2 1,032 630 6,192 z 252 42
3 4,824 3,000 28,944 y 1,200 3
4 37,386 30,000 224,316 y 1,200 30
Table 3.5 – Details of laminated beams
The properties of the base cell are gathered in Table 3.6, in which E stands for the mate-
rial’s Young’s modulus, ν for its Poisson’s ratio and χ for the layer’s volume fraction (see
Equation (3.5)).
Applying the method “Ortho1” to this base cell yields equivalent material properties to
models 1 and 2 (layers stacked along z):
E˜x = E˜y = 139 GPa , E˜z = 14.6 GPa , G˜zy = G˜zx = 3.20 GPa ,
G˜xy = 53.7 GPa , ν˜yz = ν˜xz = 0.333 and ν˜xy = 0.293 .
As the stacking sequences are identical in all cases, the equivalent material properties for
models 3 and 4 (layers stacked along y) are defined by the same elastic constants, where
indices y and z are switched.
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Steel Epoxy Steel
E [GPa] 207 3.0 207
ν [−] 0.25 0.37 0.25
χ [−] 1/3 1/3 1/3
Table 3.6 – Properties of the beam’s base cell
Each of the four beams is associated with a homogeneous one of identical dimensions,
but made of only one, equivalent material. A base of the first 72 vibration modes above
0 Hz is then computed for these 8 finite-element models. The modal bases of the initial
models are compared to those of the corresponding equivalent structures using the same
criteria as described in Subsection 1.4.2, with a MAC threshold at 0% for pairing the
modes (so that all the modes are paired and taken into account). The results are gathered
in Table 3.7.
1 2 3 4
Nb paired modes 72 72 72 72
|∆ f | [%] 3.19 11.1 9.51 1.38
MAC [%] 98.9 59.6 77.3 99.5
Table 3.7 – Correlation of each beam’s first 72 vibration modes
Table 3.7 shows that the correlation is globally much better than for Section 3.2.3 (in which
the objective was to compare the method with other existing ones). Also, the values of
|∆ f | are significantly lower for the beams with many layers (models 1 and 4) than for
the others, showing that in these cases, the equivalent materials are able to recreate the
initial structure’s behaviour with good precision. Observing good overall correlation for
models 1 and 4 and poor coefficients for models 2 and 3 is in agreement to the remark of
Lukkassen et al. [29], stating that their homogenisation expression is closer to the initial,
heterogeneous behaviour when the dimensions of the unit cell are small in comparison
to the entire structure’s.
Eventually, the homogeneous material able to recreate the initial structure’s modal be-
haviour with the best accuracy corresponds to the case of stratification in a direction
transverse to the beam’s length.
3.2.5/ ELECTRIC MACHINE STATORS: EXPERIMENTAL-NUMERICAL APPLICA-
TION
Modelling the stator of an electric machine, which is generally a laminated steel stack, is
a very interesting application for the studies of heterogeneous structures. Understand-
ing the dynamic behaviour of an electric machine stator is a key issue in the prediction
of the electric machine’s noise and vibration simulation and prediction [141]. As out-
lined in Subsection 3.2.1, a stator is built from a multi-laminated magnetic core, on which
windings are placed. This section will detail the simulation of a magnetic core’s modal
behaviour with the aid of the above-presented material property identification method,
and will propose several modelling guidelines for this type of structures.
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3.2.5.1/ EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The structure studied in this section is the magnetic core of a 12-tooth switched-reluctance
machine (without windings or resin). It consists in 400 steel sheets of thickness 360 µm,
separated from each other by 3-µm-thick varnish (epoxy) layers. Its dimensions are
154 mm (length) and 245 mm (outer diameter). By the means of a shock-hammer analysis,
frequency response functions (FRF) are measured for each of the experimental mesh’s 108
degrees of freedom (36 points of 3 DOFs). From these response functions, 5 purely radial
vibration modes could be extracted (amongst others). These modes, sometimes referred
to as “ovalisation” modes are particularly critical for the acoustic behaviour of the entire
electric machine [140]; predicting them with good accuracy is therefore of particular in-
terest. Pictures of the experimental settings are shown in Figure 3.12. This experimental
modal basis stands for a reference in this section.
(a) FRF measurement (b) Experimental mesh (undeformed)
Figure 3.12 – Experimental settings
3.2.5.2/ FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL
Although it may differ from one type of machine to another, the production process for
this magnetic core consisted in coating steel layers with insulating varnish (in order to
prevent eddy currents from taking place in the structure and therefore dissipating energy)
and then simply piling them one onto the others. The stack was then placed under a press,
and weld beads were applied on the lateral face while the pressure was maintained. Two
examples of finite-element models representing this structure are shown in Figure 3.13.
The “initial” model details the structure as it really is: a stack of 400 isotropic steel lay-
ers separated from each other by isotropic epoxy layers, and is made of 493,164 ele-
ments and 618,426 nodes. The details of the layers is given in Table 3.8. Even with
powerful computational resources, performing simulations on such a structure is time-
consuming and therefore cost-prohibitive. This is why another finite-element model is
generated, from the same mesh in the top face, but whose elements are extruded with
the same dimensions throughout the structure’s length (axis z). The new FE model is
called “homogeneous” as it is made of only one homogeneous material (to be determined
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z
r
θ
z
r
θ
initial FE model homogeneous FE model
lateral face
top face
weld beads
Figure 3.13 – Finite-element models of the magnetic core (axis along z)
in the following paragraphs) throughout axis z instead of the details of the layers. Its
19,158 elements and 24,768 nodes make it more appropriate than “initial” for computing
modal bases. Also, due to the revolution symmetry of the structure, the finite-element
models as well as the material properties are expressed in a cylindrical coordinate system
of directions r, θ and z, where z is the stacking direction of the layers.
Steel Epoxy
E [GPa] 207 3.0
ν [−] 0.25 0.37
ρ
[
kg ·m−3] 7,875 1,300
l [µm] 360 3
Table 3.8 – Details of the “initial” model’s layers
3.2.5.3/ MODELLING GUIDELINES
The weld beads applied on the stack’s lateral face are necessary to hold the entire struc-
ture in one piece, by imposing a mechanical bond onto the whole length. In the rest of
the structure, the sheets are bound together only by the varnish. The pressure applied to
the stack is maintained after manufacturing near the weld beads and decreases with the
distance in the rest of the structure. Although they are only a few micrometres thick and
mechanical properties may vary from one varnish type to another, the local behaviour
of the varnish layers and thus the interaction between the steel sheets are very likely to
be dependent on the residual pressure in the stack, and therefore on the proximity to the
weld beads (where the pressure is maintained) or to the free edges. This explains the
necessity of dividing the entire FE model into several zones.
The analysis proposed for dividing the model efficiently is the computation of static stiff-
ness at each of the “initial” model’s top-face nodes, in order to estimate the tightness of
the structure in relation to the position on the face and the distance to the weld beads.
The entire model is clamped (DOFs Tr, Tθ and Tz fixed as no rotations are considered on
3D elements) at the nodes on the weld beads. Displacements ∆lz (along z) are computed
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in response to a 1-N static force applied along z at each node (except on the weld beads).
The static stiffness values Kz are then found by:
Kz =
1
|∆lz| . (3.53)
The results are plotted in Figure 3.14.
z
r
θ
3
4
21
Figure 3.14 – Distribution of Kz (in N ·m−1)
Judging from the results shown in Figure 3.14, four zones have been drawn according to
the stiffness values:
1. zone “prox” (elements near the weld beads, with
1.5× 108 < Kz < 4.6× 108 N ·m−1);
2. zone “yoke” (with 1.3× 108 < Kz < 3.7× 108 N ·m−1);
3. zone “teeth-W” (elements on the teeth next to the weld beads, with
7.0× 107 < Kz < 3.8× 108 N ·m−1);
4. zone “teeth-Y” (elements on the teeth next to the yoke, with
6.7× 107 < Kz < 3.6× 108 N ·m−1).
Therefore, the “homogeneous” model should be divided into corresponding zones. It
seems also relevant to associate zones 3 and 4 into one same “teeth” material definition.
Finally, the finite-element model of the magnetic core which will be used for the dynamic
simulations is shown in Figure 3.15, where each zone corresponds to specific material
properties.
It seems important to note that the entire model is composed of 3D, solid elements, which
need not necessarily be cuboidal. Although the identification method is applied to base
cells made of 8-node cuboid elements (particularly convenient for modelling and ho-
mogenising stacked structures), meshing the equivalent structure remains under the con-
trol of the user: the equivalent material may be applied to any type of mesh, as long as the
global geometry is kept unchanged. Therefore, the stator could have been meshed with
any type of solid element (e.g. four-, five- or six-sided), even mixed, as this choice has
negligible influence over the global structure’s vibratory behaviour. In this case, creating
the mesh with a base of six-sided elements is a good compromise between representativ-
ity and total number of DOFs.
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Figure 3.15 – Zoning the magnetic core’s finite-element model (axis along z)
3.2.5.4/ EQUIVALENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The first zone under the spotlight is “prox”, gathering the elements which are closest to
the weld beads. In this zone, the proximity to the weld beads ensures the stator’s tightest
cohesion between the steel sheets, and implies therefore the best regularity in the succes-
sive varnish layers’ thicknesses. This means that the cell <half-thick steel sheet; varnish
sheet; half-thick steel sheet> is repeated regularly through the stator’s length (dimension
along z), with the same thicknesses everywhere. The corresponding finite-element model
which will be used for material identification is therefore a 3-layered cuboid with a square
base of length 400 µm, as illustrated in Figure 3.16.
Its layers’ Young’s moduli E, Poisson’s ratios ν and thicknesses l are gathered in Table 3.9.
In the whole FE model, the same density ρ˜ is applied to all the zones and directly taken
from the measurements on the stator:
ρ˜ =
mtot
Vtot
= 7, 750 kg ·m−3 ,
where mtot and Vtot respectively refer to the stator’s total mass and volume.
Steel Epoxy Steel
E [GPa] 207 3.0 207
ν [−] 0.25 0.37 0.25
l [µm] 180 3 180
Table 3.9 – Properties of the base cell of zone “prox”
Applying method “Ortho1” to the base cell of zone “prox” yields an equivalent material,
whose elastic constants are:
E˜proxr = E˜
prox
θ = 205 GPa , E˜
prox
z = 157 GPa , G˜
prox
zθ = G˜
prox
zr = 51.2 GPa ,
G˜proxrθ = 82.1 GPa and ν˜
prox
θz = ν˜
prox
rz = ν˜
prox
rθ = 0.25 .
Concerning the other zones, to the authors’ knowledge there does not exist any analytical
or numerical method able to describe with precision the variation of the elastic properties
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Figure 3.16 – Base cell
with the distance to the weld beads. This is why a good experience in model updating of
electric machine stators is necessary to describe the behaviours of the different zones. In
this case, the factors 3/4 and 1/2 have been applied to the shear moduli of the respective
zones “yoke” and “teeth”, according to their distance to the weld beads vii. The other coef-
ficients remain unchanged. Eventually, the material properties are detailed in Table 3.10.
3.2.5.5/ COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Computing the FE model’s modal basis and comparing it to the experimental data with
the criteria described in Subsection 1.4.2 leads to the correlation state presented in Fig-
ure 3.17 and Table 3.11, where the columns “FEA” and “EMA” respectively refer to the
mode frequencies in the FE model and in the experimental modal basis. The |∆ f | and
MAC averages have been computed in the bottom row of Table 3.11 (cf. definitions in
Equations (1.68) and (1.69)). Only mode pairs for which MAC values were over 60%
were taken into account.
Judging from these results, it can be observed that the behaviour of the finite-element
model computed with the method “Ortho1” is in good agreement with the measured
natural frequencies, and that the model’s deformed shapes correspond to the experimen-
tal ones fairly well.
The results of Table 3.11 are compared with the case “NZ” (no zoning: the same “prox”
material properties applied to the whole structure), as shown in Table 3.12.
As in the previous sections, it can be seen that method “Ortho1” generates equivalent
vii. This choice will be validated in Section 3.3.
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prox yoke teeth weld beads
E˜r [GPa] 205 205 205
E˜θ [GPa] 205 205 205 207
E˜z [GPa] 157 157 157
G˜zθ [GPa] 51.2 38.4 25.6
G˜zr [GPa] 51.2 38.4 25.6 -
G˜rθ [GPa] 82.1 61.6 41.1
ν˜θz [−] 0.25 0.25 0.25
ν˜rz [−] 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.288
ν˜rθ [−] 0.25 0.25 0.25
ρ˜
[
kg ·m−3] 7,750 7,750 7,750 7,750
Table 3.10 – Comparison of elastic coefficients
material properties that simulate the dynamic behaviour of the entire structure accurately.
The necessity of zoning the model and adapting the shear coefficients according to the
elements’ distances to the weld beads can be clearly seen as well, as the average frequency
discrepancy is increased by 68.5%. The modelling guidelines that have been proposed
should be therefore followed for other geometries of magnetic core structures.
In this application especially, the initial correlations of simulated and experimental modal
bases on two different electric machine stators were particularly promising for the predic-
tion of such structures’ modal behaviours. Judging from the time needed for the thorough
experimental-based updating of an electric machine stator’s FE model, the stakes of an
accurate, initial modelling of such structures in a relatively simple and fast way are both
high and numerous [139, 140].
3.2.6/ CONCLUSION ON THE ORTHOTROPIC HOMOGENISATION APPROACH
In this section, a new method for identifying equivalent material properties to laminated
orthotropic structures was developed. As a necessity in order to reduce the number of
degrees of freedom in the finite-element models of heterogeneous structures such as elec-
tric motor stators, the identification method enabled modelling them with equivalent
representative homogeneous material properties. This new method has been applied to
various domains involving multi-layered material simulations.
It has been shown that analysing laminated structures requires a “sliding shear” ap-
proach rather than a “transverse shear” one. The corresponding “Ortho1” approach is
globally more accurate than existing reference homogenisation methods for such struc-
tures, yields good simulation results when used in an experimental-numerical applica-
tion, and unlike the others, can also be applied to superelements.
An analysis of stacking settings in laminated cantilever beams has shown that the equiv-
alent orthotropic material created with this new technique was able to recreate the initial
vibratory behaviour with good precision for multi-layered structures.
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Figure 3.17 – Correlation of FE and experimental modal bases - mode shape pairs (exper-
imental frequencies) - blue lines: simulation, red dots: measurement
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1 823.5 798.6 3.12 63.8 cylinder mode, order 2
2 2,179.6 2,125.5 2.55 62.3 cylinder mode, order 3
3 3,855.0 3,747.7 2.86 90.6 cylinder mode, order 4
4 5,529.3 5,330.1 3.74 82.5 cylinder mode, order 5
5 6,593.4 6,286.5 4.88 74.3 cylinder mode, order 0
Averages |∆ f | and MAC 3.43 74.7
Table 3.11 – Correlations of FE and experimental modal bases
Ortho1 NZ
|∆ f | [%] 3.43 5.78
MAC [%] 74.7 74.5
Table 3.12 – Influence of zoning
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Eventually, the vibratory behaviour of the magnetic core of an electric motor stator has
been simulated by the means of a finite-element model with equivalent homogeneous
material properties. The simulated ovalisation modes have been compared to experi-
mental data measured on a real stator, and showed good agreement. In addition to that,
the zoning guidelines proposed for finite-element models of magnetic cores have been
proven efficient. It is hoped that this identification method will eventually help improve
further the current knowledge about the behaviour of laminated structures and in par-
ticular of electric machine stators. Also, substituting time-consuming model updating
procedures by a simple, direct method could even replace the manufacture of costly pro-
totypes and associated measurements.
For more complicated situations however, notably in case of non-negligible preloading,
or when couplings exist between tension-compression and shear in the global structure,
orthotropic equivalent materials might not be accurate enough to simulate the expected
behaviour of a given structure. The following section will present another method for the
identification of equivalent material properties for anisotropic or triclinic structures and
superelements, accounting for the influence of external perturbations such as friction and
preload.
3.3/ MODELLING TECHNIQUES FOR LAMINATED STATOR CORES:
ANISOTROPIC HOMOGENISATION APPROACH
Initially written as a single article with two parts, the content of the previous section have
been divided into two separate articles. This section details the second article, which
was submitted to the Journal of Vibration and Control on July 8th, 2015 under the title
“Identification of representative anisotropic material properties accounting for friction
and preloading effects: contribution for structural dynamics of electric motor stators”,
co-authored by É. Sadoulet-Reboul, M. Ouisse, J.-B. Dupont and N. Bouhaddi. The bulk
of the initial work has been kept identical. Also, the content of the article has been re-
shaped into conference papers, presented at the International Conference on Noise and
Vibration Engineering (ISMA2014, Leuven, Belgium) and the International Conference
on Dynamics of Composite Structures (DYNCOMP2015, Arles, France), respectively ref-
erenced as [159] and [165].
3.3.1/ INTRODUCTION TO ANISOTROPIC HOMOGENISATION
For finite-element simulations, modelling heterogeneous structures strictly as they are in
reality is sometimes both delicate and unrealistic if the heterogeneities are small or nu-
merous: representing such models by equivalent homogeneous material properties may
be a necessity in order to reduce the number of degrees of freedom in the models. In ad-
dition to this, constraints of cost-effectiveness and flexibility justify a great interest of the
industry for effective methods able to recreate the dynamic behaviours of heterogeneous
structures with equivalent material properties [141]. Some of the existing techniques able
to determine homogeneous properties in order to model heterogeneous structures are
called “homogenisation” methods.
A large number of homogenisation methods already exist in the cases of 2D, laminated,
honeycomb or many other types of composite structures. A thorough review of some
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of the most important ones has been made by Kalamkarov et al. in [110]. However,
3D homogenisation is relatively seldom addressed in the literature, and yet necessary to
consider if attempting to model a structure when simplifications are not possible.
Millithaler et. al [166] have developed a method of 3D material property identification
for multi-layered orthotropic laminates and have compared its applicability with other
existing 3D homogenisation techniques (see Section 3.2). The method directly identifies
the representative elastic constants E˜x, E˜y, E˜z, G˜zy, G˜zx, G˜xy, ν˜yz, ν˜xz and ν˜xy of the homo-
geneous equivalent material, with low-resource static simulations on the unit cell which
is periodically repeated in the heterogeneous structure. Two scenarios are distinguished
for the determination of equivalent shear moduli, describing either “sliding shear” or
“transverse shear” conditions. Applied to dynamic analyses on several types of multi-
layered structures, it has been observed that “sliding shear” was more appropriate to
describe the behaviour of the laminates than “transverse shear”.
There yet exists some cases in which orthotropic materials are not accurate enough to
recreate the behaviour of a given structure, with yet the same necessity of using represen-
tative elasticity matrices. Unlike for orthotropic materials, identifying elastic constants
such as Young’s moduli, shear moduli or Poisson’s ratios is not possible in the case of
anisotropic, or so-called “triclinic” structures, defined by 21 independent constants [41].
In this general case, the material’s 21 independent coefficients form the elasticity matrix
[C] in Hooke’s law, as described in Equation (1.11).
Begis et al. [16] have developed a homogenisation method that can be applied to triclinic
periodic structures (see Paragraph 3.2.1.2), the principles of which were taken as a refer-
ence for other techniques. Although it yields equivalent elasticity matrices, the approach
requires solving analytical equations that might make them delicate to implement for
finite-element analyses (difficulty reported in [58]). A different analytical formulation of
elastic coefficients has been proposed by Luciano and Barbero [27]. In spite of the ability
to model equivalent anisotropic material properties, the expressions of only 6 coefficients
C˜ij amongst the elasticity matrix’s 21 independent constants are detailed. Mathan and
Siva Prasad [125] have developed a method of evaluation of equivalent material proper-
ties for a spiral-wound gasket and analysed its elasto-plastic behaviour. The principle is
to average the stress-strain behaviour of a representative volume element over its volume
by the means of independent load cases, in order to determine the equivalent compliance
matrix’s constants. However, the method is applied to the studied gasket only, and the
structure itself is changed (angle of sealing ring) to ensure the independence of the load
cases before averaging the results.
External perturbations and their influence on the behaviour of a structure have been in-
vestigated in the literature. Peillex et al. [104] successfully homogenised a model made
of 10% of isotropic heterogeneities into an isotropic matrix, taking into account dynamic
frictional contact conditions. By coupling their method to homogenised local friction co-
efficients, they were able to fairly approximate the stresses present in a heterogeneous
model and their evolution through time. Smit et al. [39] as well as Yvonnet et al. [117]
have tackled similar issues and taken into account possible non-linearities in their mod-
els. Yet both approaches analyse the behaviour of a non-linear, heterogeneous struc-
ture without determining any equivalent elasticity matrix, and no finite-element analyses
have been performed to recreate the samples’ mechanical behaviours.
In the field of laminates, Pirnat et al. [151] have developed a numerical model of a lami-
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nated stack with both tangential and normal contact conditions between the layers. The
14%-error in the prediction of the natural frequencies of a laminated stack was considered
good by the authors, in addition to the fact that they also updated the inter-layer contact
parameters with experimental modal data. Focusing on electric machines, Kim and Kim
[95] have shown experimentally that the first natural frequencies of a laminated rotor in-
creased with the stack’s pressure (i.e. preloading). Similarly, the works of Watanabe et al.
[17] have outlined the fact that the natural frequencies of non-purely-radial modes on a
segmented-core stator tend to increase as the clamping force increases. Dias’ experimen-
tal analyses [43] have confirmed this conclusion, with the observation that purely-radial
(or “ovalisation”) modes were not affected by any variations of the clamping force held
by the weld beads (called tie rods). However, in spite of the new opportunities they rep-
resent to the knowledge in laminated structures’ vibratory behaviours, these approaches
are highly dependent on experimental data or model updating procedures and do not
lead to any elasticity matrices that could represent the material properties of equivalent
homogeneous structures.
The influence of preloads has also been analysed in the frame of railway dynamics.
The simulations performed by Wu and Thompson [47] highlighted a strong influence of
preloading on the studied railway’s vibrations. The measurements of Kaewunruen and
Remennikov [94] on railpads led to similar observations concerning the dynamic stiffness
of all types of pads.
As for industrial projects in structural dynamics, a great interest is shown for accurate
and cost-efficient modelling techniques applicable to common finite-element simulations
such as modal bases. In particular, the automotive industry currently focuses on new
technologies such as hybrid or 100%-electric powertrains, the stators of which are built
on multi-layered magnetic cores with lateral weld beads [139, 20, 24]. Performing dy-
namic simulations on such heterogeneous structures is however highly dependent on
costly and time-consuming experimental analyses. This is why understanding and being
able to predict the vibratory behaviour of a stator’s laminated magnetic core without ex-
perimental data is key to performing efficient noise and vibration simulations on entire
electric motors. In addition to this, Van der Giet et al. [146] reported non-linearities in the
mechanical behaviour of laminated stacks, as a result of their experimental analysis on a
real electric machine.
Concerning finite-element simulations, Dias [43] modelled the entire magnetic core with
a single homogeneous isotropic material, based on the suggestions of [20, 24]. This
choice can be contradicted in light of the results presented in Section 3.2, where the or-
thotropic material identification method and the modelling guidelines allowed simulat-
ing the modal behaviour of an electric motor stator with good accuracy, with an efficient
zoning of the finite-element model accounting for the influence of weld beads. This work
also showed that the correlation accuracy between simulated and measured ovalisation
modes on a real stator would have been decreased by a relative factor of 68.5% if the
finite-element model had not been zoned. The present article will elaborate on this basis
and take into account friction and preload phenomena in the computation of represen-
tative anisotropic materials for improving the accuracy of dynamic simulations on the
magnetic core’s finite-element model.
In order to compute representative elasticity matrices for modelling heterogeneous struc-
tures, several interesting methods have been reviewed. While some of them are able
to model triclinic properties in finite-element models, others deal with external pertur-
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bations and their non-linear influences on the behaviours of the studied structures. To
the authors’ knowledge, there currently exist no approaches able to take such external
perturbations into account in the definition of equivalent, linear, representative elasticity
matrices. Modelling such external perturbations on a given structure generally requires
performing non-linear simulations, which are in principle longer, more complicated and
more restrictive (e.g. requiring special licences) than linear solutions. Approximating
non-linear effects by representative linear material properties that could be used in any
finite-element solution therefore offers interesting opportunities, that include analysing
the influence of such effects on the material coefficients themselves, and integrating these
material definitions into linear solutions such as model updating procedures.
This is why a new method is proposed, based on finite elements, modelling equivalent
triclinic material properties for periodic structures and able to take into account the in-
fluence of external perturbations on the representative elasticity matrix. The following
subsections will detail the development of this method, as well as various applications
on finite-element models. The influence of preload on material properties will be anal-
ysed by comparing the dynamic behaviours of preloaded structures and their equivalent,
homogeneous, linear finite-element models. Eventually, the magnetic core of a real elec-
tric machine stator will be modelled accounting for friction and preload effects on its
teeth’s steel sheets.
3.3.2/ DEVELOPMENT OF THE “TRICLINIC” METHOD
As it has been explained in Section 3.2, orthotropic material properties imply that tension-
compression and shear phenomena are not coupled. For a structure subjected to external
perturbations, these no-coupling assumptions may not be valid in the general case, and
any linear elasticity matrix approximating its behaviour shall be therefore expressed as
anisotropic, or “triclinic”. The elasticity matrices computed with this new method are
linear and approximate the non-linear perturbations to which the structure is subjected.
The corresponding Hooke’s law in the general case has been shown on Equation (1.11);
in this case, the material can no longer be expressed with Young’s moduli, shear moduli
or Poisson’s ratios [119]. Therefore, the method presented in Section 3.2, which aimed
at identifying these elastic coefficients directly, is readapted for application to triclinic
materials.
First of all, the prerequisite steps for this method are:
1. The zones to be modelled with equivalent, homogeneous material properties are
distinguished and analysed separately;
2. For a given zone, a sample exactly recreating the periodicity of the structure as well
as the external conditions (if any) is created;
3. A stiffness matrix taking into account the influence of the external perturbations is
computed.
3.3.2.1/ COMPUTATION OF THE STIFFNESS MATRIX
In order to detail steps 2. and 3. of the sequence introduced above, a sample with two
8-node solid elements is used as an example as shown in Figure 3.18: the elements <1, 2,
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3, 4, 101, 102, 103, 104> and <105, 106, 107, 108, 5, 6, 7, 8> are superimposed along the
z-axis, and preloads are applied to the structure (red arrows). The two elements have to
be separated if contact properties are to be taken into account (in such case, the interface
nodes are doubled, although each node pair is perfectly coincident). If no contact or
friction properties are modelled, the interface nodes are merged. The global cuboid’s
dimensions are Lx, Ly and Lz, and its faces’ respective areas Ax (faces x = 0 and x = 1),
Ay (faces y = 0 and y = 1) and Az (faces z = 0 and z = 1). Also, the nodes located within
an ellipse on the figure have the same coordinates. The description of external faces is
simplified with ’= 0’ or ’= 1’ notations (referring to the limits of the structure’s volume),
in spite of the dimensions Lx, Ly and Lz.
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Figure 3.18 – Example of a sample under preloading
Now, for the solution to be computed, the system has to be stabilised: the outer nodes 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 are respectively doubled with the nodes 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and
18, at the exact same coordinates. The nodes 11 through 18 are then clamped, and each
pair is linked with 3D stiffness elements (this is equivalent to linking a node-to-ground
3D stiffness element to each of the structure’s outer nodes 1 to 8). The numerical values
of these stiffness elements have to be small enough to not perturb the entire structure’s
stiffness matrix values.
As an example, the stiffness matrix’s diagonal components of a 1-mm-long cube made of
isotropic steel (E = 210 GPa and ν = 0.25) have value of 4.67 · 107 N ·m−1. In this case,
using stiffness elements with a value of 1, 000 N ·m−1 in every direction is considered
negligible compared to the stiffness matrix’s values, and does not perturb the structure’s
overall behaviour.
For the rest of this section, Ux0, Ux1, Uy0, Uy1, Uz0 and Uz1 are defined as the node sets
corresponding to the respective faces x = 0, x = 1, y = 0, y = 1, z = 0 and z = 1. The
case of a two-layer, 8-outer-node structure is detailed in Table 3.13.
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node set face nodes
Ux0 x = 0 1, 2, 5, 6, 101, 102
Ux1 x = 1 3, 4, 7, 8, 103, 104
Uy0 y = 0 1, 4, 5, 8, 101, 104
Uy1 y = 1 2, 3, 6, 7, 102, 103
Uz0 z = 0 1, 2, 3, 4
Uz1 z = 1 5, 6, 7, 8
Table 3.13 – Details on node set names in the case of a 8-outer-node structure with two
layers
The prestress effects σ0 and σ1 are then applied to the system along the z-axis, so that
σ0 =
1
Az
∑
i∈Uz0
Fi (3.54)
and
σ1 = − 1Az ∑i∈Uz1
Fi , (3.55)
where the values Fi stand for the loadings at the nodes 1 through 8. If modelled, the
contact properties are then defined according to the physics of the interface (deformable
bodies, friction, etc.).
Creating the superelement with the twelve nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 101, 102, 103, 104, 5, 6, 7 and
8 (DOFs Tx, Ty and Tz) is an efficient way to output a stiffness matrix. For instance, the
ASCII-format DMIG (“Direct Matrix Input at a Grid”) is a convenient way to export and
reuse stiffness matrices. It seems important to emphasise that the solver used has to take
into account the influence of the external perturbations over the values – if modelled –
and export the corresponding stiffness matrix. In the case illustrated in Figure 3.18, the
superelement created stands for a structure with two layers and four common interface
nodes instead of two separate elements.
3.3.2.2/ DETERMINATION OF THE ELASTIC PROPERTIES
Unlike finite elements for which materials would be clearly defined, the stiffness matrix
of a superelement does not give any direct information about the materials it stands for.
The matrix may however be imported by a solver to recreate the elastic properties of an
entire structure, in our case composed of two 8-node solid elements and twelve nodes
(the node pairs at the interface were merged during the superelement’s creation process).
It is therefore possible to compute the displacements ∆lx,i, ∆ly,i and ∆lz,i as well as the
reaction forces Fx,i, Fy,i and Fz,i at each node i.
As it has been shown, the 21 independent coefficients of an equivalent triclinic elasticity
matrix
[
C˜
]
have to be identified. To do this, the proposed approach consists in computing
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the compliance matrix
[
S˜
]
such that
[
S˜
]
=
[
C˜
]−1. The general relation of Hooke’s law,
detailed in Equation (1.11), can be reversed to express the matrix
[
S˜
]
:

εxx
εyy
εzz
2 · εyz
2 · εzx
2 · εxy

=

S˜11 S˜12 S˜13 S˜14 S˜15 S˜16
S˜22 S˜23 S˜24 S˜25 S˜26
S˜33 S˜34 S˜35 S˜36
S˜44 S˜45 S˜46
sym. S˜55 S˜56
S˜66


σxx
σyy
σzz
σyz
σzx
σxy

. (3.56)
To calculate all the constants of
[
S˜
]
, the method needs six series of simulations, ie. one
per component of {ε}. The first series, called xx, refers to the deformed state εxx. For
better visibility, this development is made on the second series, called yy, referring to the
deformed state εyy, and repeated similarly for the deformed states εxx and εzz.
The second row of Equation (3.56) is then:
εyy = S˜12 · σxx + S˜22 · σyy + S˜23 · σzz + S˜24 · σyz + S˜25 · σzx + S˜26 · σxy . (3.57)
Thus, this series needs six independent simulations in order to identify Equation (3.57)’s
six constants S˜12 = S˜21, S˜22, S˜23, S˜24, S˜25 and S˜26. This series yy corresponds to a pure
tension scheme, as shown in Figure 3.19: a static displacement δy is enforced along +y
to the nodes of the face y = 1, whereas plane contact constraints are applied to the face
y = 0. In other terms, the nodes of the face y = 0 are blocked in the direction y and left
free in the directions x and z. To stabilise the system, DOFs Tx and Tz are blocked at node
1, and DOF Tz at node 2 (more details are given in Table 3.14).
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Figure 3.19 – Pure tension along y on the superelement
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Then, the values of nodal reaction forces lead to the stresses σ
(2a)
i,j , where the superscript
(2a) refers to the first simulation of the series yy:
σ
(2a)
xx =
1
Ax
∑
i∈Ux1
F
(2a)
x,i , (3.58)
σ
(2a)
yy =
1
Ay
∑
i∈Uy1
F
(2a)
y,i , (3.59)
σ
(2a)
zz =
1
Az
∑
i∈Uz1
F
(2a)
z,i , (3.60)
σ
(2a)
yz =
1
Ay
∑
i∈Uy1
F
(2a)
z,i , (3.61)
σ
(2a)
xz =
1
Ax
∑
i∈Ux1
F
(2a)
z,i (3.62)
and
σ
(2a)
xy =
1
Ay
∑
i∈Uy1
F
(2a)
x,i . (3.63)
The next five simulations of the series yy (corresponding to superscripts (2b) through
(2 f )) obviously recreate the same pure tension scheme along the y-axis. The difference
made between each simulation for the same series yy is in the boundary conditions of the
scheme (unlike in [125]), i.e. which DOFs are blocked or set free, while enforcing the same
displacements to all simulations (2a) through (2 f ). The independence between each sim-
ulation’s boundary conditions must then ensure that the 6-equation system (one equation
similar to (3.57) for each simulation of the series) is of rank 6. Finally, the equation system
obtained is

εyy
εyy
εyy
εyy
εyy
εyy

=

σ
(2a)
xx σ
(2a)
yy σ
(2a)
zz σ
(2a)
yz σ
(2a)
xz σ
(2a)
xy
σ
(2b)
xx σ
(2b)
yy σ
(2b)
zz σ
(2b)
yz σ
(2b)
xz σ
(2b)
xy
σ
(2c)
xx σ
(2c)
yy σ
(2c)
zz σ
(2c)
yz σ
(2c)
xz σ
(2c)
xy
σ
(2d)
xx σ
(2d)
yy σ
(2d)
zz σ
(2d)
yz σ
(2d)
xz σ
(2d)
xy
σ
(2e)
xx σ
(2e)
yy σ
(2e)
zz σ
(2e)
yz σ
(2e)
xz σ
(2e)
xy
σ
(2 f )
xx σ
(2 f )
yy σ
(2 f )
zz σ
(2 f )
yz σ
(2 f )
xz σ
(2 f )
xy


S˜21
S˜22
S˜23
S˜24
S˜25
S˜26

, (3.64)
where the 6× 6 matrix is referred to as
[
H(2)
]
, and where:
εyy =
δy
Ly
. (3.65)
Now, solving the system yields the six coefficients S˜21 = S˜12 through S˜26. These steps are
repeated with two new simulation series (xx and zz), in order to complete the first three
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rows of the compliance matrix
[
S˜
]
. At the same time, the symmetry of the submatrix[
S˜A
]
must be verified, so that
[
S˜A
]
=
[
S˜A
]ᵀ in
[
S˜
]
=
[
S˜A S˜B
− −
]
. (3.66)
The next step consists in using the symmetry of
[
S˜
]
to transpose the submatrix
[
S˜B
]
:
[
S˜
]
=
[
S˜A S˜B
S˜ᵀB −
]
, (3.67)
so that computing the last three rows of
[
S˜
]
only requires three simulations each instead
of six. The series yz refers to the deformed state γyz = 2 · εyz. The corresponding row in
Equation (3.56) is then:
γyz = S˜14 · σxx + S˜24 · σyy + S˜34 · σzz + S˜44 · σyz + S˜45 · σzx + S˜46 · σxy . (3.68)
In a similar way as in Section 3.2, the analysis separates sliding shear from transverse
shear, in the respective “Tricl1” and “Tricl2” scenarios, for which the identification of
the compliance matrix’s first three rows yet remains identical. The following paragraphs
detail the determination of the remaining compliance coefficients by transverse shear
schemes (therefore corresponding to the “Tricl2” method). The fourth series of simula-
tions corresponds to a transverse shear scheme y− z, as shown in Figure 3.20: it combines
an enforced displacement δz along +z at the nodes of the face y = 1, and plane contact
constraints on the same face y = 1 in order to generate pure shear. In this example also,
DOFs Tx, Ty and Tz are blocked at node 1, and DOFs Ty and Tz at the other nodes of face
y = 0.
As is the case for the previous series, Equation (3.58) through (3.63) yield the stress values
needed for this simulation. Also, new boundary conditions enable creating two new
independent simulations to complete this series (more details are given in Table 3.14).
The system obtained is thus:

γyz
γyz
γyz
 =

σ
(4a)
xx σ
(4a)
yy σ
(4a)
zz | σ(4a)yz σ(4a)xz σ(4a)xy
σ
(4b)
xx σ
(4b)
yy σ
(4b)
zz | σ(4b)yz σ(4b)xz σ(4b)xy
σ
(4c)
xx σ
(4c)
yy σ
(4c)
zz | σ(4c)yz σ(4c)xz σ(4c)xy


S˜41
S˜42
S˜43
S˜44
S˜45
S˜46

, (3.69)
where the 3× 6 matrix is
[
H(4)
]
, the superscripts (4a), (4b) and (4c) refer to their corre-
sponding simulations in the fourth series, and
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Figure 3.20 – Pure transverse shear y− z on the superelement
γyz =
δz
Ly
. (3.70)
The matrix
[
H(4)
]
can be divided into the two submatrices
[
σ(4TC)
]
and
[
σ(4SR)
]
, respec-
tively consisting of the terms of tension-compression and shear:
[
H(4)
]
=
[
σ(4TC) | σ(4SR)] . (3.71)
In detail, they stand for
[
σ(4TC)
]
=

σ
(4a)
xx σ
(4a)
yy σ
(4a)
zz
σ
(4b)
xx σ
(4b)
yy σ
(4b)
zz
σ
(4c)
xx σ
(4c)
yy σ
(4c)
zz
 (3.72)
and
[
σ(4SR)
]
=

σ
(4a)
yz σ
(4a)
xz σ
(4a)
xy
σ
(4b)
yz σ
(4b)
xz σ
(4b)
xy
σ
(4c)
yz σ
(4c)
xz σ
(4c)
xy
 . (3.73)
Knowing the values of the constants S˜41, S˜42 and S˜43 through Equation (3.67) yields the
vector
{
γ
(p)
yz
}
such that
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
γ
(p1)
yz
γ
(p2)
yz
γ
(p3)
yz

=
[
σ(4TC)
]
S˜41
S˜42
S˜43
 , (3.74)
with the help of which the remaining unknown coefficients S˜44, S˜45 and S˜46 may be com-
puted:

S˜44
S˜45
S˜46
 =
[
σ(4SR)
]−1

γyz − γ(p1)yz
γyz − γ(p2)yz
γyz − γ(p3)yz

. (3.75)
At last, the matrix
[
S˜
]
is completed with the last two series, namely xz and xy, from which
the symmetry S˜ij = S˜ji has to be verified again. The detail of all boundary condition sets
is given in Table 3.14.
3.3.3/ VALIDATION
3.3.3.1/ HOMOGENEOUS TRICLINIC SAMPLE
The method “Tricl1” has been first validated on a simple, homogeneous case. For this
example, a cuboid 8-node element whose dimensions are Lx = 20 mm, Ly = 40 mm and
Lz = 60 mm was used, to which a triclinic material defined by the elasticity matrix
[Cexp] =

3.51 0.47 1.27 −0.67 −0.02 −0.56
13.2 1.03 −0.04 −0.07 0.24
2.97 −0.23 −0.59 0.14
0.37 0.17 −0.07
sym. 1.09 0.06
0.81
 · 10
9 (3.76)
and the associated compliance matrix
[Sexp] =

0.926 −0.016 −0.397 1.848 −0.538 0.913
0.079 −0.022 −0.041 0.001 −0.034
0.570 −0.649 0.426 −0.454
6.719 −1.483 2.093
sym. 1.407 −0.678
2.186
 · 10
−9 (3.77)
was applied, but without any external perturbations.
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DOFs to be blocked on nodes enforced displacements
series simulation x y z x y zscheme
(1a) Ux0 1 1, 4 Ux1
(1b) Ux0 Uy0, Uy1 1 Ux1
xx (1c) Ux0 1 Uz0, Uz1 Ux1
(1d) Ux0 Uy0, Uy1 Uz0 Ux1
(1e) Ux0 1 Uz0 Ux1
(1 f ) Ux0 Uy0 1 Ux1
(2a) 1 Uy0 1, 2 Uy1
(2b) Ux0, Ux1 Uy0 1 Uy1
yy (2c) 1 Uy0 Uz0, Uz1 Uy1
(2d) Ux0, Ux1 Uy0 Uz0 Uy1
(2e) 1 Uy0 Uz0 Uy1
(2 f ) Ux0 Uy0 1 Uy1
(3a) 1 1, 2 Uz0 Uz1
(3b) Ux0, Ux1 1 Uz0 Uz1
zz (3c) 1 Uy0, Uy1 Uz0 Uz1
(3d) Ux0, Ux1 Uy0 Uz0 Uz1
(3e) Ux0 1 Uz0 Uz1
(3 f ) 1 Uy0 Uz0 Uz1
(4a) 1 Uz0 Uz0, Uz1 Uz1
zy - Tricl1 (4b) Ux0 Uz0 Uz0, Uz1 Uz1
(4c) Uz0 Uz0 Uz0, Uz1 Uz1
(4a) 1 Uy0, Uy1 Uy0 Uy1
yz - Tricl2 (4b) Ux0 Uy0, Uy1 Uy0 Uy1
(4c) Uy0 Uy0, Uy1 Uy0 Uy1
(5a) Uz0 1 Uz0, Uz1 Uz1
zx - Tricl1 (5b) Uz0 Uy0 Uz0, Uz1 Uz1
(5c) Uz0 Uz0 Uz0, Uz1 Uz1
(5a) Ux0, Ux1 1 Ux0 Ux1
xz - Tricl2 (5b) Ux0, Ux1 Uy0 Ux0 Ux1
(5c) Ux0, Ux1 Ux0 Ux0 Ux1
(6a) Uy0 Uy0, Uy1 1 Uy1
yx - Tricl1 (6b) Uy0 Uy0, Uy1 Uz0 Uy1
(6c) Uy0 Uy0, Uy1 Uy0 Uy1
(6a) Ux0, Ux1 Ux0 1 Ux1
xy - Tricl2 (6b) Ux0, Ux1 Ux0 Uz0 Ux1
(6c) Ux0, Ux1 Ux0 Ux0 Ux1
Table 3.14 – Boundary conditions for the “Triclinic” method
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Given these input material properties, this application will attempt to show to what ex-
tent the elasticity matrix identified by the method corresponds to the input [Cexp]. Each
simulation has been made with enforced displacements of magnitude δ = 1 mm. In prac-
tice, using different values for δ in a linear solution must lead to the same results.
A linear static solution is initiated (each solution is completed within a few seconds),
including output requests at all nodes in terms of displacements and reaction forces. The
results of the xx-series lead to the system (3.64) (adapted to row 1 i.e. direction xx), whose
numerical values are given in the following system:

5·10−2
5·10−2
5·10−2
5·10−2
5·10−2
5·10−2

=

5.40·107 0.00 0.00 2.52·10-7 0.00 0.00
9.18·107 1.89·106 0.00 0.00 0.00 -3.83·10-7
8.39·107 0.00 4.46·107 0.00 1.85·107 0.00
1.21·108 1.00·106 0.00 -1.59·107 1.45·106 -3.48·107
5.54·107 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.40·106 -8.33
7.59·107 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -2.21·107


S˜11
S˜12
S˜13
S˜14
S˜15
S˜16

.
(3.78)
In this case, εxx = 0.05.
The 6× 6 matrix
[
H(1)
]
has a rank of 6. As it can be seen in Equation (3.78), the inde-
pendence of the boundary condition sets led to a number of null or negligible values in
matrix
[
H(1)
]
. This is done so that each simulation in the series involves a minimum of
terms in the compliance matrix. In particular, the diagonal term S˜11 is identified alone
in the first row of
[
H(1)
]
. Solving Equation (3.78) yields the first row of the equivalent
compliance matrix, as shown in Equation (3.79):

S˜11
S˜12
S˜13
S˜14
S˜15
S˜16

=

9.262 · 10−10
−1.582 · 10−11
−3.973 · 10−10
1.848 · 10−9
−5.376 · 10−10
9.133 · 10−10

. (3.79)
The values found here are very close to the initial compliance matrix, including the terms
of coupling between tension-compression and shear, namely S˜14, S˜15 and S˜16. The maxi-
mum relative discrepancy Urelmax is such that
Urelmax = max
i,j
∣∣∣∣∣ S˜ij − S˜
exp
ij
S˜expij
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.8% , (3.80)
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which is very low and therefore shows that the computed results are close to the initial
values. The other rows are computed in the same way. The symmetry of
[
S˜
]
is confirmed,
and the values match; the validation is successful for this triclinic homogeneous element.
Identical results are found with method “Tricl2”. Also, it can be noted that applying
method “KPC” (introduced in Paragraph 3.2.1.4) in this example leads to similar, exact
results.
3.3.3.2/ PRELOADED HOMOGENEOUS STRUCTURE
GLOBAL STRUCTURE
The second application of the “Triclinic” method is an analysis of a preloaded structure.
The objective is to analyse the effects of the preload on the initial material’s elasticity
matrix, and to what extent a linear, homogeneous material could recreate the vibratory
behaviour of the initial, preloaded structure. The FE model is a homogeneous cuboid
of isotropic steel (Young’s modulus E = 207 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.292 and density
ρ = 7875 kg ·m−3) of respective dimensions along x, y and z of 100 mm, 70 mm and
80 mm, and has 1,008 elements and 8,034 DOFs. Tension preloads are applied along
direction y to the structure. The faces y = 0 mm and y = 70 mm are subjected to static
forces of respective total magnitudes 9.81 · 106 N and −9.81 · 106 N, equally distributed
on the faces’ nodes, so that ±81.1 · 103 N is applied to each of these nodes along y. This
value has been chosen to be voluntarily high to ensure observing notable effects on the
responses, yet none of the yield or fracture limits are taken into account in the simulation:
the material is assumed to never reach any of these limits while calculating the solutions.
Therefore, the total pre-stress field σpyy applied to the structure is:
σ
p
yy = 1.23 · 1010 N ·m−2 . (3.81)
Also, a node-to-ground 3-D stiffness element is linked to each of the global cuboid’s 8
outer nodes, with stiffness values of Kntg = 1 N ·m−1 on each direction x, y and z. The
initial structure is illustrated in Figure 3.21.
node-to-ground
stiffness elements
Figure 3.21 – Initial isotropic steel structure under preloading (red arrows)
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EQUIVALENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES
To apply the identification method and determine equivalent material properties, a sam-
ple is created from a few elements of the structure: 3 elements along y (48 DOFs), as
shown in Figure 3.22. To recreate the stress field existing in the global structure, the sam-
ple is subjected to the same pre-stress field σpyy. To stabilise the system, a node-to-ground
3D stiffness element is linked to each of the sample’s 8 outer nodes, with stiffness values
of Kntg = 1 N ·m−1 on each direction x, y and z.
node-to-ground
stiffness elements
Figure 3.22 – Isotropic steel sample under preloading (red arrows)
It seems important to note that in spite of the initial structure’s boundary conditions, ap-
plying the presented methods to identify equivalent materials must be made in “free”
conditions, or in other words without any DOF constraints. Yet, a structure subjected to
preloads needs to be stabilised, which explains the addition of node-to-ground elements
to the sample (for this example, although other solutions may exist), and which is com-
pletely independent from the global structure’s boundary conditions. For this material
identification, the stiffness values of the node-to-ground elements have to be sufficiently
high to enable computing the stiffness matrix, and as low as possible to be negligible
compared to the matrix’s values. In this case, it must be verified that their values after
preloading are still negligible compared to the new stiffness matrix’s values.
A 48× 48 real and symmetric stiffness matrix is computed, accounting for the influence
of the preload. By creating a new model with the sample’s 16 nodes (and no elements),
and importing the stiffness matrix as an external superelement, a linear static solution is
initiated to apply the method according to the scenarios “Tricl1” and “Tricl2” presented
in Section 3.3.2. Post-processing the results yields the elasticity matrices
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[
C˜ISO1
]
=

265 118 110 −4.82 · 10−6 −1.66 · 10−5 −1.89 · 10−6
316 118 −5.55 · 10−6 −1.69 · 10−5 7.56 · 10−6
264 −1.29 · 10−5 −4.43 · 10−5 6.54 · 10−6
51.2 8.27 · 10−6 5.16 · 10−4
sym. 97.4 9.97 · 10−1
182

· 109 (3.82)
and
[
C˜ISO2
]
=

265 118 110 −8.39 · 10−6 −1.32 · 10−5 −8.44 · 10−7
316 118 −9.64 · 10−6 −1.35 · 10−5 3.79 · 10−6
264 −2.24 · 10−5 −3.52 · 10−5 3.43 · 10−6
88.9 −2.20 · 10−5 −4.07 · 10−8
sym. 77.4 0.00
89.1

· 109 , (3.83)
respectively corresponding to “Tricl1” and “Tricl2” methods. As a reference for com-
parisons, the elasticity matrix corresponding to steel (without preloading) is detailed as
following:
[
Cstl
]
=

273 125 125 0 0 0
273 125 0 0 0
273 0 0 0
80.1 0 0
sym. 80.1 0
80.1
 · 10
9 (3.84)
In order to compare it with these results, the method “Ortho1” developed in Section 3.2
(intended to be applied to orthotropic laminated structures) has been applied to the same
superelement (computed from the isotropic steel sample under preloading), and yielded
the following elastic coefficients:
E˜x = 201 GPa , E˜y = 242 GPa , E˜z = 201 GPa ,
G˜zy = 116 GPa , G˜zx = 49.5 GPa , G˜xy = 89.1 GPa ,
ν˜yz = 0.313 , ν˜xz = 0.298 and ν˜xy = 0.259 .
Judging from the values of the matrices, the following observations can be made:
• While [Cstl] has a shape inherent to isotropic properties, this is not the case
of
[
C˜ISO1
]
and
[
C˜ISO2
]
: the preloading effects have altered the initial material’s
isotropy;
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• Relatively low terms of coupling between tension-compression and shear have been
determined by the two scenarios “Tricl1” and “Tricl2”;
• In both matrices [C˜ISO1] and [C˜ISO2], the tension preloading along y resulted in an
increase of the coefficient C˜22 from its value in
[
Cstl
]
, which is the diagonal term of
Hooke’s law in direction yy. This is consistent with the expected stiffening effect
from tension preloading [12].
Two equivalent homogeneous structures are then computed, with the same dimensions
and the same density as the initial model.
MODAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS
To evaluate the capacity of the equivalent material properties to recreate the behaviour
of the preloaded structure, a state of modal correlation is calculated. To perform this,
modal bases of the first 200 vibration modes are computed for the structures detailed in
Table 3.15. The first 6 modes, describing the “suspension” related to the node-to-ground
elements (all below 14 Hz), have been discarded. Compared to this, the lowest 7th mode
frequency amongst all the structures (and thus first to be correlated) is at 14,5 Hz.
Structure Basis name
Steel (initial) Init
Steel (under preloads) Prld
Homogeneous (scenario “Tricl1”) Tricl1
Homogeneous (scenario “Tricl2”) Tricl2
Homogeneous (method “Ortho1”) Ortho1
Table 3.15 – Definition of the modal bases
The criteria defining the correlation consist in comparing each vibration mode of the first
model to each of the second, and have been introduced in Paragraph (1.4.2). The pairs
of modes for which MAC values are highest are assembled, and are taken into account if
the MAC values are above a fixed threshold. All the other mode pairs are discarded from
the correlation process. For the correlation, the reference modal basis is “Prld”, to which
the other bases are compared. The MAC-threshold is fixed at 0% for pairing the modes
(so that all the modes are paired and taken into account). The results of the correlation
are gathered in Table 3.16. For Npm mode pairs in a given correlation, the entities |∆ f |
and MAC are defined by the expressions (1.68) and (1.69).
Init Tricl1 Tricl2 Ortho1
Nb paired modes 194 194 194 194
|∆ f | [%] 3.85 7.64 1.40 6.25
MAC [%] 72.0 42.6 90.3 48.5
Table 3.16 – Correlation of the first 194 modes above 3,000 Hz
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The results given in Table 3.16 can be summarised as below:
• Both natural frequencies and deformed shapes are affected by the application of
preloads, as the figures of column “Init” show;
• Scenario “Tricl2” is capable of recreating the behaviour of the structure under
preloads with good accuracy, while method “Tricl1” is much less efficient in this
setting.
• In spite of the similarities of the shapes of [C˜ISO1] and [C˜ISO2] with that of an or-
thotropic material’s elasticity matrix (for which no tension-compression/shear and
shear/shear coupling terms exist), it can be clearly seen that using the “Ortho1”
method is not adapted to such a setting.
3.3.3.3/ PRELOADED LAMINATED STRUCTURE
GLOBAL STRUCTURE
For the last validation case, the same structure as in Subsection 3.2.3 has been analysed:
a laminated cuboid of 5,024 elements, 30,144 DOFs and respective dimensions along x, y
and z of 210 mm, 110 mm and 60 mm. The stack’s base cell is composed of 3 isotropic
layers, the properties of which have been detailed in Table 3.2, and is oriented along z.
For each layer, E is the Young’s modulus, ν the Poisson’s ratio, ρ the density and l the
thickness. Also, the volume fraction χn of layer n is defined with Equation (3.5).
In this case, the structure is subjected to tension preloads along the stacking direction (z).
The total loads on the top and bottom faces are respectively 13.2 · 107 N and−13.2 · 107 N,
equally distributed on the faces’ nodes, so that ±500 · 103 N is applied along z to each
of these nodes. As before, this value has been chosen to be voluntarily high to ensure
observing notable effects on the responses, yet none of the yield or fracture limits are
taken into account in the simulation: the material is assumed to never reach any of these
limits while calculating the solutions. Also, no contact conditions are taken into account
between the different layers: the structure is assumed to experience no delamination.
Similarly to the corresponding structure in Subsection 3.2.3, a node-to-ground 3D stiff-
ness element is linked to each of the global cuboid’s 8 outer nodes, with stiffness values
of Kntg = 1 · 107 N ·m−1 on each direction x, y and z. The global structure taken as refer-
ence is illustrated in Figure 3.23.
node-to-ground
stiffness elements
Figure 3.23 – Global laminated structure under preloading (red arrows)
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EQUIVALENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES
To apply the material homogenisation approach and determine an equivalent material,
a sample is created from a few elements of the structure. In this application, the sample
consists of the 3-layered base cell (48 DOFs) of which the entire model is composed, and
is illustrated in Figure 3.24. To recreate the stress field existing in the global structure,
the sample’s 8 outer nodes are subjected to the same nodal loads (±500 · 103 N per node),
as the thicknesses of the base cell layers are identical in the sample and in the global
structure. To stabilise the system, a node-to-ground 3D stiffness element is linked to each
of the sample’s 8 outer nodes, with stiffness values of Kntg = 1 N ·m−1 on every direction
x, y and z.
node-to-ground
stiffness elements
Figure 3.24 – Base cell under preloading (red arrows)
As before, the addition of node-to-ground elements to the sample is necessary to stabilise
the system, and yet independent from the initial, global structure. Again, the stiffness val-
ues of the node-to-ground elements are negligible in comparison to the sample’s stiffness
matrix’s.
A 48× 48 stiffness matrix is computed (which is real and symmetric) and takes into ac-
count the influence of the preload. By creating a new model with the sample’s 16 nodes
(and no elements), and importing the stiffness matrix as an external superelement, a lin-
ear static solution is initiated to apply the methods “Tricl1” and “Tricl2” presented in
Section 3.3.2. Post-processing the results yields the elasticity matrices
[
CLMT1
]
=

146 52.2 36.1 −2.16 −2.03 −0.207
146 36.1 −2.16 −2.03 −0.207
110 −6.61 −6.21 −0.635
30.2 0.416 1.68
sym. 30.1 1.33
47.6
 · 10
9 (3.85)
and
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[
CLMT2
]
=

147 52.6 37.2 −4.89 −4.60 −1.02
147 37.2 −4.89 −4.60 −1.02
114 −15.0 −14.1 −3.14
66.5 2.87 7.65
sym. 66.2 7.28
49.1
 · 10
9 , (3.86)
respectively corresponding to “Tricl1” and “Tricl2” methods. Associated to them, the
matrix
[
C˜O1
]
composed of the elastic moduli determined in Section 3.3.2 (see Equa-
tion (3.52), for the case of an orthotropic material without external perturbations) is re-
called in the following equation:
[
C˜O1
]
=

164 59.3 9.63 0 0 0
164 9.63 0 0 0
19.4 0 0 0
3.34 0 0
sym. 3.34 0
51.3
 · 10
9 .
Judging from the values of the matrices, several observations can be made:
• Non-negligible terms of coupling between tension-compression and shear have
been determined by the two methods “Tricl1” and “Tricl2”;
• The matrices [CLMT1] and [CLMT2] are both positive definite (their eigenvalues are
all strictly positive), which is a necessary condition for a system to be stable [119];
• In both matrices [CLMT1] and [CLMT2], the tension preloading along z resulted in an
increase of the coefficients C˜33, C˜44 and C˜55 from their values in
[
C˜O1
]
, which are the
diagonal terms of Hooke’s law in each direction involving z (respectively zz, yz and
xz). This is consistent with the expected stiffening effect from tension preloading
[12];
• In both matrices [CLMT1] and [CLMT2], the directions x and y have similar coef-
ficients, which shows that the laminated structure has in this case an equivalent
behaviour in planes normal to the stacking direction;
• In [CLMT2], the absolute values involving shear in directions yz and xz are signif-
icantly greater than in
[
CLMT1
]
, which is similar to the comparison between the
“Ortho2” and “Ortho1” cases in Section 3.2.
The homogeneous structure to which the equivalent material of each method is applied
has the same dimensions and the same total mass as the reference cuboid, and is made
of 1-centimetre-long cubic, 8-node, solid elements. Therefore, the equivalent density ρ˜ is
calculated by the relation of weighted average (3.6).
As a density value and an elasticity matrix fully define a material for the computation
of a real modal basis, two equivalent homogeneous structures are computed. For each
of them, the dimensions are identical to the reference matrix’s, but one-centimetre-long
cubic elements replace the three-layered base-cells that were homogenised.
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The only remaining parameters to calculate are the equivalent node-to-ground stiffness
values, which have been affected by the application of the preloads. This stage is essen-
tial in the validation since their initial values (Kntg = 1 · 107 N ·m−1) are not negligible
compared to the global stiffness matrix’s values, unlike those of the sample taken for the
property identification or the application in the previous section (where the value was
1 N ·m−1). The equivalent values of the node-to-ground elements after preloading are
computed from the stiffness matrix of the global structure under preloads. The idea is to
select a corner node, to which a node-to-ground stiffness element is linked, and to extract
the values involving both its neighbouring nodes (except for the node at the interface
of two different materials) and itself. As an example, the corner node 1 and its direct
neighbours 2 and 4 are selected (see Figure 3.25).
node-to-ground
stiffness element
1
4
2
Figure 3.25 – Corner node and direct neighbours
When assembling the stiffness matrices of different elements in a system, the values corre-
sponding to identical DOFs present on several elements are added [15]. As nodes 2 and 4
are each linked to two elements having identical stiffness matrices (same dimensions and
material), the diagonal values in the global stiffness matrixK f of the free system (without
either node-to-ground stiffness elements or boundary conditions) verify the equations:
2×K f1x:1x = K f2x:2x
= K f4x:4x
 , (3.87)
2×K f1y:1y = K f2y:2y
= K f4y:4y
 (3.88)
and
2×K f1z:1z = K f2z:2z
= K f4z:4z
 , (3.89)
in which the indices nd : nd refer to the component of row ’nd’ and of column ’nd’ in
matrix K f , and where n and d respectively stand for the node number and the direction.
When a node-to-ground element of stiffness values Kntgx , K
ntg
y and K
ntg
z is linked to node
1, the equations become:
2×
(
K f1x:1x − Kntgx
)
= K f2x:2x
= K f4x:4x
 , (3.90)
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2×
(
K f1y:1y − Kntgy
)
= K f2y:2y
= K f4y:4y
 , (3.91)
and
2×
(
K f1z:1z − Kntgz
)
= K f2z:2z
= K f4z:4z
 . (3.92)
In the case of a preloaded structure, a way of computing equivalent stiffness values KLMTx ,
KLMTy and KLMTz for the node-to-ground elements is by averages. Therefore, from the
preloaded system’s global stiffness matrix Kp, we have:
KLMTx = Kp1x:1x −
Kp2x:2x +Kp4x:4x
4
, (3.93)
KLMTy = Kp1y:1y −
Kp2y:2y +Kp4y:4y
4
(3.94)
and
KLMTz = Kp1z:1z −
Kp2z:2z +Kp4z:4z
4
, (3.95)
where Kp is the stiffness matrix of the global system under preloads. For the system
studied, the final values are:
KLMTx = 20.4 · 106 N ·m−1 ,
KLMTy = 19.4 · 106 N ·m−1
and
KLMTz = 120 · 106 N ·m−1 .
This shows that the influence of the preloads affects the structure in a similar way along
the directions x and y, and that the equivalent suspension stiffness values are significantly
greater than the original ones (Kntg = 10.0 · 106 N ·m−1).
MODAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS
To evaluate the capacity of the equivalent material to recreate the behaviour of the
preloaded structure, the modal correlations between the models are analysed. To per-
form this, modal bases of the first 50 modes are computed for the structures detailed in
Table 3.17. The first 6 modes, describing the “suspension” related to the node-to-ground
elements (all below 2,500 Hz), have been discarded.
For the correlation, the reference modal basis is “Prld”, to which the other bases are com-
pared. The paired modes for which MAC values are below 70% are discarded. The results
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Suspension stiffness
Structure
[·106 N m−1] Basis name
KLMTx KLMTy KLMTz
Laminated (initial) 10.0 10.0 10.0 Init
Laminated (under preloads) 10.0 10.0 10.0 Prld
Homogeneous (scenario “Tricl1”) 20.4 19.4 120 Tricl1
Homogeneous (scenario “Tricl2”) 20.4 19.4 120 Tricl2
Table 3.17 – Definition of the modal bases
of the correlation are gathered in Table 3.18, where |∆ f | corresponds to the average of the
frequency differences’ absolute values, and MAC the mean MAC value of the paired
modes.
Init Tricl1 Tricl2
Nb paired modes 23 36 17
|∆ f | [%] 38.0 12.1 14.7
MAC [%] 90.3 87.5 88.1
Table 3.18 – Correlation of the first 44 modes above 2,500 Hz
The results given in Table 3.18 can be summarised as below:
• Both natural frequencies and deformed shapes have been affected by the applica-
tion of preloads, as the figures of column “Init” show;
• In spite of the important behaviour difference induced by the application of the
preloads, method “Tricl1” is capable of identifying 36 of the 44 modes;
• However, the material from method “Tricl2” is not efficient to simulate the be-
haviour of the initial structure under preloading, as only 17 of the 44 modes are
identified.
As in Section 3.2, it can be said that recreating the lower-frequency modes of laminated
structures with homogeneous equivalent material properties requires identifying them
with sliding shear simulations instead of transverse shear. On the contrary, the results of
the analysis in Paragraph 3.3.3.2 show that identifying equivalent material properties for
a continuous structure is much more accurate with transverse shear simulations.
3.3.4/ ELECTRIC MACHINE STATORS: FINITE-ELEMENT MODELLING AC-
COUNTING FOR FRICTIONAL EFFECTS
3.3.4.1/ FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL
The ability of an electric machine stator’s finite-element model with orthotropic material
properties to simulate the modal behaviour of the corresponding real structure has been
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shown in Section 3.2, along with modelling guidelines that led to zoning the model. The
same stator is considered in this section, and consists in a stack of several hundreds of
steel sheets separated from each other by varnish. During its manufacturing process,
weld beads are applied on the lateral side of the stack, while the magnetic core is placed
under a press. When the pressure is released, the stack is held in one piece by the weld
beads, while in the rest of the structure, the only bond between the sheets is the varnish.
This is a source of heterogeneities in the behaviour of the entire structure. Therefore, the
finite-element model of the magnetic core has been divided into several zones according
to the distance to the weld beads, with specific material properties associated to each of
the zones. The same model as in Section 3.2 is used in this section (see Figure 3.15). It is
made of 19,158 elements and 24,768 nodes (expressed in a cylindrical coordinate system
of directions r, θ and z) for 12 teeth, its dimensions are 154 mm (length) and 245 mm
(outer diameter). The sheets are stacked along the z-axis.
3.3.4.2/ EQUIVALENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The present analysis focuses on the interaction between the steel sheets and the possibility
to take such effects into account in the equivalent material properties. Because of their
proximity to the weld beads, the zone “prox” is assumed to experience no friction effects
between the layers. Therefore, this zone is associated to the same orthotropic material as
in Subsection 3.2.5.
On the contrary, friction effects between the steel sheets are modelled in the epoxy layers
for the zones “yoke” and “teeth”. Compressive preload is taken into account in order to
model the residual pressure remaining after the manufacturing process, and is assumed
to be homogeneous in each zone. The unit (or base) cell periodically repeated in this zone
is thus a set of four 8-node solid elements superimposed along the z-axis. The base cell is
illustrated in Figure 3.26, and the stacking sequence is detailed in Table 3.19.
material thickness [µm] nodes transition
steel 180
1, 2, 3, 4,
11, 12, 13, 14 common
epoxy 1.5
11, 12, 13, 14, nodes
201, 202, 203, 204 interface
epoxy 1.5
205, 206, 207, 208, interface
15, 16, 17, 18 common
steel 180
15, 16, 17, 18, nodes
5, 6, 7, 8
Table 3.19 – Stacking sequence - base cell
The entire base cell is composed of 24 nodes and thus 72 DOFs. The idea is to identify
equivalent material properties from a superelement in which the master-nodes describe
the glued elements (nodes 1 to 18 - written in bold in Table 3.19) and the slave-nodes the
interface (nodes 201 to 208 - in italic). The definition of “master” and “slave” DOFs are
given in Subsection 1.3.3. The pairs of interface nodes have the same coordinates. To
stabilise the system, a node-to-ground 3D stiffness element is linked to each of the outer
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Figure 3.26 – Base cell - zones “prox” and “teeth”
nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, with stiffness values of Kntg = 1 N ·m−1 on every direction
r, θ and z.
To the authors’ knowledge, there are currently no data available concerning either pre-
stress values on a magnetic core’s tooth or friction between two steel sheets. In this ap-
plication, the initial load applied to the stator during its production is equivalent to a
mass of 2,500 kg (i.e. ≈ 25 kN), and therefore corresponds to a compressive prestress of
1.52 · 106 N ·m−2 along the z-axis.
In order to evaluate the distribution of residual stresses in the different zones of the sta-
tor, the static stiffness values computed in Subsection 3.2.5 are taken as references. The
mean values were 3.0 · 108 N ·m−1 in zone “prox”, 2.5 · 108 N ·m−1 in zone “yoke” (i.e.
83% of zone “prox”) and 1.3 · 108 N ·m−1 in zone “teeth” (i.e. 43% of zone “prox”).
Using the same factors to represent the distribution of prestresses, a compression of
1.27 · 106 N ·m−2 is applied on zone “yoke” and 6.58 · 106 N ·m−2 on zone “teeth”. Apart
from this prestress, the identification of equivalent properties is made in the same way
and with the same base cell for both zones. The contact properties are described by a
Coulomb dry friction with a coefficient µ = 0.9, and occur at the interface described
previously.
A 72× 72 real symmetric stiffness matrix is computed and takes into account the influence
of the preload and friction. Reducing it with the “Craig-Bampton” method (widely used
in FE simulations and detailed in Subsection 1.3.3) with master-nodes 1 to 18 yields a
new stiffness matrix (real, symmetric and of size 48× 48). By creating a new model with
the 16 master-nodes (and no elements) and importing the reduced stiffness matrix as an
external superelement, a linear static solution is initiated to apply the method “Tricl1”
presented in Section 3.3.2 (sliding shear scenario). Post-processing the results yields the
elasticity matrices
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[
C˜yoke
]
=

227 65 29 6 · 10−4 −1 · 10−5 2 · 10−8
227 29 6 · 10−4 −1 · 10−5 5 · 10−8
90 2 · 10−3 −4 · 10−5 1 · 10−8
45 3 · 10−3 4 · 10−1
sym. 45 4 · 10−1
78.1

· 109 (3.96)
and
[
C˜teeth
]
=

233 69 43 2 · 10−7 −2 · 10−7 3 · 10−8
233 44 2 · 10−7 −2 · 10−7 1 · 10−8
14 2 · 10−7 −2 · 10−7 2 · 10−8
3.3 2 · 10−4 1 · 10−1
sym. 3.3 1 · 10−1
55

· 109 . (3.97)
Judging from the values of matrices
[
C˜yoke
]
and
[
C˜teeth
]
, several observations can be
made:
• non-negligible inter-shear coupling terms have been determined for both zones, as
well as non-negligible tension-shear coupling terms for zone “yoke”;
• in rows 4 and 5 of both matrices, the diagonal terms correspond to the equivalent
sliding shear stiffness values in directions θ − z and r− z;
• in both matrices, the rows relative to series rr and θθ (as well as θz and rz) have
similar values. Globally, this expresses the fact that directions r and θ are equivalent,
which is consistent with the apparent symmetry of the base cell;
• compared to the material properties of homogeneous isotropic steel (see Equa-
tion (3.84)), the diagonal values of both matrices
[
C˜yoke
]
and
[
C˜teeth
]
are lower than
in matrix
[
Cstl
]
, especially for rows 4 and 5. This seems consistent with the fact the
base cells are subjected to friction instead of being glued elements (with common
nodes);
• compared to each other, the diagonal values of rows 4, 5 and 6 are higher in zone
“yoke” than in zone “teeth”. This indicates that the tightening effect due to prestress
is more notable in the yoke’s shear properties than in the teeth’s.
As for zone “prox”, the material properties are kept identical as in Subsection 3.2.5:
E˜r = E˜θ = 205 GPa, E˜z = 157 GPa, G˜zθ = G˜zr = 51.2 GPa, G˜rθ = 82.1 GPa, and
ν˜θz = ν˜rz = ν˜rθ = 0.25. The weld beads are modelled with isotropic steel, such as
E = 207 GPa and ν = 0.29. The same density 7, 750 kg ·m−3 is applied to the entire
structure.
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3.3.4.3/ COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
A modal basis is simulated in real domain between 0 and 10,000 Hz from the entire mag-
netic core’s finite-element model. This simulated modal basis is compared with a set of
5 purely radial modes (same experimental modal basis as in Subsection 3.2.5), extracted
from frequency response functions measured with an impact hammer on the magnetic
core of a real stator. These modes are sometimes referred to as “cylinder” or “ovalisa-
tion” modes, and are critical for the acoustic behaviour of the entire stator [140]; being
able to predict them accurately is thus of particular interest. The experimental settings
are shown in Figure 3.12. The experimental mesh is composed of 108 degrees of freedom
(36 points of 3 DOFs).
The comparison of the simulated and experimental modal bases is presented in Ta-
ble 3.20, where the columns “FEA” and “EMA” respectively refer to the mode frequencies
in the FE model and in the experimental modal basis. The deformed shapes of the oval-
isation modes are identical as in Figure 3.17. The |∆ f | and MAC averages have been
computed with Equation (1.68) and (1.69) and shown in the bottom row of Table 3.20.
Also, the results of Table 3.20 (called “Ortho1 + Tricl1”) are compared with “Ortho1”
averages, as shown in Table 3.21.
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1 818.6 798.6 2.5 64 cylinder mode, order 2
2 2,172.9 2,125.5 2.23 61.7 cylinder mode, order 3
3 3,847.4 3,747.7 2.66 89.1 cylinder mode, order 4
4 5,471.4 5,330.1 2.65 69.1 cylinder mode, order 5
5 6,543.8 6,286.5 4.09 75.5 cylinder mode, order 0
Averages |∆ f | and MAC 2.83 71.9
Table 3.20 – Correlations of FE and experimental modal basis
In Table 3.21, the 17% relative decrease of |∆ f | and only 4% relative decrease of MAC
show a significant improvement in the simulation accuracy of the above-presented oval-
isation modes, of particular importance regarding electric motor acoustics [140]. This
tends to compensate the complexity increase due to replacing explicit orthotropic elastic
constants by a fully-defined elasticity matrix for the zone “teeth”, although the iden-
tification method can be automatised with low-resource computer algorithms, and the
computation costs for any FE simulations remain unchanged regardless of the type of
materials.
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Ortho1 Ortho1 + Tricl1
|∆ f | [%] 3.43 2.83
MAC [%] 74.7 71.9
Table 3.21 – Accuracy improvement
3.3.5/ SPECIFICITIES OF THE METHODS
Several details about the properties of the method presented above have to be added.
For both the “orthotropic” and “triclinic” methods, creating a sample whose global ge-
ometry is not a cuboid highly complicates the establishment of the solution. Indeed,
if one of the element’s faces is not a perfect rectangle (for instance if one of its angles
differs from 90°), the reaction forces computed on neighbouring faces will be misused.
This tendency is particularly important for the identification of orthotropic and isotropic
materials in unknown structures. For similar reasons, using the “triclinic” method on
homogeneous, orthotropic structures may lead to fewer variables than equations while
computing the matrix H (see Equation (3.64)), and therefore to a rank lower than 6. In
such cases, pseudo-invertingH may retrieve the expected values, including null ones.
The elements’ geometric properties have another influence on the method. In the case
of heterogeneous structures, for instance a laminated composite made of isotropic lay-
ers, the elastic constants E, G and ν vary discontinuously in the stacking direction, thus
implying heterogeneities and discontinuities in the computed reaction forces. Indeed,
while applying the “triclinic” method to a stack made of isotropic layers without external
perturbations, the simulations of the series xx generate important and uneven reaction
forces at the nodes constrained with plane contacts on faces y = 0 and z = 0, because of
the layers’ different materials. This comes out as non-negligible coupling terms between
tension-compression and shear, and therefore contradicts the assumption of orthotropy
due to the system’s symmetries ([119, 16]). This is why a laminated structure presenting a
priori no coupling between tension-compression and shear needs to be analysed with the
“orthotropic” method presented in Section 3.2. In practice, applying a single pure tension
simulation to a cuboid structure would confirm the existence of non-null coupling terms
between tension-compression and shear in the equivalent material, and would therefore
suggest using either the “orthotropic” or the “triclinic” methods.
Eventually, the last point concerns the ability of both the “orthotropic” and “triclinic”
methods to be applied to superelements. In a structure to be reduced into a superele-
ment and taken as sample for material identification, it must be clear that none of the
slave DOFs may be located on external surfaces, or correspond to any of the simulations’
constrained DOFs (as listed in Table 3.14). Otherwise, the boundary conditions have to
be taken into account before reducing the structure, which therefore requires as many
independent superelements as independent simulation schemes. All other nodes, not lo-
cated on external faces, may be taken as slave DOFs and reduced, without hindering the
identification process.
The “Triclinic” method can be summarised in the following sequence:
1. Zoning;
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2. Creation of a representative cuboid sample in a chosen zone;
3. Application of the corresponding external perturbations;
4. Computation of the preloaded sample’s stiffness matrix;
5. Determination of the superelement’s equivalent compliance matrix.
a) Computation of the first three rows;
b) Transposition of the submatrix of coupling between tension-compression and
shear;
c) Calculation of the remaining three rows.
3.3.6/ CONCLUSION ON THE ANISOTROPIC HOMOGENISATION APPROACH
This section has proposed a new method of equivalent material identification based on
finite-element simulations for general anisotropic models. With the aid of the approach
developed in this section, equivalent material properties for a continuous anisotropic
model, a continuous structure subjected to preloading and a preloaded laminated stack
have been exhibited. As a result, it has been shown that anisotropic materials can be
identified with little derivation on continuous structures if no external perturbations are
applied. The other analyses have shown that preloading effects alter the initial symme-
tries in the material properties on a 3D isotropic model, and induce couplings between
tension-compression and shear in the equivalent material properties of a multi-layered
laminated stack. It has been observed that under preloads, anisotropic continuous struc-
tures require transverse shear simulations, whereas sliding shear identification scenarios
are more accurate for recreating the behaviour of laminated models. This observation is
identical to the conclusion of Section 3.2.
Also, the modal behaviour of an electric motor stator’s laminated magnetic core has been
simulated with equivalent anisotropic material properties that accounted for the friction
behaviour under compression preloads between steel sheets in the teeth and the yoke.
Low-frequency ovalisation modes have been computed and showed good accuracy in
comparison to experimental data from a real stator. An accuracy improvement has been
also observed in comparison to orthotropic properties. This new identification method
raises hopes to improve the current prediction capacities to perform noise and vibration
simulations on multi-layered magnetic cores, without needing to rely on experimental
data from costly prototypes and time-consuming model updating procedures. The ability
of this new method to be applied to superelements, and therefore estimate the influence
of external perturbations on the material properties, presents a “conversion” opportunity
from stiffness matrices to elasticity matrices.
INTERMEDIATE CONCLUSION
This chapter has presented and compared several elastic property identification meth-
ods that have been applied to the finite-element models of various heterogeneous and
externally-perturbed structures. It has been shown that the ability of an equivalent mate-
rial property set to recreate the dynamic behaviour of the corresponding initial structure
is affected by the definition of shear chosen for the identification and the existence of
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couplings between tension-compression and shear. As a result, laminated structures re-
quire “sliding shear” identification scenarios, whereas pre-stressed homogeneous bodies
are best modelled by “transverse shear” moduli. The analyses showed that subjecting a
body to tension pre-loads induced either orthotropy if the initial structure was homoge-
neous and isotropic, or anisotropy for the laminated stack.
Applied on the laminated magnetic core of a switched-reluctance machine stator, the
“Orthotropic” method led to a satisfying 3.43% average discrepancy in the simulation of
critical ovalisation modes. Considering compression preloads and friction between the
sheets of the magnetic core enabled decreasing this average discrepancy to 2.83%. It can
not be denied that the complexity of implementation is increased when replacing the pre-
sented “Orthotropic” by the “Triclinic” approach in the case of the electric machine stator.
However, the ability to identify equivalent material properties to superelements or het-
erogeneous structures subjected to external perturbations offers interesting perspectives
for further academic or industrial applications. The next chapters will bring the other
active parts under the spotlight (windings and resin) and will associate experimental
analyses to simulation approaches.

4
WINDINGS AND INSULATING RESINS:
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSES AND
APPLICATION TO FINITE-ELEMENT
MODELS
As it has been introduced in Chapter 1, winding coils are generally placed on the sta-
tors of AC machines and on the rotors of DC machines. A coil consists in a winding
of a current-conducting wire (typically copper) that is impregnated with resin in order
to ensure an electric insulation as well as a mechanical bond. Due to this heterogene-
ity, modelling windings with finite-elements requires homogenisation methods such as
those presented in Chapter 3. In addition to this difficulty, the existing knowledge on the
contact conditions between the windings and the magnetic core is somehow limited. To
put things in a nutshell, performing mechanical simulations on the finite-element model
of an electric machine stator including the magnetic core, the windings and the resin is
currently a real challenge.
This chapter will focus on the existing knowledge about the modelling techniques of elec-
tric machine windings including insulating resin. The first section will detail the state-
of-the-art of the current knowledge about the dynamic behaviour of windings, whereas
the next sections will detail an experimental campaign and a modelling analysis on sta-
tor samples with windings and resin. While Section 4.1 focuses on windings alone or
included in complete stators, a more specific emphasis on the resin alone will be made in
Chapter 5.
4.1/ CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ABOUT WINDINGS
Due to the wires that compose it, a coil tends to be characterised by a uni-directional
behaviour and a relatively low bending stiffness. In a typical AC machine stator, the
coils are winded into several slots [61]: some parts are held between the stator teeth
whereas others make the connections at the external faces of the machine. Therefore, it
seems consistent to consider that the wires will not behave identically in or out of the
stator slots. Based on simulations of stresses resulting from electromagnetic excitations
in stator windings, Lin and Arkkio [103] have shown that stresses and strains were not
homogeneously distributed in the windings, contradicting earlier observations in [38]
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but confirming the hypothesis of behaviour difference. Consequently, one of the first
modelling guidelines that is suggested in this chapter is to distinguish the two winding
zones “in slots” and “out of slots”.
As for the terminologies, “end windings” are commonly used for referring to the zone
“out of slots”, whereas references to the other zones seem more confusing in the litera-
ture (e.g. “stator bars” in [145]). For convenience in further applications in this thesis
and as suggested in Section 2.3, the alternative terminologies “winding heads” for “end
windings” and “winding edges” for “stator bars” will be preferred. An illustration of this
choice is shown in Figure 4.1.
Several published works have investigated finite-element modelling possibilities for rep-
resenting windings. First of all, Lin et al. [124] have reported major complexities for
describing the dynamic behaviours of winding heads, and thus recommended to use
finely-meshed three-dimensional models only, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. In a similar
way, the detailed winding meshes of the case study presented by Chentouf et al. [131]
were divided into several zones throughout the stator length. Each of the zones were rep-
resented by orthotropic material properties and needed to be updated with experimental
data. However, in these two examples the large numbers of DOFs and the necessity to up-
date the models with experimental measurements result in important computation costs.
Theoretical explanations about model updating are given in Section 1.4.
At the opposite, Cai et al. [63] considered that the coils were tightly fixed on the poles
but did not bring additional stiffness to the magnetic core, and suggested to model the
windings as additional mass and damping only. Applying this suggestion and consider-
ing the geometry of a wire turn (see Figure 4.3), Tang et al. [72, 86] have proposed the
following analytical formulation of the density ρwp of a winded pole (tooth):
ρwp =
mtooth + mcoil
Vtooth
, (4.1)
where Vtooth is the volume of a tooth, mtooth its mass and mcoil the mass of the coil. In
detail, these values are defined by
Vtooth = Lstack ·Wtooth · Htooth , (4.2a)
mtooth = ρstack · sf ·Vtooth (4.2b)
and
mcoil = Nt ·
(
ρcoil · (pi ·Wtooth + 2 · Lstack) ·
(
pi ·
(
dwire
2
)2))
, (4.2c)
where Lstack, Wtooth and Htooth are respectively the length, the width and the height of the
tooth, ρstack and ρcoil are the respective densities of the stack and the coil, sf is the stacking
factor as defined in Equation (3.1), Nt is the number of wire turns in the coil and dwire the
diameter of the wire. Once ρwp is computed, the authors suggest to apply the value to the
stator teeth without adding elements for modelling the coils.
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end windings
=
“winding heads”
stator bars
=
“winding edges”
Figure 4.1 – Picture of a winded stator [72]
(a) Finite-element meshing of a
single wire [103]
(b) Detailed geometries of winding heads [124]
Figure 4.2 – Geometries of winding heads
 
Wtooth
Lstack
Figure 4.3 – Geometry of a single wire turn [86]
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An original modelling approach has been proposed by Schlegl et al. [145]. Focusing
on the windings, they suggest to mesh the coils in 3D, replace the rest of the structure
with stiffness elements and update the model with experimental measurements (see Fig-
ure 4.4). Although this alternative model reduces the computation costs significantly in
comparison to the models presented in [124] and [131], this approach can not be inte-
grated into any simulations on entire stators as the other parts are replaced by equivalent
stiffness elements. Moreover, the need to update the model limits the possibilities to use
this approach in design stages.
(a) 3D view of the model
radial 
springs
tangential 
springs
(b) Cross-sectional view
Figure 4.4 – Model of stator windings [145]
As for Ji et al. [142], they pretend that representing winding heads with equivalent ho-
mogeneous properties is not accurate enough for being reliable. Instead, they propose to
use a hybrid electronic model that can not be integrated to finite-element simulations. In
conclusion, the only reasonable approach presented in this section that does not require
updating finite-element models is the mass density computation detailed in [86]. As a
consequence, the need of developing robust methods for modelling windings as parts of
entire stators (and thus assembled with resin) is great, and has been outlined in [140].
Therefore, the next sections will describe an experimental analysis on real stator samples
with windings and adaptation investigations to finite-element modelling. With the aid of
experimental modal data, representative finite-element models will be sought for repre-
senting windings in an electric machine. Finally, the dependency of the elastic properties
towards temperature changes will be investigated.
4.2/ EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSES
As part of this Ph.D. programme, a vast experimental campaign has been organised for
analysing the effects of windings and insulating resin in the dynamic behaviour of a sta-
tor. The expected result is to understand how to generate reliable models of entire electric
machines. To do this, the experimental process consists in manufacturing two-toothed
samples of a real stator core, fix copper windings on the teeth and insert insulating resin
in the entire structure. Several sorts of industrial resins are selected according to the
types of electric machines they are usually used for as well as their respective viscoelastic
properties.
The following subsections will describe all the stages of the experimental process: the
design of steel samples, the production of the windings, the application of the resins and
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the dynamic measurements.
4.2.1/ STEEL SAMPLES
Eight samples of homogeneous steel have been milled by the company Pi-Méca (Saint-
Vit, France), as illustrated in Figure 4.5. A detailed draft of the sample is given in Ap-
pendix A.2. Homogeneous steel has been preferred to laminated steel so that the uncer-
tainties related to the core’s heterogeneity do not interfere with this study.
x⃗
y⃗
z⃗
(a) Sketch of the sample (b) Picture of the steel sample
Figure 4.5 – Core sample
The geometry is derived from the switched-reluctance motor stator presented in Sec-
tions 2.3, 3.2 and 3.3, although the yoke width has been altered to ensure that the fre-
quencies of bending modes are sufficiently low to afford convenient measurements on
the sample.
4.2.2/ PRODUCTION OF WINDINGS
Altogether, sixteen winding coils were required as each of the eight steel samples were
composed of two teeth. Six industrial coils from the initial stator were provided,
whereas the remaining ten were produced by hand. For this, enamelled copper wires
of 2.50× 1.25 mm cross-section were provided by the company APX (Sarrians, France)
and winded about a tooth pattern so that each of the coils had an identical mass of 440 g.
As it can be seen in Figure 4.6, the hand-made windings are in contact while industrial
coils are clearly separated.
Following some of the results shown in Section 4.1, the windings are assumed to have
a negligible stiffness effect on the stator core, hence small discrepancies induced by the
different mass distribution between hand-made and industrial coils. The validity of this
assumption is to be tested in the following sections.
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(a) Industrial windings (b) Hand-made windings
Figure 4.6 – Windings on sample teeth
(a) Distributed AC motor windings (b) On-tooth SRM windings
Figure 4.7 – AC vs. SRM stator architectures [169, 170]
name winding type application family resin reference
P1 hand-made encapsulation 15225
P2 hand-made encapsulation 15244
P3 hand-made encapsulation 15350 NA
P4 hand-made encapsulation 15350 FL
P5 industrial impregnation 3630 XLE
P6 industrial impregnation 3630 VPI
P7 hand-made impregnation 3630 HIR
P63 industrial encapsulation 15350 NA
Table 4.1 – Details of the experimental cases
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4.2.3/ RESIN APPLICATIONS
Once the windings are placed on the sample teeth, the last operation before the mea-
surements is the application of resin. The nature of the resin as well as the application
process depends from the type of electric machine. Whereas an AC (alternating-current)
machine’s stator has numerous, thin teeth, an SRM’s (switched-reluctance machine’s) is
composed of fewer and wider teeth and slots (see Figure 4.7). Therefore, this difference
requires adapted resin settings for each motor type; while in the former case, windings
are impregnated, the latter stator is entirely potted (or encapsulated) with resin [162]. In this
chapter, these different types are referred to as “application families”.
The company Von Roll (Meyzieu, France) is experienced in the design and the application
of insulating resins in electric machines. Thanks to their involvement in this project, seven
different resins were applied to the samples. The experimental cases are labelled “P1” to
“P7” with an additional “P63”, as described in Table 4.1. Note that cases P3 and P63 are
encapsulated with the same resin.
An illustration of each application process is given in Figure 4.8: at the opposite of sample
P2, for which the resin is poured over until filling the cast entirely (encapsulation), sample
P7 is plunged into a resin container and then hung for drip-drying (impregnation). The
encapsulation/potting process involves placing the sample and its cast in vacuum in
order to ensure that no air remains in the resin and between the wires. The samples are
then baked according to the resin specifications and cooled at room temperature. In the
end of the process, the resin takes a solid shape. The volume occupied by the resin in
either potted or impregnated samples can be compared in the detailed views presented
in Figure 4.9. Pictures of all the eight studied samples are gathered in Figure 4.10.
(a) Resin potting / encapsulation (sample P2) (b) Resin impregnation
(sample P7)
Figure 4.8 – Resin application processes for encapsulation and impregnation (at Von Roll)
4.2.4/ DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS
Once cooled, each sample is analysed in turn. Beginning with P1, the sample is equipped
with 11 tri-axial accelerometers, labelled between 1101 and 1123 as shown in Figure 4.11.
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(a) Sample P2 (b) Sample P5
Figure 4.9 – Detailed views of samples P2 and P5
P1 P2 P3 P4 P63
P5 P6 P7
Figure 4.10 – Completed samples
1123 1121
1122
(a) Top face
1106 1107 1107
1101
1102
1103
1104
1100
1105
+X
+Y
(b) Bottom face
Figure 4.11 – Accelerometer positioning (sample P1)
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Point 1100 refers to the excitation. This geometry is identical for all the samples, and
is detailed in Table 4.2. In particular, the coordinate system used for the measurements
is rectangular and has its origin at the steel corner near point 1101. As shown in Sub-
figure 4.11(b), the axes +X and +Y are defined by the shorter and longer edges of the
bottom face, respectively, and the axis +Z is oriented from the top to the bottom face.
label X [mm] Y [mm] Z [mm] label X [mm] Y [mm] Z [mm]
1121 32.5 10 -29.4 1100 25 30 0
1122 75 10 -29.4 1101 10 10 0
1123 32.5 144 -29.4 1102 55 10 0
1103 100 10 0
1104 10 77 0
1105 100 77 0
1106 10 144 0
1107 55 144 0
1108 100 144 0
top face bottom face
Table 4.2 – Accelerometer coordinates
The first objective is to measure frequency response functions (FRFs) at every point 1101
to 1123 and every translational DOF Tx, Ty and Tz in response of an excitation at point
1100 and about DOF −Tz. This measurement is done at room temperature (25°C) af-
ter suspending the sample with soft springs in a box made with thermally-insulating
foam. Amongst other possible techniques, the excitation is made with an electrodynamic
shaker. This choice is explained by the fact the samples are suspected to exhibit a non-
linear dynamic behaviour; applying a purely sinusoidal excitation and controlling the
input force magnitude ensures a better repeatability than e.g. impact hammers between
all the measurements and all the samples. Response functions are measured by sweep-
ing the interval [500; 10,000 Hz] with the excitation frequency (which takes 90 seconds).
Pictures of the measurement environment are shown in Figure 4.12, while other details
about the acquisition equipment are given in Subsection 4.2.5.
A 36-channel analyser is used, mainly for processing the data from the accelerometers
and sending them to the computer, but also for piloting the shaker’s frequency via a
voltage amplifier. Then, the force applied to the sample is measured by a load cell (see
Figure 4.13) via a charge amplifier and enables the closed-loop control of the shaker by
enforcing a constant 0.5 N force magnitude. The shaker is placed under the sample and
outside the insulation box. The load cell is screwed in the bottom face at point 1100 and
a steel rod of diameter 0.8 mm is used for linking the shaker to the sample, so that the
chucks are distant of approximately 2 cm.
Once all the 33 FRFs are stored, a modal basis is extracted with the aid of the module
PolyMAX™ of the software suite LMS.TestLab™. This stage is performed by spotting the
acceleration maxima in the FRFs and defining the relevant ones as modes. In the end, a
complex modal basis is built.
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temperature 
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box
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springs
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Figure 4.12 – Measurement environment (sample P1)
load cell
chuck
rod
(a) Load cell
insulation 
box
rod
shaker
(b) Shaker
Figure 4.13 – Harmonic excitation on sample P6
voltage 
amplifier 
charge 
amplifier 
data 
analyser
data 
processing 
software
Figure 4.14 – Acquisition equipment
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For convenience when comparing it with simulation results, the modal basis is expressed
in the real domain according to the following rules (default in LMS.TestLab™):
• complex magnitudes are kept identical;
• complex phases ϕ ∈ ]−pi; 0] are fixed at ϕ = −pi/2;
• complex phases ϕ ∈ ]0;+pi] are fixed at ϕ = +pi/2.
The samples are then heated up to 90°C in an oven so that the measurement process is
repeated between 80°C and 25°C with decreasing steps of 5°C. By closing the insulation
box, the temperature variations are minimised during each frequency sweep.
4.2.5/ ACQUISITION EQUIPMENT
The acquisition equipment that was used for performing the above-presented measure-
ment is presented in Figure 4.14 and detailed throughout the following points:
- accelerometers: B&K™ 4525 B001 (6 grammes each)
- voltage amplifier: B&K™ S/N 2317620
- charge amplifier: ENDEVCO™ Σ104
- shaker: B&K™ 4N S/N 2317620
- data analyser: LMS.TestLab™ S/N 42042606
- data processing software: LMS.TestLab™ v. 12A
4.3/ FINITE-ELEMENT MODELS OF WINDINGS AND RESIN
Considering the modal bases described in Section 4.2 as references, the possibilities and
the limits to simulate the modal behaviour of each sample with finite-element models
are investigated. As it has been outlined earlier, the main difficulties lie in modelling the
windings and the resin accurately and being able to adapt the models to the considered
case, namely to the specific resin type or to temperature- and frequency-dependent prop-
erties. After a brief description of the critical mode pairs to focus on, this section analyses
the representativeness of different modelling approaches at a fixed temperature, and then
focuses on the variabilities of the model properties with respect to temperature changes.
4.3.1/ CRITICAL MODES
Amongst all the modes extracted from the experimental FRFs, some are of particular
significance regarding the global stator’s behaviour. Four modes of the sample family
“potted” and three of the family “impregnated” are considered critical due to the global
natures of their shapes (and not localised). These experimental modes are associated to
the corresponding simulated modes by the means of the correlation criteria described
in Subsection 1.4.2. The mode pairs are labelled according to the average experimental
natural frequency amongst the samples of a same family, with “PT” referring to “potted”
and “PG” to “impregnated”. Each mode pair is shown in complete and reduced views in
the respective Figures 4.15 and 4.16.
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Concerning the complete stator’s dynamic behaviour, mode pairs PT4 and PG1 are specif-
ically representative of the ovalisation modes. Therefore, a particular emphasis is put on
these modes. Additional details about these modal bases are given in Appendix A.4.
Although it can not be evidently illustrated in this manuscript, it seems important to out-
line that the experimental analyses on potted samples with hand-made windings (ie. P1,
P2, P3 and P4) globally yielded few modes with neat deformed shapes. While PT1 (tor-
sion) modes could be distinguished without doubt at the sight of their shapes, PT4 could
hardly ever be extracted from the FRFs. At the opposite, each modal basis of samples P5,
P6 and P63 included a PG1-like (respectively PT4-) mode. This point will be discussed
further in Paragraph 4.3.2.1 and Subsection 4.3.4.
As for sample P7, no modes could be extracted due to the FRF curves’ overall too poor
quality. Although the measurements were performed in similar conditions as the other
samples, the response curves showed great numbers of maxima. Compared to the criti-
cal modes described in Figure 4.16, the deformed shapes extracted at these maxima led
to too low MAC values to be considered meaningful and reliable for further analyses.
The suspected reasons for these poor-quality measurements are the numerous contacts
and free wire sections originating from the hand-made windings where the impregnat-
ing resin does not guarantee cohesion between all the wires. Therefore, sample P7 has
been discarded from the next stages of this study.
PT1 at ≈ 2, 500 Hz PT2 at ≈ 4, 000 Hz PT3 at ≈ 5, 500 Hz PT4 at ≈ 5, 900 Hz
Figure 4.15 – Critical modes - potted samples
4.3.2/ GENERAL MODELLING GUIDELINES
This subsection aims at comparing the representativeness of possible finite-element
modelling modelling techniques for the presented samples, based on simulation-
measurement modal correlations. The temperature is fixed at 25°C. Each model is based
on the two-toothed steel core, as shown in Figure 4.17 on which the accelerometers are
represented with 6-gramme lumped mass elements. Except for the cases FEM T3, FEM
T4, FEM G1 and FEM G2 (see details in Appendix A.5), the material properties of the core
and the lumped masses are not altered.
The comparison consists in 21 cases involving 10 FE models for potted samples and 11
models for impregnated samples. As this analysis focuses on modelling techniques more
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PG1 at ≈ 650 Hz PG2 at ≈ 1, 400 Hz PG3 at ≈ 3, 100 Hz
Figure 4.16 – Critical modes - impregnated samples
than on resin properties, the only considered samples are P1 (potted) and P5 (impreg-
nated), and the results are generalised for the corresponding families. The sample P63
is discarded from this comparison due to the important changes related to the winding
types. This case will be addressed in Subsection 4.3.4.
The principle is to correlate an initial simulated modal basis (computed from generic ma-
terial properties) with the corresponding experimental modal basis. Then, the FE model
is updated according to the method described in Section 1.4, where the parameters consist
in a specific set of material properties. In this study, the comparison criteria are the final
frequency discrepancy |∆ f | defined in Equation (1.68) and the number of mode pairs Nmp
above the MAC threshold tMAC = 40%. The software used for performing finite-element
model updating is DDS FEMtools™.
STABILITY
Performing updating procedures on models which are composed of equivalent meshes
for representing entire pieces might require specific elastic properties that would not be
representative of any real material. In such case, the variations induced by the updating
iterations may be important and cause instability in the system. Therefore, some explana-
tions are given in the following paragraphs, as well as a correction technique developed
in order to stabilise the updated material definitions.
One of the necessary conditions to perform a finite-element simulation in an elastic struc-
ture is the stability of the system: the transition of an equilibrium state to a deformed state
requires a positive input of energy [21]. In terms of material properties, this is equivalent
to having only strictly positive eigenvalues in the elasticity and compliance matrices [C]
and [S], whose definitions have been introduced in Chapters 1 and 3. In principle, mate-
rial properties corresponding to natural elements such as metals are initially stable (e.g.
E > 0 and |ν| < 0.5 for isotropic materials). However, properties identified by mathemat-
ical processes such as model updating or optimisation procedures might cause instability
due to one ore more negative eigenvalues in matrix [C]. This can be observed for exam-
ple while performing unconstrained model updating on Poisson’s ratios while Young’s
or shear moduli are kept unchanged.
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Figure 4.17 – FE model of the steel core
Considering the initial elasticity matrix [C] real and diagonalisable, there exists an invert-
ible matrix [P] such that
[C] = [P] [Λ] [P]−1 , (4.3)
where the spectral matrix [Λ] is real and diagonal. The solution proposed in this study for
guaranteeing the positivity of each of an elasticity matrix’s eigenvalues is to recompute
an elasticity matrix
[
Cb
]
from
[
Cb
]
=
(
[C]2
)1/2
=
(
[P] [Λ]2 [P]−1
)1/2
, (4.4)
where [Λ]2 only has strictly positive values. If [C] is initially stable, then
[
Cb
]
= [C].
This stabilisation process has been suggested to be added in the development of the com-
mercial model-updating software FEMtools™. As performing it only requires low com-
puter resources, stabilising the updated elasticity matrices with Equation (4.4) after each
updating cycle would be an efficient way to ensure a proper physical meaning to the
updated material properties. In addition to that, this could enable updating anisotropic
material’s coefficients independently, for what versions prior to 3.7.2 (2014) were limited
to global factor scaling. The development team of FEMtools™ has shown an interest to
adding this new feature to their next versions.
DEFINITIONS OF THE UPDATED PARAMETERS
Amongst all the studied FE models, the most relevant ones for the current analysis have
been selected and shown in Figures 4.18 to 4.21, where labels “G” and “T” refer to the
“potted” and “impregnated” families, respectively. The detail of all the tested modelling
possibilities is given in Appendix A.5. The available updating parameters are listed in
white on a green background in the figures, where TK is the thickness, NSM the non-
structural mass and RHO the density. The labels ISO and ORTHO refer to the respec-
tive elastic parameter sets {E, ν} and {Ex, Ey, Ez, Gyz, Gzx, Gxy}, and KXYZ to the values{
Kx, Ky, Kz
}
of stiffness elements. Note that the structure is meshed with either tetrahe-
dral or cuboid elements, which has negligible influence on its dynamic behaviour. A case
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specifying “all” updating parameters actually considers only the parameters defined in
the corresponding figure. Also, a 2-D coating mesh shares the associated solid body’s
nodes. The main observations are summed up and adapted to modelling guidelines in
paragraphs 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2.
3-D winding 
heads
➢ ORTHO
3-D winding 
edges
➢ ORTHO
3-D outer 
resin
➢ ORTHO
➢ ORTHO
3-D inner
 resin
Figure 4.18 – FEM T9 - “potted” family
Specificities:
- all 3D
- teeth adjacent to the wind-
ing edges (no resin between
them)
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 0.12%
“head zone”
➢ ORTHO
“outer” zone
➢ ORTHO
➢ ORTHO
“centre zone”
x
y
z
Figure 4.19 – FEM T10 - “potted” family
Specificities:
- each zone is characterised by
a single set of elastic prop-
erties (e.g. winding heads
and neighbouring resin)
- representative densities con-
served as in FEM T9 (not
updated)
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 0.4%
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Figure 4.20 – FEM G9 (adapted view) - “impreg-
nated” family
Specificities:
- the meshes of winding edges
and teeth are separated
with a 3-D mesh
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 0.39%
3-D winding 
edges
➢ ORTHO
➢ RHO
➢ ORTHO
➢ RHO
3-D winding 
heads
3-D intermediate 
mesh
➢ ISO
Figure 4.21 – FEM G10 (adapted view) - “impreg-
nated” family
Specificities:
- same as FEM G9
Updating parameters:
- all
- constraint: constant total
winding mass
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 0.10%
4.3.2.1/ COMMENTS AND RESULTS FOR POTTED SAMPLES (EXCEPT P63)
As it has been explained in Subsection 4.3.1, many of the modes extracted for the sam-
ples P1, P2, P3 and P4 were associated to deformed shapes of poor cleanness, which led
to overall low MAC values in the updating processes’ correlation stages. Specifically fo-
cused on the mode PT1 (i.e. ensuring lowest frequency discrepancy for this mode during
the updating process), the comparison of the proposed configurations brought the mod-
els FEM T9 and FEM T10 under the spotlight as they showed the lowest average values
∆ f .
The two models differ by their definitions of the windings-resin interaction. For FEM T9,
the windings and the resin are considered having a clear interface, modelled by elastic
property changes. On the contrary, FEM T10 represents a combined homogeneous be-
haviour for modelling loose windings and resin between the copper wires, where only
the initial mass distributions are conserved.
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The modelling guidelines for potted samples with hand-made windings resulting from
this analysis are listed as following:
• the resin and the windings need to be modelled by representative volumes and
masses instead of equivalent coating meshes or tooth properties;
• considering loose windings with inter-penetrated resin requires representing ho-
mogeneous orthotropic zones instead of both windings and resin volumes.
4.3.2.2/ COMMENTS AND RESULTS FOR IMPREGNATED SAMPLES
Benefiting from overall clean experimental mode shapes for samples P5 and P6, almost
all the proposed configurations of impregnated samples enabled to recreate Figure 4.16’s
three outlined critical modes after updating. However, the localisation of the resin and
thus its influence on the sample’s behaviour is trickier to determine. Specifically focused
on the mode PG1, the models FEM G9 and FEM G10 show the lowest ∆ f values after
updating.
In the light of the presented results, the following modelling guidelines are proposed for
impregnated samples:
• the windings should be represented by three-dimensional orthotropic meshes;
• the winding heads need to be included with representative geometry instead of an
equivalent coating mesh;
• the total mass of the windings has to be respected;
• the meshes should not be merged to the tooth edges (i.e. no tight contact);
• the resin ought to be modelled with three-dimensional elements between the teeth
and the windings.
Eventually, representing windings with detailed individual wires has been tested in none
of the considered FE models due to the large number of DOFs this choice would have led
to. The good accuracy of the selected four updated models compared to the experimen-
tal modal bases confirms the validity of homogeneous representative volumes, and thus
suggests adding this modelling guideline to the lists of both families.
The possibility to model windings with equivalent elastic properties computed with
Chapter 3’s identification methods could also be discussed here:
• The fact that some of the windings are home-made complicates the identification of
a representative unit cell to express the periodicity in the structure.
• The research of effective modelling guidelines in both subsections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3
involve model updating procedures that need to be performed independently of
the initial elastic property values.
• Identifying equivalent elastic properties would require validation from experimen-
tal data on the windings alone, which has not been tested in this thesis. Other
remarks about the dependencies of the stator’s modes to the windings’ properties
are given in Subsection 2.3.2.
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4.3.3/ TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCY
After selecting representative models, the variability of the material properties is anal-
ysed with respect to temperature. This stage is relevant as the motor temperature varies
while functioning, and the material properties of the polymers used as resins show no-
table dependencies towards temperature and time. The principle of this study is the same
as in Subsection 4.3.2: for each temperature and each sample, the selected FE model is up-
dated with the corresponding experimental modal basis. For minimising variations, the
updated material properties for a given temperature are considered as initial parameter
values for the next temperature step. Also, for samples P5 and P6, the material proper-
ties of the windings are considered constant: only the resin properties are updated with
respect to temperature changes.
For each sample family, two FE models have been selected in Subsection 4.3.2. This sub-
section however focuses on only one of them, namely FEM T10 (elastic zones) for samples
P1, P2, P3 and P4, and FEM G9 (identical densities in winding heads and edges) for sam-
ples P5 and P6. This choice is made for a better representativeness of real conditions viii;
the corresponding illustrations are recalled in Figure 4.22 with the appropriate direction
indications. The relative evolution curves of the updated parameters with respect to tem-
perature are plotted in Figures 4.23 to 4.32, on pages 141 to 144. The evolutions are ex-
pressed as relative ratios in comparison to the initial values at 25°C (detailed as “init” in
the legends).
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(a) For samples P1, P2, P3 and P4
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(b) For samples P5 and P6
Figure 4.22 – Selected FE models
For each sample, the objective is to identify the relation between the parameter variations
and the evolution of the corresponding resin’s storage modulus. Therefore, the evolution
of the corresponding resin’s storage modulus is added to each case in comparison to
the simulated values. However, the experimental data describing the resin’s properties
(see Appendix A.3) are only available at 1 Hz, which has to be taken into account as
the polymers have a frequency-dependent behaviour. Therefore, anticipating from the
studies detailed in Chapter 5, the behaviour of every resin is extrapolated at 1,000 Hz (in
order to approximate the critical modes’ frequencies) with the aid of the expression:
log
(
fη_max
)
= 0.4054 · T0 − 32.316 ,
viii. The second samples have been also considered for this study but showed poorer updating possibilities
at higher temperatures, and are therefore discarded for the rest of this chapter.
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Figure 4.23 – Evolution curves of updated material properties for sample P1 (centre zone)
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Figure 4.24 – Evolution curves of updated material properties for sample P1 (head zone)
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Figure 4.25 – Evolution curves of updated material properties for sample P2 (centre zone)
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Figure 4.26 – Evolution curves of updated material properties for sample P2 (head zone)
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Figure 4.27 – Evolution curves of updated material properties for sample P3 (centre zone)
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Figure 4.28 – Evolution curves of updated material properties for sample P3 (head zone)
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Figure 4.29 – Evolution curves of updated material properties for sample P4 (centre zone)
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Figure 4.30 – Evolution curves of updated material properties for sample P4 (head zone)
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Figure 4.31 – Evolution curves of updated material properties for sample P5
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Figure 4.32 – Evolution curves of updated material properties for sample P6
where fη_max and T0 characterise the resin at a specific frequency and temperature, re-
spectively. Considering a frequency shift from 1 Hz to 1,000 Hz leads to
log (1, 000)− log (1) = (0.4054 · T1,000 − 32.316)− (0.4054 · T1 − 32.316) ,
which is equivalent to the temperature shift
T1,000 − T1 = log (1, 000)− log (1)0.4054 ≈ +7.4°C.
Translating the temperature evolutions measured at 1 Hz by +7.4°C thus gives a more ac-
curate idea of the resin’s behaviour at 1,000 Hz. The corresponding corrected evolutions
of the resin’s elasticity modulus are plotted in dashed grey curves for each case. Even-
tually, the elastic parameters of the “outer zone” are not shown for the cases P1 to P4
(though they are still updated), as they have no equivalent in the global stator structure.
As it can be observed in the evolution curves associated to samples P1 and P5, some up-
dated values happen to increase while the temperature increases, although the Young’s
modulus value of every resin exhibits an opposite behaviour. For sample P1, this is ex-
plained by the fact that the natures of the paired modes are not identical at all temper-
ature steps. Some parameters are updated according to the influence they have on the
paired natural frequencies (see Subsection 1.4.3): if a given mode is not paired at the next
temperature step (e.g. too low MAC value or too poor quality to be extracted from mea-
surement data), then the sensitivity values can vary importantly, and thus explain the
different updated parameters.
The explanation of the changes observed for P5 is somehow different. Analysing the ex-
perimental FRFs from which the modes have been extracted shows the dependency of
PG1 mode’s frequency (see Figure 4.16) towards temperature. As it can be seen in Fig-
ure 4.33, zooming on the corresponding acceleration peak in the FRF curves exhibits two
distinct maxima (approximately distant from 100 Hz) whose magnitudes change with
respect to the temperature. At low temperatures, the lower-frequency maximum is sig-
nificantly higher than the other (hence the term of “main” mode in Figure 4.33), and vice-
versa. At some points even, there is only one maximum visible. Therefore, even though
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both modes are extracted whenever possible (and always show MAC values near 100%
when compared to each other), the updating process selects only one of them to pair it
with its simulated equivalent. This phenomenon is actually the cause of the abrupt pa-
rameter variations observed in Figure 4.31 for the sample P5, as the paired mode changes
between 40°C and 45°C.
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Figure 4.33 – Temperature-dependency of the first torsion mode, for sample P5
4.3.3.1/ COMMENTS AND RESULTS
The analysis presented in this subsection has outlined some interesting results. They are
listed as following.
• Figures 4.23 to 4.32 clearly show that the resin’s elastic properties and their varia-
tions with respect to temperature have a non-negligible influence on the samples’
modal behaviours.
• This influence is significantly higher for potted samples than for impregnated sam-
ples, as the shapes of the parameter changes for samples P1 to P4 are globally in
better agreement with the resin’s variations than for P5 and P6.
• In particular, the most important variations are observed on the samples for which
the resin’s glass-transition temperature is within the temperature range [25°C; 80°C]
(P1, P4 and P5), whereas the other samples (P2, P3 and P6) exhibit relatively low
parameter variations.
• The parameter variations are difficultly explained by the resin’s behaviour for sam-
ples P5 and P6, although the final correlation values after updating the correspond-
ing FE models were as satisfactory as for the other samples.
• For the “potted” samples P1 to P4, parameters GXY and GYZ (associated to the
shear moduli of same names) show the greatest variations. This is explained by
the fact that mode PT1 is particularly sensitive to these two parameters: as the as-
sociated natural frequency varies, so do these parameters. This observation can
be compared to the remarks of Subsection 2.3.2, outlining that the entire stator’s
torsion mode was sensitive to Gθz. For the presented samples, the equivalent pa-
rameter is Gxy, which thus shows an agreement between the two studies.
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4.3.4/ SPECIAL CASE: SAMPLE P63
Although some interesting temperature-depending tendencies were observed for the
samples P1 to P4, it can not be denied that predicting the evolutions of the equivalent
elastic parameters from only the resin’s storage modulus measurements is a tricky task.
Noticing that hand-made windings are actually in contact from one tooth to the other
raises the questions of the existence and the influence of a possible stiffening effect of the
copper wires on the samples’ mechanical behaviour. As it has been explained in previous
sections, this stiffening effect is commonly assumed negligible and therefore suggests to
account only for the copper’s mass in finite-element simulations. At the light of the re-
sults from Subsections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, this assumption is now tested with the analysis on
the last sample, P63. This sample is the one whose geometry is closest to the complete
stator’s.
Figures 4.6 and 4.10 show that unlike the other potted samples, the windings are clearly
separated in P63. Repeating the operations detailed in Subsections 4.3.2 for sample P63
leads to the optimum FE model illustrated in Figure 4.34, with which all 4 critical modes
are paired after updating, for an average frequency discrepancy ∆ f = 0.24% at room
temperature.
Unlike for the other potted samples, the experimental analyses on P63 yielded good-
quality extracted modes and most interestingly clean deformed shapes for the bending
mode PT4 (see Figure 4.15). Although the masses and resin properties are identical in
both samples P3 and P63, the torsion mode PT1 and bending mode PT4 have been mea-
sured in average (for all temperatures) at 8% and 11% lower frequencies in P63 than in
P3. This is a first indicator of stiffness changes induced by the two winding types.
The new FE model illustrated in Figure 4.34 most simply represents the sample as it is,
with one single isotropic material for all the resin. The material properties at 25°C are
detailed in Table 4.3. It can be noted that although updated, the value of the resin’s repre-
sentative Young’s modulus is identical to that of experimental measurements performed
on this resin (see Chapter 5 for details).
The temperature analysis presented in Subsection 4.3.3 is reapplied on sample P63,
where only the resin’s representative Young’s modulus is updated through temperature
changes. The resulting relative evolution curve is shown in Figure 4.35. As before, the
relative evolution measured for the corresponding real resin (see Appendix A.3) is ex-
pressed at 1,000 Hz by a temperature shift of +7.4°C, and is plotted as a dashed grey
curve.
As it can be seen in the figure, the evolution curves relative to simulated and measured
data are in fair agreement. This confirms the validity of the proposed FE model for this
sample and also shows that the winding properties can be considered as temperature-
independent. Therefore, applying the relative changes measured on the sample (at 1 Hz)
to the resin’s Young’s modulus of the FE model is, for this case, fairly predictive for sim-
ulating the global sample’s dynamic behaviour.
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Figure 4.34 – FEM T11
teeth resin winding heads winding edges
E˜x [GPa] 96.8
E˜y [GPa] 200 4.02 101 122
E˜z [GPa] 105
G˜zy [GPa] 35.9
G˜zx [GPa] - - - 61.3
G˜xy [GPa] 86.5
ν˜yz [−] 0.30
ν˜xz [−] 0.24 0.33 0.30 0.28
ν˜xy [−] 0.30
ρ˜
[
kg m−3
]
7,770 2,050 4,700 4,700
Table 4.3 – Material properties of sample P63 at 25°C
TG = 93°C
E (init = 4.02E9 Pa)
E' resin init at 1,000 Hz
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Figure 4.35 – Evolution curves of updated material properties for sample P63
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As this sample is the most representative of the entire stator’s geometry, preferring FEM
T11 for performing FE simulations needs to be included in the previous modelling guide-
lines:
• for modelling the stator of a real switched-reluctance machine, the windings ought
to be modelled with three-dimensional homogeneous meshes with a similar geom-
etry as the real ones;
• the resin needs to be modelled as close as possible from the real conditions, in this
case with a single isotropic material for all the zones;
• the windings can be considered as temperature-independent;
• the relative evolution of the resin’s storage modulus measured at 1 Hz can be used
to predict the value of the resin’s representative Young’s modulus in the FE model.
INTERMEDIATE CONCLUSION
This chapter has presented an experimental campaign on eight stator samples with wind-
ings and resin, and has investigated the possibilities of modelling them with modal finite-
element simulations and take into account the influence of temperature variations. Dis-
tinguishing two families of electric machine technologies, namely with “potted” or “im-
pregnated” stators, this study has first selected appropriate models amongst a series of
possible choices, and has then analysed the evolutions of modelling parameters with re-
spect to temperature changes in the samples by the means of model updating procedures.
Resulting from these sections, guidelines have been proposed for improving modelling
techniques of entire stators including windings and resin, with a particular emphasis on
encapsulated switched-reluctance machines.
The main modelling guidelines are recalled hereafter:
• the windings should be represented with equivalent homogeneous material prop-
erties instead of detailed meshes of the wires;
• discarding pieces (e.g. windings) from the model and representing them with
equivalent properties such as additional coating elements has been proven detri-
mental to the overall accuracy;
• the mass of each piece needs to be integrally modelled;
• the windings can be considered as temperature-independent;
• in a nutshell, establishing a representative FE mesh of an entire stator ought to
be done as close as possible from the pieces’ real geometries, including one single
zone of isotropic material for representing the potting resin. The values of the cor-
responding Young’s modulus can be predicted from the relative evolution of the
resin’s storage modulus with respect to temperature.
This chapter has also shown that the samples composed of hand-made windings yielded
a significantly poorer quality in the experimental modal analyses. Especially, the bend-
ing mode most representative of the entire stator’s ovalisation behaviour was only ex-
ploitable when measured on samples with industrial windings. This observation there-
fore invalidates the assumption that the windings’ only contribution in the global stator’s
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behaviour was of mass, and suggests to consider both stiffness and mass effects in FE
simulations.
The analyses on impregnated samples have also led to several major modelling guide-
lines. However, associating on-tooth (i.e. SRM-like) windings with impregnation is rarely
applied in the industry at the moment but may be rapidly expanding with the current in-
terest for segmented stators which require this kind of combination. For thinly-toothed
stators such as standard asynchronous AC machines though, this knowledge could be
strengthened by further studies on adapted samples.
Property evolutions of each resin have been used as reference curves in comparison to the
updated parameters in the temperature analyses. The transposition proposed in order to
approximate the behaviour at 1,000 Hz instead of 1 Hz can be discussed as the tempera-
ture shift factor is associated to only one of the considered resins. However, this approach
has reduced the possible discrepancies to the resin’s real behaviour and has enabled sen-
sible observations and the suggestion of important guidelines on the most representative
sample. Determining shift factors adapted to each of the other resins would require ex-
perimental and numerical applications as described in Chapter 5, but goes beyond the
frame of this study.
Eventually, the fact that the resin’s frequency- and temperature-dependent tendency is
responsible for important changes in the behaviour of the studied assemblies suggests
to put an emphasis on viscoelastic phenomena. Chapter 5 will detail a comprehensive
analysis on the resin properties and a concrete application for noise reduction in electric
machines. This chapter has been placed in the appendices for confidentiality reasons.

5
VISCOELASTIC PHENOMENA IN
ELECTRIC MOTORS: FINITE-ELEMENT
MODELLING APPROACHES AND
NOISE-REDUCTION CAPACITIES
This entire chapter has been removed from the initial document for confidentiality rea-
sons.
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CONCLUSIONS
Funded by the company Vibratec and supervised by the Femto-S.T. Institute, this the-
sis has been focused on the mechanical behaviour of electric machines. In particular,
the main objective was to develop efficient modelling techniques for performing finite-
element simulations on electric motor stators. To achieve this, the work has been divided
into five chapters, whose main contributions are summarised hereafter.
While the first chapter introduced the necessary theoretical notions for the applications,
the content of the second chapter concerned the state-of-the-art knowledge about the sim-
ulation and the prediction of the dynamic behaviour of an electric machine stator. Various
assumptions and practical notions have been presented. In addition, sensitivity analyses
have been performed on the elastic parameters of a stator’s finite-element model, and
outlined that the critical cylinder modes were particularly sensitive to the equivalent ma-
terial properties of the resin between the teeth and the magnetic core’s yoke. Also, the
impacts of stiffness changes in the connection between the frame and the magnetic core of
an electric motor stator have been investigated, and suggested to adopt a simple, merged
interface for best representativeness without experimental data.
Focused on the magnetic cores only, the third chapter detailed the development of two
methods of equivalent material property identification applied for multi-layered lam-
inated structures subjected to pre-stress and friction. Most importantly, this chapter
showed that the ability of an equivalent material property set to recreate the dynamic be-
haviour of the initial heterogeneous structure is affected by the definition of shear and the
existence of couplings between tension-compression and shear. While laminated struc-
tures require “sliding shear” identification scenarios, pre-stressed homogeneous bodies
are best modelled with “transverse shear” moduli. The effectiveness of the developed
“Orthotropic” method has been compared to reference numerical homogenisation results
from the literature. Without need of time-consuming updating procedures, the direct ap-
plications to a concrete magnetic core’s finite-element model led to a satisfying accuracy
in the simulation of critical ovalisation modes when compared to experimental modal
data measured on an industrial structure.
Specifically oriented towards windings and insulating resins, the fourth chapter dealt
with thorough experimental analyses on core samples and the determination of sensible
guidelines for representative finite-element models. With a distinction of two major fam-
ilies of electric machines, appropriate finite-element models have been selected, with the
aid of which the evolutions of modelling parameters have been analysed with respect to
temperature changes. Amongst other guidelines, the resin can be modelled in the entire
stator with the properties measured from a single polymer rod. The value of the cor-
responding Young’s modulus can be predicted from the relative evolution of the resin’s
storage modulus with respect to temperature.
At last, concentrated on the resin’s viscoelastic behaviour, the fifth chapter (removed from
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the document for confidentiality reasons) presented a comprehensive methodology for
the computation of optimised properties in order to minimise the noise emitted by a
complete electric machine. The combination of viscoelastic property tuning with repre-
sentative electromagnetic and structural finite-element simulations enabled to decrease
up to 10 dB of the peak radiated power values in a switched-reluctance motor. In fur-
ther steps, including static and dynamic eccentricities in the motor showed a substantial
enrichment of the electromagnetic excitation spectra, which led to significantly strength-
ened overall noise emissions. Although the same viscoelastic property tuning as for the
motor without eccentricities allowed to mitigate this detrimental acoustic level increase,
this study outlined the necessity to prevent eccentricities from occurring in electric ma-
chines.
MAIN MODELLING GUIDELINES
Based on the results presented in all five chapters, the main guidelines for creating accu-
rate finite-element models of electric machine stators are summarised hereafter:
• Without specific experimental need to tell otherwise, the frame and the magnetic
core ought to be modelled with merged interface nodes. This choice seems the
best compromise between the uncertainties about the phenomena occurring at the
interface and the computation costs related to the number of degrees of freedom in
the model.
• Under rough assumptions such as modelling the magnetic core with a single zone,
numerical and/or analytical methods such as “PEMAT” or the well-known “rule
of mixtures” (see Subsection 3.2.1) are fastest to apply as they do not require post-
processing the results.
• However, none are capable of accounting for external perturbations and specific
zoning of the structure. For such requirements, using either the “Ortho” or “Aniso”
method proposed in Chapter 3 would be more appropriate. Judging from the rel-
atively slight efforts required with current finite-element meshing programmes for
this option, zoning the structure and determining orthotropic material properties
as explained in Section 3.2 seems to be the best compromise between representa-
tiveness and time needed for the preparation of the simulations.
• As for the magnetic core, the windings should be represented with equivalent ho-
mogeneous material properties instead of detailed meshes of the wires. Both stiff-
ness and mass properties in the windings have influence on the stator’s overall
behaviour.
• Each piece and its integral mass need to be modelled in the stator.
• Finally, for performing a dynamic response simulation involving viscoelastic mate-
rials such as resins, two cases can be distinguished:
– In the considered frequency/temperature range, the variations of the ma-
terial properties are assumed negligible. In this case, the materials can be
modelled with non-viscoelastic properties (i.e. frequency- and temperature-
independent), and the response can be computed with modal superposition
algorithms.
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– In the considered frequency/temperature range, the variations of the mate-
rial properties are assumed significant. In this case, the materials have to
be modelled with frequency- and temperature-dependent properties, and the
response needs be computed with direct resolution systems only. Although
more accurate than the former one, this case may require a considerably longer
time to be solved if no pseudo-modal solutions (see the corresponding discus-
sion in Chapter 5) are adopted.
FUTURE PROSPECTS
Finally, this work presents opportunities for further applications. One of most direct ap-
plication that could be thought of is a faster and more efficient design of new electric mo-
tor and vehicle models. Indeed, the new methods presented in this thesis could alleviate
the current needs of experimental data for predicting the dynamic behaviour of a de-
sign model accurately. The necessity of manufacturing costly and numerous prototypes
could be reduced with more accurate simulations in the design stages of a new machine.
In addition to this, the capacity to create accurate models of electric machine stators en-
ables sensible optimisation procedures in the early design stages; combining optimised
geometries (e.g. adapted volume for better integration in a car body), electromagnetic
performances (e.g. modified tooth shapes for smoothing magnetic flux variations during
the rotor’s rotation), power supply strategies (e.g. enhanced PWM) and manufacturing
processes (e.g. cost reductions) could be assets for producing affordable, reliable, energy-
efficient and acoustically attractive machines.
The applied simulations detailed in this thesis could benefit from further experimental
analyses such as testing optimised resins in complete stator structures. In particular, it
would be interesting to manufacture an “optimised” switched-reluctance machine with
the resin properties determined in Chapter 5 and compare experimentally its acoustic
emissions with those of the initial device. Possibly, analysing the influence of motor de-
fects other than eccentricities (e.g. rotor misalignment) with both simulations and mea-
surements could help proposing new design guidelines for optimised performances.
Eventually, amongst other currently fast-growing technologies, segmented stators
present interesting manufacturing assets, and are composed of several parts with on-
tooth windings. Combining these manufacturing assets with the low costs related to
switched-reluctance machines’ architectures and an acoustically-optimised design with
adapted resin properties could lead to affordable and robust technologies for future
100%-electric vehicles such as cars, trains or even airplanes. In a more long-term per-
spective, future developments and improvements in the domain of composite structures
could benefit from more effective modelling tools for three-dimensional heterogeneous
structures.
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A
ADDITIONAL DATA
This appendix chapter gathers some additional data that were not presented in the doc-
ument’s main matter.
A.1/ DEFINITIONS OF STIFFNESS AND MASS MATRICES
Some notions related to elasticity matrix definitions have been defined in Subsection 1.3.1.
The relations used to compute a structure’s global stiffness and mass matrices are intro-
duced in this section. The entire theory is not to be detailed; more information can be
found in [115, 11], on which this section is based. Also, as the details are given for the
three-dimensional case, it can be adapted to any type of elements by discarding unde-
sired dimension(s) in the equations and taking into account the contributions of possible
additional phenomena (such as bending stiffness).
A.1.1/ STIFFNESS MATRICES
Considering a finite element composed of n DOFs and k nodes, the stiffness matrix [Ke]
(the superscript e refers to this single element) is defined from the principle of virtual
works by
[Ke] =
˚
Ωe
[Be]ᵀ [C] [Be]dΩ , (A.1)
where Ωe is the volume of the element, dΩ an infinitesimal volume such that
dΩ = dxdydz, [C] the elasticity matrix of the element’s material, and [Be] the deforma-
tion interpolation matrix which links the deformation tensor to the nodal displacements
(ui, vi, wi) with the relation

εxx
εyy
εzz
2 · εyz
2 · εzx
2 · εxy

= [Be]

u1
v1
w1
...
uk
vk
wk

. (A.2)
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The computation of matrix [Ke] and all the unknown terms in Equation (A.1) is explained
hereafter. The displacement field {u, v, w} in the element can be described by means of
interpolation functions N (x, y, z) so that:
u (x, y, z) =
k
∑
i=1
Ni (x, y, z) · ui , (A.3a)
v (x, y, z) =
k
∑
i=1
Ni (x, y, z) · vi (A.3b)
and
z (x, y, z) =
k
∑
i=1
Ni (x, y, z) · zi , (A.3c)
or in a vectorial form

u (x, y, z)
v (x, y, z)
w (x, y, z)
 = [N e]

u1
v1
w1
...
uk
vk
wk

, (A.4)
where ui, vi and wi are the respective displacements on directions x, y and z at node
i. The matrix [N e] thus associates the interpolation functions to the corresponding dis-
placements. As such functions Ni are not straightforward to exhibit in the general case,
a reference element composed of n DOFs and k nodes is considered, and the space vari-
ables ξ, η and ζ are used to describe the behaviour of the reference element. The reference
nodes have for coordinates either −1 or +1 in each direction. Then, the k reference inter-
polation functions N¯i are obtained from Lagrange polynomials, so that N¯i (ξ , η, ζ) = 1 at
node i and 0 elsewhere. Also, the fact the element is isoparametric enables using iden-
tical functions Ni and N¯i for each node i. Then, any point of coordinates (x, y, z) on the
real element can be associated to a point on the reference element by the transformation
expressions
x (ξ , η, ζ) =
k
∑
i=1
N¯i (ξ , η, ζ) · xi , (A.5a)
y (ξ , η, ζ) =
k
∑
i=1
N¯i (ξ, η, ζ) · yi (A.5b)
and
z (ξ , η, ζ) =
k
∑
i=1
N¯i (ξ, η, ζ) · zi , (A.5c)
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where xi, yi and zi are the coordinates of the real nodes and N¯i the interpolation functions
of the reference element. The displacement field (u, v, w) in the real element is defined by
the same expressions, with respect to variables ξ, η and ζ and from nodal displacements
ui, vi and wi. In a vectorial form, this is equivalent to:

u (ξ, η, ζ)
v (ξ , η, ζ)
w (ξ , η, ζ)
 = [N¯ e]

u1
v1
w1
...
uk
vk
wk

. (A.6)
Then, the deformation interpolation matrix [Be] of Equation (A.2) has to be composed
from the relations defining strain values ε ij:
εxx (ξ , η, ζ) =
∂u
∂x
(ξ , η, ζ) =
k
∑
i=1
∂N¯i
∂x
(ξ , η, ζ) · ui , (A.7a)
and omitting the variable dependencies,
εyy =
∂v
∂y
=
k
∑
i=1
∂N¯i
∂y
· vi , (A.7b)
εzz =
∂w
∂z
=
k
∑
i=1
∂N¯i
∂z
· wi , (A.7c)
2 · εyz = ∂v
∂z
+
∂w
∂y
=
k
∑
i=1
(
∂N¯i
∂z
· vi + ∂N¯i
∂y
· wi
)
, (A.7d)
2 · εzx = ∂w
∂x
+
∂u
∂z
=
k
∑
i=1
(
∂N¯i
∂x
· wi + ∂N¯i
∂z
· ui
)
(A.7e)
and
2 · εxy = ∂u
∂y
+
∂v
∂x
=
k
∑
i=1
(
∂N¯i
∂y
· ui + ∂N¯i
∂x
· vi
)
. (A.7f)
However, the displacements and thus the reference interpolation functions have to be
expressed with respect to variables x, y and z for the derivatives to be computed in Equa-
tions (A.7a) to (A.7f). This is why a jacobian matrix [J] is used to change variables from
(ξ , η, ζ) to (x, y, z), such that:
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
∂N¯i
∂ξ
∂N¯i
∂η
∂N¯i
∂ζ

= [J]

∂N¯i
∂x
∂N¯i
∂y
∂N¯i
∂z

, (A.8)
and where the values in
[J] =

∂x
∂ξ
∂y
∂ξ
∂z
∂ξ
∂x
∂η
∂y
∂η
∂z
∂η
∂x
∂ζ
∂y
∂ζ
∂z
∂ζ

(A.9)
are computed from Equations (A.5a) to (A.5c). It seems interesting to note that the terms
in [J] only depend from the coordinates of the real element, and that its determinant does
not equal 0 unless the real element is distorted ix. Then, reversing System (A.8) yields:

∂N¯i
∂x
∂N¯i
∂y
∂N¯i
∂z

= [J]−1

∂N¯i
∂ξ
∂N¯i
∂η
∂N¯i
∂ζ

, (A.10)
from what matrix [Be] can be computed entirely.
Eventually, the stiffness matrix [Ke] of the real element, previously introduced in Equa-
tion (A.1), can be now computed from the reference element, such that:
[Ke] = det ([J]) ·
ˆ 1
−1
ˆ 1
−1
ˆ 1
−1
[Be]ᵀ [C] [Be]dξdηdζ . (A.11)
For an N-DOF structure composed of Q elements, the assembly process starts by creating
Q matrices of size N × N, called [Kg]i. Each of them is filled with the values of the cor-
responding element stiffness matrix [Ke]i (placed in [Kg]i according to the global DOFs),
and 0 elsewhere. The structure’s global stiffness matrix [K] is then assembled by:
[K] =
Q
∑
i=1
[Kg]i . (A.12)
ix. Geometric criteria exist for finite-element solvers, but will not be detailed here.
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A.1.2/ MASS MATRICES
Defining mass matrices is simpler. The equation defining the mass matrix [Me] of the
same element is
[Me] = det ([J]) · ρ ·
ˆ 1
−1
ˆ 1
−1
ˆ 1
−1
[N¯ e]ᵀ [N¯ e]dξdηdζ , (A.13)
where the interpolation matrix
[N¯ e] has been introduced in Equation (A.6), and where
ρ represents the element’s density. The assembly process for computing the global mass
matrix [M] is identical as for [K].
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A.3/ DMA CURVES OF INITIAL VON ROLL’S RESIN SAMPLES
The viscoelastic properties of the resins used in Section 4.2’s experimental analyses have
been measured for an excitation frequency of 1 Hz by the means of a Dynamic Mechan-
ical Analyser (DMA) at Von Roll Company (Meyzieu, France). The experimental curves
are associated to their respective design references and to the resin labels defined in Sec-
tion 4.2, and are shown in Subsections A.3.1 and A.3.2. On each curve, the so-called
“Modulus” is related to the material’s Young’s modulus by a constant factor.
A.3.1/ PROPERTIES OF THE RESINS USED FOR SAMPLES P1 TO P4
P1 - ref. 15225
P2 - ref. 15244
P3 - ref. 15350 N
A
P4 - ref. 15350 FL
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A.3.2/ PROPERTIES OF THE RESINS USED FOR SAMPLES P5 TO P7
P5 - ref. 3630 XLE
P6 - ref. 3630 VPI
P7 - ref. 3630 H
IR
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A.4/ MODE SHAPES OF CORE SAMPLES WITH WINDINGS AND
RESIN
For the core samples P3 and P6 introduced in Chapter 4, the deformed shapes of lowest-
frequency modes are computed with optimised material properties, and illustrated in
Subsections A.4.1 and A.4.2, respectively.
A.4.1/ MODE SHAPES OF SAMPLE P3
P3 - mode 1 (2,966 Hz) P3 - mode 2 (4,097 Hz) P3 - mode 3 (6,298 Hz)
P3 - mode 4 (7,101 Hz) P3 - mode 5 (7,867 Hz) P3 - mode 6 (8,537 Hz)
P3 - mode 7 (9,037 Hz) P3 - mode 8 (9,500 Hz)
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A.4.2/ MODE SHAPES OF SAMPLE P6
P6 - mode 1 (636 Hz) P6 - mode 2 (1,380 Hz)
P6 - mode 3 (3,069 Hz) P6 - mode 4 (3,100 Hz)
P6 - mode 5 (3,295 Hz) P6 - mode 6 (3,628 Hz)
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A.5/ UPDATED MODELS FOR CORE SAMPLES WITH WINDINGS
AND RESIN
The updated FE models for the core samples introduced in Chapter 4 have been com-
pared in Subsection 4.3.2, where only the most accurate for recreating the modal be-
haviour measured on the real samples have been selected. This section gathers all
of the tested modelling possibilities throughout pages 170 to 176, where labels “G”
and “T” refer to the “potted” and “impregnated” families, respectively. The avail-
able updating parameters are listed in white on a green background in the figures,
where TK is the thickness, NSM the non-structural mass and RHO the density.
The labels ISO and ORTHO refer to the respective elastic parameter sets {E, ν} and{
Ex, Ey, Ez, Gyz, Gzx, Gxy
}
, and KXYZ to the values
{
Kx, Ky, Kz
}
of stiffness elements.
Note that the structure is meshed with either tetrahedral or cuboid elements, which has
negligible influence on the dynamic behaviour. A case specifying “all” updating param-
eters actually considers only the parameters defined in the corresponding figure. Also, a
2-D coating mesh shares the associated solid body’s nodes.
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2-D
 coating
➢ ISO
➢ TK
➢ NSM
Figure A.1 – FEM T1 - “potted” family
Specificities:
- volumes of both windings
and resin are replaced by a
2-D coating
Updating parameters:
- NSM only
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 50.4%
2-D
 coating
➢ ISO
➢ TK
➢ NSM
Figure A.2 – FEM T2
Specificities:
- same as FEM T1
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 35.8%
adapted 
teeth
➢ ISO
Figure A.3 – FEM T3
Specificities:
- total mass represented by
adapted tooth density
- inspired from the method in
[86]
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 57.7%
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adapted 
teeth
➢ ORTHO
Figure A.4 – FEM T4
Specificities:
- same as FEM T3
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 56.5%
3-D heads
➢ ISO
3-D edges
➢ ISO
3-D resin
➢ ISO
➢ ISO
➢ TK
2-D
 coating
Figure A.5 – FEM T5
Specificities:
- 3-D windings
- the resin is replaced by 3-D
elements between the teeth
and the winding edges and
2-D coating over the wind-
ings
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 2 and |∆ f | = 29.2%
3-D winding 
heads
➢ ISO
3-D winding 
edges
➢ ISO
3-D outer 
resin
➢ ISO
➢ ISO
3-D inner
 resin
Figure A.6 – FEM T6
Specificities:
- all 3D
- teeth adjacent to the wind-
ing edges (no resin between
them)
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 1.35%
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3-D winding 
heads
➢ ISO
3-D winding 
edges
➢ ISO
3-D outer 
resin
➢ ISO
➢ ORTHO
3-D inner
 resin
Figure A.7 – FEM T7
Specificities:
- same as FEM T6, with or-
thotropic inner resin
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 1.20%
3-D winding 
heads
➢ ORTHO
3-D winding 
edges
➢ ORTHO
3-D outer 
resin
➢ ISO
➢ ORTHO
3-D inner
 resin
Figure A.8 – FEM T8
Specificities:
- same as FEM T7, with or-
thotropic winding heads
and edges
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 0.22%
3-D winding 
heads
➢ ORTHO
3-D winding 
edges
➢ ORTHO
3-D outer 
resin
➢ ORTHO
➢ ORTHO
3-D inner
 resin
Figure A.9 – FEM T9
Specificities:
- same as FEM T8, with or-
thotropic outer resin (i.e. all
orthotropic)
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 0.12%
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“head zone”
➢ ORTHO
“outer” zone
➢ ORTHO
➢ ORTHO
“centre zone”
x
y
z
Figure A.10 – FEM T10
Specificities:
- each zone is characterised by
a single set of elastic prop-
erties (e.g. winding heads
and neighbouring resin)
- representative densities con-
served as in FEM T9 (not
updated)
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 0.4%
adapted 
teeth
➢ ISO
Figure A.11 – FEM G1 - “impregnated” family
Specificities:
- total mass represented by
adapted tooth density
- inspired from the method in
[86]
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 12.0%
adapted 
teeth
➢ ORTHO
Figure A.12 – FEM G2
Specificities:
- same as FEM G1
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 1.19%
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2-D winding 
heads
➢ ISO
➢ ISO
2-D winding 
edges
Figure A.13 – FEM G3
Specificities:
- winding edges coated on the
teeth (common interface
nodes)
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 14.5%
- very low final E values (re-
duced by 99.5% after up-
dating)
➢ ISO
➢ TK
➢ NSM
2-D winding 
edges
Figure A.14 – FEM G4
Specificities:
- winding edges coated on the
teeth (common interface
nodes)
- no heads
- inspired from the suggestions
in [46]
Updating parameters:
- TK and NSM only
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 7.02%
2-D winding 
heads
➢ ISO ➢ ISO
2-D winding 
edges
stiffness 
elements
➢ KXYZ
Figure A.15 – FEM G5 (adapted view)
Specificities:
- the meshes of winding
edges and teeth are sepa-
rated, with geometrically-
coincident nodes
- each node pair is linked by
3-D stiffness elements (each
direction can be updated
independently)
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 2.65%
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2-D winding 
heads
➢ TK
➢ NSM
➢ TK
➢ NSM
2-D winding 
edges
Figure A.16 – FEM G6
Specificities:
- same as FEM G5, with 2-mm
shell offset
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 4.39%
3-D winding 
edges
➢ ISO
➢ ISO
➢ TK
2-D coating
2-D intermediate 
mesh
➢ ISO
➢ TK
Figure A.17 – FEM G7 (adapted view)
Specificities:
- the meshes of winding edges
and teeth share the same in-
terface nodes with a 2-D in-
termediate mesh (instead of
stiffness elements)
- the winding heads are mod-
elled by 2-D coating meshes
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 3.51%
- very low final E value in the
winding edges (reduced by
99.9% after updating)
3-D winding 
heads
➢ ORTHO ➢ KXYZ
stiffness 
elements
3-D winding 
edges
➢ ORTHO
Figure A.18 – FEM G8
Specificities:
- same as FEM G5, with 3-D or-
thotropic windings instead
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 0.69%
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3-D winding 
edges
➢ ORTHO ➢ ORTHO
3-D winding 
heads
3-D intermediate 
mesh
➢ ISO
x
y
z
Figure A.19 – FEM G9 (adapted view)
Specificities:
- same as FEM G8, with a 3-
D mesh instead of the stiff-
ness elements
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 0.39%
3-D winding 
edges
➢ ORTHO
➢ RHO
➢ ORTHO
➢ RHO
3-D winding 
heads
3-D intermediate 
mesh
➢ ISO
Figure A.20 – FEM G10 (adapted view)
Specificities:
- same as FEM G9
Updating parameters:
- all
- constraint: constant total
winding mass
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 0.10%
3-D winding 
edges
➢ ORTHO ➢ ORTHO
3-D winding 
heads
3-D intermediate 
mesh
➢ ISO
merged
nodes
Figure A.21 – FEM G11 (adapted view)
Specificities:
- same as FEM G9, with
merged nodes at the tooth
edges
Updating parameters:
- all
Results:
- Nmp = 3 and |∆ f | = 1.74%
B
NOMENCLATURE
B.1/ ABBREVIATIONS
DMA dynamic mechanical analysis/analyser
DOE design of experiments
DOF degree of freedom
FE finite element
FRF frequency response function
INRIA property identification method detailed in Paragraph 3.2.1.2
KPC property identification method detailed in Paragraph 3.2.1.4
MAC Modal Assurance Criterion
NSM non-structural mass
NVH noise, vibration and harshness
PEMAT property identification method detailed in Paragraph 3.2.1.3
PG mode pair - “potted family”
PT mode pair - “impregnated family”
PWM pulse-width modulation
S/N serial number
WA property identification method detailed in Paragraph 3.2.1.1
2D, 3D two-dimension, three-dimension
B.2/ PHYSICAL SYMBOLS
B magnetic induction or flux density
[
T or Wb ·m−2 or H ·A ·m−2]
BuN number of nodes on face u = N [−]
[C] elasticity matrix
[
N ·m−2]
[D] viscous damping matrix
[
kg · s−1]
f mm magnetomotive force [A]
Fd,i reaction force on node i, direction d [N]
{F} harmonic force vector [N]
~H magnetic field
[
A ·m−1]
I electric current [A]
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Kx, Ky,
Kz
value of stiffness element about translational DOFs Tx, Ty and Tz[
N ·m−1]
[K] stiffness matrix
[
N ·m−1]
Krow:col component of stiffness matrix
[
N ·m−1]
[M] mass matrix [kg]
Nr rotor speed [rpm]
Rx, Ry,
Rz
rotational DOFs about directions x, y and z
[S] compliance matrix
[
m2 ·N−1]
[S ] sensitivity matrix [−]
sf stacking factor [−]
Tx, Ty,
Tz
translational DOFs about directions x, y and z
tMAC
MAC-value threshold below which mode pairs are discarded from the
correlation process [−]
UhN set of nodes on face h = N
∆ld,i displacement of node i, direction d [m]
{ε} strain tensor (column vector form) [−]
ζ damping ratio (ζ = c/ccrit) [−]
η loss factor (η = 2 · ζ) [−]
Λ magnetic permeance [H]
µ magnetic permeability
[
N ·A−2 or H ·m−1]
ρ mass density
[
kg ·m−3]
{σ} stress tensor (column vector form)
[
N ·m−2]
{φ} mode (deformed) shape [m]
B.3/ MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS, NOTATIONS AND CONVEN-
TIONS
[B] deformation interpolation matrix
aEb a · 10b
i imaginary symbol (i =
√−1)
= (c) imaginary part of complex number c
N (x, y, z) three-dimensional interpolation function
< (c) real part of complex number c
[Td (θd)] matrix of rotation of angle θd about axis d
δij Kronecker symbol (equals 1 if i = j and 0 if i , j)
[Λ] spectral matrix
[0u,v] u× v matrix filled with 0 (applies for vectors also)
[1u,v] u× v matrix filled with 1 (applies for vectors also)
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[Iu,v] u× v matrix filled with δij (identity if u = v)
[−] matrix or physical units
{−} vector
log (x) common logarithm (base 10) of x
ln (x) natural logarithm (base e) of x
exp (x) exponential function of x, equivalent to ex
ab a power b
a{b} b-th term of set a
ψ˜ global/equivalent property ψ
~a ·~b dot-product of vectors~a and~b (scalar)
~a×~b cross-product of vectors~a and~b (vector)
[R]ᵀ transposed matrix (or vector) of [R]
B.4/ USUAL MAGNETIC CORE MODE SHAPES
The notations used in this document to describe mode shapes of cylinders, magnetic core
structures or entire stators are presented on pages 180 to 182. The model used is the
magnetic core presented in Sections 2.3, 3.2 and 3.3.
When applicable, mode shapes are defined with an order set (n, m), where n stands for
the spatial order (i.e. number of lobes along the circular section) and m for the number of
nodal circles along the length (i.e. circles of nodes having null displacement).
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mode (2,0) - 824 Hz mode (2,1) - 1,169 Hz
mode (3,0) - 2,180 Hz mode (3,1) - 2,683 Hz
mode (4,0) - 3,855 Hz
“parallelogram” bending mode -
4,155 Hz
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mode (4,1) - 4,427 Hz
ovalisation 2 + longitudinal
coupled mode - 5,414 Hz
mode (5,0) - 5,529 Hz torsion mode - 6,285 Hz
mode (0,1) - 6,356 Hz mode (6,0) - 6,421 Hz
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“breathing” mode (0,0) - 6,593 Hz mode (2,2) - 6,633 Hz
bending mode - 7,586 Hz mode (4,2) - 7,623 Hz
mode (0,2) - 8,796 Hz “tooth rocking” mode - 13,530 Hz
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Abstract:
Boosted by the increasing interest of industries such as automotive, 100% electric engine technologies
power more and more affordable vehicles for the general public. In spite of a rather favourable
common opinion about the low noise emitted by electric motors, controlling the vibratory and
acoustic performances of such machines remains a very costly challenge to take up. Associating
the expertise of the company Vibratec and the institute Femto-ST Applied Mechanics Department,
this industry-oriented Ph.D. thesis aims at improving the current knowledge about the mechanical
behaviour of electric machines. New finite-element modelling methods are proposed from
homogenisation approaches, experimental analyses, model updating procedures and variability
studies in temperature and frequency, in order to predict the behaviour of an electric motor more
efficiently.
Keywords: finite elements, electric machine stator, magnetic core, laminated composites, heterogeneous
structures, homogenisation method, windings, resin, experimental modal analysis, polymer, vis-
coelasticity, electromagnetic simulation, dynamic response
Résumé :
Dopées par un intérêt croissant des industries telles que l’automobile, les technologies de
motorisation 100% électriques équippent de plus en plus de véhicules à la portée du grand public. En
dépit d’une opinion commune favorable sur les faibles émissions sonores des moteurs électriques,
la maîtrise des performances vibratoires et acoustiques d’une telle machine reste un challenge très
coûteux à relever. Associant l’expertise de l’entreprise Vibratec et du département Mécanique
Appliquée de l’institut Femto-ST, cette thèse CIFRE vise à améliorer les connaissances actuelles
sur le comportement mécanique de machines électriques. De nouvelles méthodes de modélisation
par éléments finis sont proposées à partir d’approches d’homogénéisation, analyses expérimentales,
recalage de modèles et études de variabilité en température et en fréquence, pour permettre une
prédiction plus performante du comportement vibratoire d’un moteur électrique.
Mots-clés : éléments finis, stator de machine électrique, cœur magnétique, matériaux composites stratifiés,
structures hétérogènes, méthode d’homogénéisation, bobinages, résine, analyse modale expéri-
mentale, polymère, viscoélasticité, simulation électromagnétique, réponse dynamique
